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THE NEW SOUND

latest electrothe latest
electrohow to
to combine
combine the
Discover how
nic
instruments
with
multi-track
recording
-track
recording
multi
nic instruments with

ON TEST: THE PHILIPS
CARTRIDGE PORTABLE

DIM TEST: THE PHILIPS
CARTRIDGE

PORTABLE

BUYING
HINTS:

BUYING

THE NEW SOUND
1
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Considerations
Considerations
when
when buying
buying a
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recorder
tape recorder
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1

7

Papst
Papst outer rotor motors
motors
(Capstan motor
hysteresis synchronous)
Low wow
wow and flutter content
74- ips,
(below 0.05% at
at 15
15 ips, 0.10% at 7i
111 ips)
ips)
0.15% at 31 ips, 0.25% at U
3
3

- - ^1
\.

Digital rev.
rev. counter

&
Deck switches
interlocked-^.
interlocked

Fast rewind
Fast
(1200 ft. in 60 sees)
secs)
(1200

Unique, reliable
Unique,
braking system
Large, dynamically
balanced, flywheel
flywheel

44 tape speeds
31, li
74 and
and 15 ips
1».
18, 3J,

m
$

-*AI.

Units interconnected
interconnected with
plugs and sockets

Reel accommodation
dia.

Si in.
84
All decks fitted to tape recorders are hinged
hinged for easy access

We have been accused

We

have

been

accused

...

...

deck, so we have taken
of hiding our light under a bushel, the light
taken the hint
light being our superb 4 speed tape deck,
and given you a large illustration
illustration pointing out
out some
some of its principle features. This deck is used on all Brenell
models and there
there are versions available to take 10?"
10-r NAB
reels. Also we supply
supply tape decks and matching
NAB reels.
amplifiers separately
for building
building into your own equipment cabinet. Write for details of the Brenell range.
separately for

"v
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Q
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MARK 5
SERIES 33

STB2

-

MONO-HALF
MONO -HALF TRACK-TWO
TRACK -TWO HEADS—
HEADS
MAGIC EYE
EYE
(Available
with recording
(Available with
recording level
level meter
meter at
at extra
extra
cost.)
cost.)
High
High quality amplifier
amplifier with
with power
power output
output of
of
2i
21 watts
watts r.m.s.
r.m.s. and
and aa trequency
frequency response
response of
of
40- 20,000 c/s—can
40—20,000
c/s -can be
be used
independently of
used independently
of
tape
tape recorder—narrow
recorder- narrow gapped
gapped record/playrecord/playback
for
extended
frequency
responseback head
head for extended frequency response
double gapped
gapped ferrlte
ferrite erase
erase head
head to
minimise
to minimise
erase noise—headphone
erase
noise -headphone monitoring.
monitoring.

-

Brenell

MARK 55
MARK
TYPE M
M SERIES

33

-

MONO -HALF TRACK-THREE
MONO-HALF
TRACK -THREE HEADS—
HEADS
RECORDING
RECORDING LEVEL
LEVEL METER
METER
Separate
Separate record
record and
and playback
heads —sepaplayback heads
separate record and
and playback
amplifiers —ampliampliplayback amplifiers
fier frequency
frequency response
25- 26,000 c/s
response 25-26,000
±3dß-c/s +3dB—
power
power output
output 22 watts
watts r.m.s.
r.m.s. — separate
separate bass
bass
and
of input
and treble
treble controls
controls — mixing
mixing of
input signals
signals
— speaker
speaker monitoring
monitoring whilst
whilst recording.
recording.

-

-

-

--

BRENELL ENGINEERING CO. LTD.
BRENELL
231/5 Liverpool Road, London, N.I.
N.1.
Telephone;
Telephone: NORth 8271
(5 lines)
8271 (5
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MONO/STEREO-HALF
/STEREO -HALF TRACK
TRACK (Record/
(Record/
MONO
playback) —QUARTER
playback)
QUARTER TRACK
TRACK (playback)
(playback)
HEADS
FOUR HEADS-TWO
TWO EDGEWISE
EDGEWISE METERS
FOUR
METERS
Designed
Designed for use
use with
with high
high fidelity
fidelity stereo
stereo
installations
—adjustable
installationsadjustable attenuators on
on all
all
Input
ensure perfect
input channels
channels to
to ensure
matching
perfect matching
with
ail
auxiliary
equipment
—
dual
concenwith all auxiliary equipment dual concentric recording level
level and
tric
and playback
playback level
level concon trols—cathode
trols
-cathode follower
channel
follower output—four
output-four channel
mixing
mono programme
mixing on
on mono
programme sources
sources —twin
twin
recording and
twin playback
recording
and twin
playback pre-amplifiers—
pre-amplifiers
comparison of
recorded signal—
of original
signal
comparison
original and
and recorded
adjustable bias
adjustable
bias level—recording
level -recording facilities for
1/2
2/2 track—playback
1/2 and
and 2/2
track-playback facilities
facilities for
for 1/2,
1/2,
2/2. 1/4
1/4 and
and 2,'4
2'4 tracks
212,
tracks — sound-on-sound
sound -on -sound
facilities
two edgewise
facilities —two
edgewise meters
meters for
for recording
level.
level, tape
ing level,
tape output
level and
and bias
output level
bias level.

- -

-

- -

-

-

amplifiers
Optional extra: stereo
stereo power amplifiers
and
and monitoring speakers.

EMU u°

EMITfMMH

SETS A NEW SOUND STANDARD

SETS

A

NEW

SOUND

STANDARD

IT.

0

NEW TAPE

NEIV TAPE
NEW EMITAPE the most advanced
recording tape
advanced magnetic recording
in the.
the world. Automated control and rigid inspection at all
all
stages of manufacture, using the most specialised equipment
in the latest
In
latest magnetic tape
tape factory in Europe,
Europe, ensures that every
reef of the new range of EMITAPE
reel
EMITAPE is of
of superlative quality for
your recorder.
New magnetic
magnetic oxide
oxide coating techniques, combined
combined with new
new
high strength polyester base films, provide:
provide:
★
* WIDER FREQUENCY RANGE ★IMPROVED
* IMPROVED UNIFORMITY
* GREATER STRENGTH
★
★
LONG -LIFE
* SUPER LONG-LIFE
- together with all the long established EMITAPE features
-together
features
acknowledged by
by the BBC
BBC and other leading broadcasting and
recording organisations throughout the world.

A
The
its own
The tape
tape that
that stands
stands on
on Its
own

NEW PACKS

NEW PACKS
All four grades of EMITAPE -- Standard,
Standard, Long,
Long, Double, and the
the
new Triple Play are packed
cases at
packed in special dustproof library
library cases
No Extra Cost. These library cases have the added advantage
of being self-standing
self-standing for compact storage and transparent for
easy reference.
reference.
easy
TRY
TRY THE NEW
NEW EMITAPE NOWI
NOW!
now for aa leaflet giving
this coupon now
Send off this
of NEW EMITAPE.
full details of
NAME.
NAME........._..
ADDRESS .

AT

AT YOUR
YOUR LOCAL
LOCAL DEALER
DEALER NOW
NOW
E.M.I. TAPE LIMITED • HAYES ■ MIDDLESEX
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LOEWE
LOEWE®OPTA
OPTA

Tape Recorders

Tape Recorders

THE NEW OPTACORD 408

THE NEW OPTACORD 408
THE MOST COMPACT MAINS
MAINS
AND BATTERY RECORDER
RECORDER
speed 3J
3i i.p.s. twin
twin trjck
Single speed
|g Q
track for use
use on mains.
mains,
batteries and
and car
car batteries.
39 UPIO
GNS

C:

OPTACORD

THE

THE LATEST
LATEST OPTACORD 416
416
OPTACORD 416
Specifications as
as Optacord
Optacord 408 plus dig.
counter, tone and
and volume controls,
controls, 22
speeds 3^
3; i.p.s.
i.p.s. and 1| i.p.s. Twin
Twin Track.
OPTACORD 416
416 DIA
As Optacord 416, with
built-in
with built
Syn-in Synchronisation for Automatic Slide Projector.
Projector.
THREE -IN -ONE
THREE-IN-ONE

51 GNS
GNS

62
62 GNS
GNS

MAINS -- BATTERIES -- CAR BATTERIES
BATTERIES

HIGHGATE ACOUST/CS
Approved Loewe-Opta
Loewe -Opta Stockists
Alexoaders.
Alexander.,
Holburn Sireel,
Street,
Holbam
Aberdeen.
Aberdeen.
Queeasway Radio.
Queensway
Radio,
97, Ouccnsway.
Queensway,
97,
Pens
Wood,
Pens Wood,
Kent.
Kent.
Arding && Hobbs.
Hobbs,
Arding
Ltd., Clapham
Junction.
I.
S.W.1I.
Junction, S.W.I
Audiocraft.
Audiocraft.
Road,
20. Kettcring
20,
Kettering Road.
Northampion.
Northampton.

Barkers Ltd..
Ltd.,
Barken
31. Oxford
31,
Oxford Road,
Worthing.
Worthing.
Barrehs
Barretts
of Canterbury.
of
Battys
Baltya (Rhyl)
(Rhyl) Ltd..
Rhyl.
2621.)
Rhyl. (Tel. 2621.)

Wilf Plant,
Will
Plant.
Asfordby,
Asfordby, Melton
Leics.
Mowbray, Lcics.
Mowbray,
Bon Marche.
Bon
Street,
Norlhgate Street.
Northgate
Gloucester.
Gloucester.
Leonard
Leonard Booth.
Booth.
35.
South Street,
35. South
Street.
Eastbourne.
Eastbourne.
Coortney Davies.
Courtney
Davies.
12.
12. Station
Station Road.
Road.
Harpenden.
Harpcndcn.
L0EWE@0PTA

ft

Bristol
Bristol &
& Cardiff
Cardiff
Tape Recorder
Recorder
Centres.
Centres.

Francis
Francis of
of
Strealham.
169,
Streatham. 169.
Strcatham High
Streatham
High St..
St.,
S.W.I6.
S. W. l6.

A.
A. Brown
Brown &
& Son
Son
Ltd..
Ltd., 24/28,
24/28, George
George
Street. Hull.
Street.
Hull.

Gilbert
Gilbert Pianos
Pianos Ltd..
Ltd..
37.
Southchurch
37. Southchurch
Road.
Road. Southend.
Southend.

Brown,
Brown. Muff's.
Muff's.
Bradford. 1.
Bradford,
1.

Grimes
Grimes Ltd..
King Street.
King
Street,
Wigan,
Wigan, Lanes.
Lanes.

Camera
Camera Thorpe.
Thorpe.
6/8. Osmaston
6/8.
Osmaston Rd..
Rd.,
Derby.
Derby.
Campkius
Campkins Audio,
Audio.
21. Harkett
21,
Harkest Street.
Street.
Cambridge.

Chelsea
Chelsea Record
Record
Centre.
Centre, 203.
203. Kings
Kings
Road. S.W.3.
Road,
S.W.3.
Chiesmans
Ltd..
Chiantis' Ltd.,
Lewisham,
Lewisham. S.E.23.
S.E.23.
City && Essex
City
Essex Tape
Tape
Recorder
Recorder Centres,
Centres,
228. Bishopsgate.
228,
Bishopsgate,
E.C.2.
E.C.2.
Radio
Radio Maintenance
Maintenance
(Leicester) Ltd..
Ltd..
(Leicester)
Ill. Queens
III.
Queens Road.
Road,
Leicester.
Leicester.

Croasdales
Croasdales
(Nelson) Ltd.,
Ltd.,
(Nelson)
41 && 58.
58. Every
41
Every St..
St..
Nelson. Lanes.
Lanes.
Nelson,

Dingles.
Dingfea, Royal
Royal
Parade. City
Parade.
City
Centre,
Centre. Plymouth.

Guildhall Tape
Guildhall
Tape
Recorders. 33.
Recorders,
33,
Guildhall Street.
Guildhall
Street.
Folkestone.
Folkestone.
I.J. E.
Hargreaves
E. Hargreaves
Ltd., II Railway
Ltd.,
Railway Rd..
Rd..
Blackburn.
Blackburn.
Harveys,
High Street,
High
Street,
Guildford.
Guildford. Surrey.
Surrey.
Hamilton
Hamilton
Electronicf,
Electronics.
35.
35. London
London Road.
Road.
Southampton.
Southampton.
J. Harris.
Harris.
231, Baker
Baker Street.
231,
N.W.I. Street,
N.W.1.
House
House && Son
Son Ltd..
Ltd..
Blake Street.
Blake
Street. York.
York.

Howard Tape
Howard
Tape
Recorders,
Recorders. 218.
High
218. High
St.,
St., Bromley,
Bromley, Kent.
Kent.
R. H.
Hills Ltd..
R.
H. O.
O. Hills
Ltd..
Bank Hey
Street,
Bank
Hey Street,
Blackpool.
Blackpool.
Imhofs Ltd..
Imhofs
Ltd..
New
New Oxford
Oxford St..
St.,
W.C.2.
W.C.2.

Jones && lliggins.
Higgins,
Jones
Ml.
Lane,
Rye Lane.
1-41. Rye
Peckham.
S.E.I5.
Peckham,
S.E.15.
Joplings Ltd..
Ltd.,
Jopliags
John
John Street.
Street,
Sunderland.
Sunderland.
Kendal Milne
Milne && Co.,
Co..
Kendal
Deansgate,
Deansgate,
Manchester. 3.3.
Manchester.
John
Ltd..
King Ltd..
John King
East Street.
East
Street,
Brighton.
Brighton.
R. S.
Kitchen Ltd..
Ltd..
R.
S. Kitchen
22. King
King Edward
Edward
22.
Street.
Leeds 1.I.
Street, Leeds
Lancashire
Ltd..
Hi-Fi Ltd..
Lancashire Hi-Fi
Tape Centre,
Centre.
Tape
8.
Deansgate,
8. Deansgate,

Manchester. 3.i.
Leech
& Haig
Haig Ltd..
Ltd..
Leech &
112. London
Road,
London Road,
112,
Oxford.
Oxford.
Massey's,
Massey's,
121/3, High
High Road.
Road,
121/3.
Chiswick. W.4.
W.4.
Chiswick.
lames Mackenzie
Mackenzie Ltd..
Ltd..
James
Grange Road
Grange
Road West.
West,
Birkcnhcad.
Birkenhead.
Misons, Hi-F!
Hi -Fi
Misons.
Specialist Citadel
Row
Specialist
Citadel Row
Carlisle.
Carlisle.
Fairbolham
Fairbothas
& Co.
Co. Ltd..
Ltd..
&
58-62. Lower
Hillgatc,
Lower Hillgate,
58-62,
Stockpori,
Stockport, Cheshire.
Cheshire.
Aldridges (Music)
Ltd..
Aldridges
(Music) Ltd..
14-16
Hoghton Street.
14
-16 Hoghton
Street.
Southport.
Southport.
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71/73 Great Portland Street.
Street,
London, W.l.
W.I.
London,
London. W.l
London,
W.1
Parish && Co.,
Parish
Co..
130.
130. Union
Union Street,
Street,
Torquay.
Torquay.
Piercy's,
Piercy's.
63.
63. Lupus
Lupus Street,
Street.
S.W.I.
S.
W.1.
Rackhams Ltd..
Ltd..
Reckhass
Corporation Street,
Corporation
Street,
Birmingham,
Birmingham, 2.
2.
Recording
Recording
Machines Ltd..
Machines
Ltd..
119. Victoria
119,
Victoria St..
St.,
S.W.I.
S.W.I.
Tom
Ltd..
Tos Reekie
Reekie Ltd..
10, Bridge
Bridge Street.
10.
Street.
Stafford.
Stafford.
The Mnsic
Centre.
The
Music Centre.
103 Risbygate
Rbbygate
St..
103
St..
Bury St.
Edmunds.
Bury
St. Edmunds.
Tel: 4324
4324
Tel:
Rvland Hnntley.
Huntley,
Ryland
15. Old Bond
Bond Street,
IS.
Street,
Bath.Old
Bath.
SeJfridges Ltd.,
SdMgcs
Ltd.,
Oxford Street.
Oxford
Street. W.I.
W.I.
Sheen Tape
Tape
Sheen
Recorder Centre.
Recorder
Centre.
8. Station
Parade.
8,
Station Parade,
Sheen.
Sheen. S.W.14.
S.W.14.
J. V.
Robinson Ltd..
Ltd..
V. Robinson
J.
91. High
High Street,
Street.
91,
Huntingdon.
Huntingdon.
J. Smith
& Son.
J.
Son.
184.Smith
The &Rock.
184,
Rock,
Bury.The
Lanes.
Lanes.
Bury,
Staowood Radio
Radio Ltd.
Stanwood
(All branches.)
branches.) Ltd.
(All
London—Essex—
London
-BsexHerts—Suffolk
Herts
-Suffolk
Sport && Radio.
Radio,
Sport
26/29. Aldwich
Road.
26/29,
Bognor Aldwich
Regis. Road.
Bognor
Regis.

G. H.
G.
H. SleeL
Steel.

141.
141. St.
St. Georges
Georges

Road. Glasgow.
Road.
Glasgow.

Tape Recorder
Centre,
Tape
Recorder Centre,
82. High
High Holborn
82.
Holborn
W.C.I.
W.C.1.
Tape Recorder
Tape
Recorder Centre.
Centre.
30.
King Cross
Cross St.,
St.,
30. King
Halifax.
Halifax.
I. H.
H. Tale
& Co.
Co. Ltd..
J.
Tate &
Ltd..
45.
45. Crowuee
Road.
Crowtree Road.
Sunderland.
Sunderland.
K. A.
Cheesman
Ltd.
K.
Cinemax Ltd..
32. A.
Crouch
Street.
32.
Crouch Street.
Colchester. Essex.
Essex.
Colchester,
Teletape,
Tekfape,

33. Edgware
Edgware Road.
33.
Road,
W.2.
W.2.

The Recorder
The
Recorder Co.,
Co..
188. West
West End
188.
End Lane.
Lane.
N.W.6.
N.
W.6.
Turners
Turners
Photographic Ltd.,
Ltd..
Photographic
9. The
9.
The Walk.
Walk.
Ipswich.
Ipswich.

Radio Maintenance
Radio
Ma'nteoaace
(Leicester).
(Leicester),
IIj, Queens
Road.
Ill,
Queens Road,
Leicester.
Leicester.
Lloyd && Keywords,
Key worth.
Lloyd
26. Downing
Street.
26,
Downing Street,
Farnham.
Farnham.

Bristol Hl
Hi-Fi.
Bristol
-Fi.

28. Upper
Upper Maudling
28,
Maudling
Street. Bristol.
Street.
Bristol.

i. W.
W. Maasfield.
J.
Mansfield.
18. Liverpool
Liverpool Road.
18.
Worthing. Road,
Worthing.

...NOW! exciting NEW
NOW!

exciting

NEW
DM-

ARTHUR IYMAt1i
7

recordings

.wR sm,

x5

.y.

CHRISTMAS
CHRISTMAS IS
IS FOR
FOR
THE
THE FAMILY
FAMILY — Jack
Jack
Benny
Benny introduces
introduces aa real
real
Christmas-at-home
Christmas -at -home atmosatmosphere
phere with
with Carols
Carols sung
sung by
by
an all-children's
an
all-children's choir.
choir.
One
One of
of two
two delightful
delightful tapes
tapes
of similar
of
similar type.
type.

ARTHUR LYMAN
ARTHUR
LYMAN AT
AT
THE
THE CRESCENDO,
CRESCENDO, lush
lush
recording
recording of
of aa small
small classy
classy
Hollywood group;
Hollywood
group; virtuvirtuoso
oso instrumentalists
instrumentalists playplaying
exotic
music
exotic
ing
music including
including
Simlau;
Simlau; Days
Days of
of Wine
and
Wine and
Roses; Slaughter
Roses;
Slaughter on
on 10th
10th
Avenue
Avenue and
and many
many others.
others.

Net -)__^
_
ï___

MISTEH
PERCUSSION
MISTEn PERCUSSION
TERRY
TERRY SIMYOER
SNYOER

AUTHENTIC
AUTHENTIC SOUND
SOUND
EFFECTS,
EFFECTS, aa series
series of
of
eight
eight complete
complete tapes
tapes which
which
include
include some
some forty
forty difierdiffercnt
ent sound
sound effects
effects on
on each
each
tape.
tape. Just
Just the
the thing
thing for
for
the
creative
tape
recordist
the creative tape recordist
and
and film
film man.
man.

MISTER PERCUSSION
MISTER
PERCUSSION
—the
-the fabulous
fabulous Terry
Terry
Snyder
Snyder playing
playing Puttin'
Puttin' on
on
the
the Ritz;
Ritz; Softly
Softly as
as in
in aa
Morning
Morning Sunrise
Sunrise and
and many
many
others
others in
in his
his own
own inimitinimitable
able style.
style. This
This is
is delightful
delightful
music
music even
even if
if you
you are
are not
not
fan.
aa 'percussion'
'percussion' fan.

»wr
TEXAS JIM
JIM ROBERTROBERTSON,
SON, sings
sings and
and plays
plays In
in
the
the delightful
delightful Jim
Jim Reeves
Reeves
style,
style such
such favourites
favourites as
Mockin'
Mockin' Bird
Bird Hill;
Hill; SlipSlias
ppin' Around;
Around; I've
I've Got
Got the
the
Money
Money and
and many
many others.
others.
This isis aa voice
voice new
new to
to this
this
country and
and must
must not
not be
be
missed.
missed.

-

SPAIN
SPAIN — Symphony
Symphony of
of
the
the Air,
Air, Toscanini's
Toscanini s famous
famous
orchestra,
conducted by
orchestra, conducted
by
fPArtega.
They play
D'Artega. They
play
Granada; Ritual
Ritual Fire
Fire
Dance;
Dance; Espafla
Espaúa Cani
Cani and
and
many
is
many others.
others. This
This is
wonderful
wonderful music
magmusic magnificently
nificently recorded.
recorded.

SOUTH PACIFIC and
and
MUSIC
A delightdelightMUSIC MAN.
MAN. A
ful
ful selection
these
selection from
from these
two
two popular
popular shows
shows by
by
The
The Royal
Royal Farnsworth
Farnsworth
con'Pops' Orchestra
Orchestra conducted
ducted by
by Cyril
Cyril Holloway.
Holloway.
All
All the
the loveliest
loveliest numbers
numbers
sounding their very
sounding
very best
best.

LISTEN
LISTEN AT
AT HOME
HOME

=-

]'`',/,i.S

new tapes released
released in this
this exciting
exciting new

catalogue can be
be heard In
In your own
home, on your recorder—before,
recorder-before, you
them. Two
tapes
buy them.
Two fascinating Sampler tapes
are available In
In Mono 3f
31. and 4-Track
44-Track
Stereo 31 Ips.
one
contains
one
fps. Each
no fades, from
item, no
each one of
full Item,
from each
as
sixty-five tapes from such labels as
over sixty-five
Pickwick, Hi-Fl-Tapes,
Hi -Fl- Tapes, GNP Crescendo,
Elektra, Musictapes. Hundreds of titles,
faultless recordings and magnificent artists;
ists; something to appeal to everyone.
Ask your dealer about PICKWICK
SOUNDS and MUSIC Tapes SAMPLER,
or write or call
call at Teletape, 33 Edgware
Road, London, W.2. In case of difficulty
or for full details and catalogues, complete the coupon on the right.

5002
5002 PIPES—Ditmar
PIPES -Ditmar and
and
Laskie play
Laskie
play fabulous
fabulous pipe
pipe
organ
organ duets
duets on
on the
the famous
famous
Lorin
Whitney-Robert
Lorin
Whitney- Robert
Morton
Morton Organ.
Organ. III
I'll Never
Never
Smile
Again;
Smile Again; Under
Under Paris
Paris
Skies;
Skies; Beyond
Beyond the
the Sea
Sea
and
others.
and many
many others.

PIANO ROLLS IN
PLRCUSSION

PIANO
PIANO ROLLS
ROLLS IN
IN PERPERCUSSION—this
tape
CUSSION-this
tape
brings
brings such
such oldies
oldies as
as I'm
I'm
Gettin'
Gettin' Sentimental
Sentimental Over
Over
You;
You; Sophisticated
Sophisticated Lady;
Lady;
Stardust;
Stardust; For Me
Me and
and My
My
Gal;
Gal; Kitten
Kitten on
on the
the Keys
Keys
and many
and
others of
many others
of tne
the
same vintage.
same
vintage.

-

BEFORE YOU BUY
BUY

2
TRACK
4 TRACK
MONO & STEREO 2-4

BEFORE YOU

More than sixty-five
sixty -five of the 115 fabulous
fabulous

MS

• fir.I

-

...'.pl
n `a6f.

in nru
& a -Mnak
mm art
IfJ&.alózar
MIr Uat ew

tmf
nw
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WM >1*3
rw a*»
nfcnni
net
WnOft
•»< !.:•.«
MHU'
r»x
éPROM
dw nmi{
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rítí M f
OMVI CUW
•: 4tns.tY
MKIIS
e Mk MMK
a.au+t
tat
JU

recoidings

Tilt SYfs!I'NUS- Or IY.EAíü

5,002 PIPES!

recordings have previously been
None of these super fidelity recordings
3â ips and
released in
in this country. All are available in Mono 3|
and
4
-Track
71.
in STEREO 3|
4-Track 7$-. Moderately
in
3* 4-Track,
4- Track, 3f
3* 2-Track
2 -Track
top quality I mil Mylar
50/-, duplicated on top
priced from 35/- to 50/-,
base tape. Unconditionally
Unconditionally guaranteed, Money back if not
base
absolutely
absolutely satisfied.
I

INVITED
TRADE ENQUIRIES
ENQUIRIES INVITED

POST

THIS COUPON
THIS
COUPON

TO

DAY

Transatlantic
Music Tapes
Topes (Distributors)
(Distributors) Ltd.,
Ltd.,
Transatlantic Music
250
250 Grand
Grand Buildings,
Buildings, II Strand,
Strand, London,
London, W.C.2.
W.C.2.
(Delete
items innapplicable)
innapplicable)
(Delete items
Please send
Catalogues of latest releases.
send Catalogues
Please
Please
Tapes Sampler.
Sampler,
Please send
send information on Pickwick Sounds and Music Tapes
Please
nearest stockist.
stockist.
send name
and address of nearest
Please send
name and
Name
Name
Address

please send full
of my favourite dealer, please
II attach
full
attach name and address of
details to him.
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NOW!

2 0 ,00 0 c NAHCES

20,000

CHANCES

T 0 TRY

TOM
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KODAK

TAPE

/
®3 _
m \

Ample supplies
all Kodak
Kodak Tapes have been released for the British
supplies of all
amateur market. This means you can now obtain these famous
famous tapes
through any
any of 20,000 Kodak photo dealers (there's
(there's one in
in your town).
week and prove
Try the Kodak tape of your choice
choice this week—and
prove
for yourself how justified are the 'rave'
`rave' reviews you've read in the
audio press!
country's audio
Long, Double, Triple
Play -are
Kodak tapes—Standard,
tapes -Standard, Long,
Triple and Quadruple Play—are
Kodak
available in all standard reel sizes.

-

THERE'S A
A

galEBE TAPE

TOWN
TAPE SUPPLIER IN YOUR
YOUR TOWN
Kodak Limited. London
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WHO SAID
SAID BEAUTY
BEAUTY AND
AND BRAINS
BRAINS DON'T
DON'T GO
GO TOGETHER?
TOGETHER?

WHO

This great
great new tape recorder
recorder is best in its price range for performance and
and looks!

Philips 'High
' High Performance' Tape
Tape Recorder
with Furniture Look Model EL3556 62
with
62 gns.
Whoever said
beauty
said
and brains don't go together was
wrong! For Philips brilliant new High Performance
tape recorder is more than aa leader in its price
price range
for performance,
performance, reliability and technical excellence. It
also has Philips breakaway Furniture Look—it's
Look-it's a
handsome, contemporary piece of furniture
handsome,
furniture that's designed to look right in your home.
Judge for yourself.
home. Judge
yourself
technical features include four tracks, four
Its technical
four speeds,
separate treble and bass controls, powerful four-watt
four -watt
output through the
the 7*
7' x 5*
5' loudspeaker, a frequency
frequency
response of 60-18,000
6o- x8,000 c/s at
at yjips,
pips, a signal to noise ratio
that's better than 47dB and Duoplay, Multiplay and
and
Stereo playback facilities. In styling, too, it's way ahead.
teak combines
Rich leak
combines with dark grey polystyrene to form
form
the sleek cabinet. All
controls are sensibly grouped,
All controls
clearly marked for utmost operating case.
ease. Supplied
complete with moving coil microphone, L.P. tape,
empty spool, and direct recording/playback
recording /playback lead.

Philips Family de luxe
Model ELSSBS
42 gns.
EL3558
gns.
Rich teak cabinet. Automatic
recording control regulates recording level for you—manual
you manual
control provided. Four tracks,
two speeds. Mixing, monitoring
and parallel track replay. Supplied with moving coil microphone, LP tape,
tape, empty spool and
direct recording/playback
recording /playback lead.

-

--------- - - ---

RememberPHILIPS Tape
Remember
—PHILIPS
Tape Recorders make ideal Christmas gifts)
gifts!
r

Tm
(Dept. *TR.
Century House,
London NC!
WC2
To: Philips
Philips Electpioal
Electrical Ltd.
Ltd. (Dept.
House, Shaftesbupy
Shaftesbury A»e.,
Ave., London
ATR. 1),
1), Century
Please send details
details of
of Furniture Look
&free
Look recorders £t
free booklet 'All about
Tape Recording'

1

Name....
Name
Address
Address.

FRIEND OF
PHILIPS-THE
PHILIPS -THE FRIEND
OF THE FAMILY

(PTROI29)
(Praor29J
7
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New from

New from

FE RGUSON

FERGUSON

a tape recorder

a

tape

recorder

for the real enthusiast
for the

real

eothosiast
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and it costs only 44gns

...and

it

costs

Just look at the
the big-price
big -price features
features on
on this new
new
low -cost Ferguson Model
low-cost
Model 3214
3214 tape-recorder
tape- recorder ii
three speeds, four
four tracks.
7' self-threading
tracks, 7*
self -threading
©pools
*pools and up to 17 hours playing time per
per reel
reel
of double-play
double -play tape (8i
(8} hours on
on the tape
supplied). This isis the recorder with the real
real
professional touch:
touch: mixing facilities, two-way
two -way
tape inching, double-track
double -track replay
replay for special
special
effects pause key, remote control microphone,
microphone,
interlocking keys to
and interlocking
to prevent
prevent accidental
accidental

only

44gns^

erasure. The output is 33 watts feeding into aa
7' x 4' speaker
speaker with aa frequency
frequency response of
40 c/s to 18
to 14
14 Kc/s
18 Kc/s
Kc/s at
at 7i
71 i.p.s.; 40 c/s
c/s to
Kc/s
at 3|
3} i.p.s.;
i.p,s.; and 40 c/s
7 Kc/s
Kc/s at
i.p.s.
c/s to 7
at 1|
1i i.p.s.
Leathercloth covered wood cabinet with
silver-trim
silver
-trim panels.
panels, Beautifully designed
designed and
and
beautifully finished. With
With 1200 ft of free longlong play tape, remote control microphone, and
and
connecting leads.
Great,
Groat great value. Great
Great entertainment, too.

this coupon now tor
for full d»Ull$
dataift ot
o7
CDCC I Pott M*
rncc i the
Ferguson Top*
1M Forguton
Tape ftocordor
Recorder rongo.
range.
FERGUSON DIVISION
TO: FERGUSON
Thorn HouM-Uppar
Saint Mwtin'a
Thom
HouseUpper Saint
Martin's Una-London,
LaneLondon, WC2
WC2

1

'FREE!

NAME
NAME.

ADDRESS.
ADDRESS
AT
ATJ

FERGUSON MODEL 3214

FERGUSON MODEL 3214
ONE OF
26 HOME ENTERTAINMENT
ONE
OF THE
THE RANGE
RANGE OF
OF2SHOME
ENTERTAINMENT PRODUCTS
PRODUCTS MADE
MADE BY
BY FERGUSON;
FERGUSON: TELEVISION
TELEVISION • RADIOGRAMS
RECORD PLAYERS
PLAYERS • TAPE
TAPE RECORDERS
TRANSISTOR RADIOS
RADIOS
RADIOGRAMS ■ RECORD
RECORDERS • TRANSISTOR
the full range
See the
at your
CD See
range at
your local
local dealers
dealers or
or send
send for
for free
free colour
leaflet. To:
colour leaflet
To: Ferguson
Thorn House
Upper Saint
Martin's Lane
London, W.C.2.
Ferguson Division
Division • Thorn
House • Upper
Saint Martin's
Lane • London,
W.C.2.
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Read this carefully, then
if you can guess
guess the
then see if
actual price
price of this
this sparkling new Truvox recorder.
recorder.

_..-

L____

=.

_-__

are eliminated, nothing
nothing has been spared to bring truly
professional standards to this superb recorder. Even the 'magic
`magic
been replaced with
eye' found in most popular recorders has been
with
a professional V.U. recording level meter !
with all this extra performance,
And yet with
performance, extra quality and extra
versatility, the Truvox 'Series
`Series 40' is simplicity itself to operate.
PSP Factor—that
It all adds up to the PSP
Factor -that unique balancing of
Price which is built
Performance, Styling
built into
into everything
Styling and Price
that Truvox make.
NOW—TAKE
70 guineas? 59 guineas? 65
NOW-TAKE A GUESS
GUESS AT THE PRICE. 70
guineas ?? Well, by the sight and sound of it, the Truvox 'Series
`Series
40' should certainly be somewhere in this
this price range. But
But
break-through
remember that this amazing new recorder is a real breakthrough
in TR design and development
the
the first professional
recorder with
with an amateur price tag!
tag
49 and read
small ads on Page ,49
Give up ?? Turn to the small
read the one
one
headed 'Series
`Series 40'. And
And then head smartly for your nearest
Truvox dealer!
dealer
!

What's the new recorder that
that everyone's talking about ?? The
Truvox 'Series
`Series 40'. Why ?? Because this brilliant
brilliant new model has
has
at last brought really
really professional TR
TR standards within the
the reach
reach
of every
every serious amateur.
Beautifully compact
compact and portable, the Truvox 'Series
`Series 40' still
gives big-recorder
big -recorder performance, its trouble-free
all-transistor
trouble -free all-transistor
circuitry, modular construction, accommodating
accommodating a large speaker
gives a full 33 watts undistorted output. And
And that's powerful.
It
It takes 7"
7" reels urithoui
without overhang, so
so tapes can be left
left in
in place
during transport; offers three
three tape speeds
speeds of 7J,
74, 3}
34 and
and IS
14 i.p.s.
and gives the choice of 22 or
or 44 track recording.
recording.
All the components are exactly the same as those
those used
used in even
our most expensive professional models
models and, although some of
the more complicated features required solely
solely for studio work

!

!

The new Truvox

SERIES 40

SERIES 40
TRUVOX LTD
LTD ■ NEASDEN LANE
LANE ■ LONDON
LONDON NW10
NW10 • TEL;
TEL: DOLLIS
DOLLIS HILL
HILL 8011
8011
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TRUVOX

TRUVOX

Amateur
Tape Recording
Amateur

Tape

Recording

i,:;

Feature
Tape Recorder Service
Service
Things You
You Say
Say
Sound Scene
Scene
The New
New Sound
Front Cover Story
Story
Audloview
Audioview New Products
Products
International Contest
Contest Results
Results
Tape Reviews
On Test: Philips EL3301
EL3301
Producing aa Programme
Buying a Tape Recorder
Good Evening -- Where's the
the Fuse
Fuse Box?
Box?
Tape Club News
Tape Directory
Classified Advertisements
Postal Bookshop
Bookshop
Editor's comment: Within aa few
few
weeks Christmas 1965
1965 will
will have gone
and aa new
new year will be
be with us;
us; so
so
may I take
take this
this opportunity of wishing
all ATR readers everywhere aa very
very
happy Christmas and aa new year
year full
fresh ventures
of fresh
ventures Into
into the world
world of
recorded sound. Whilst there
there is
is plenty
plenty
to look
look forward to,
to, there are
are one
one or
or
two things worth
worth remembering.
remembering. For
For
instance, the number one
one copy of
of
ATR the first ever, quoted:
Although the first
first issue of Amateur
Tape Recording has
has appeared
appeared on
on
schedule it has been produced
produced under
the
the most incredible conditions created
created
by the
the dispute In
in the
the printing Industry.
industry.
I

Author
Gordon J. King"
KingATR Readers
ATR
F.
F. C. Judd
ATR
ATR
ATR
Russ Allen
Gordon J. King
Clive Moore
Moore
A. Lester Rands
David Lazell
Kim Cook
ATR

Vol 7 Number
Number 5
December 1965

Front cover:
Our Christmas
Christmas
scene front cover
this month
features the new
Ferguson tape
recorder and
home-constructed
home
-constructed
hi-fi
hi
-fi equipment
assembled into
the neat alcove
alcove
cabinets.
Prominent too are
the latest Scotch
tape albums
which are
mentioned in
in our
cover story this
month on page 23.
23.
Page

12
12
15
15
16
20
23
24
26
26
27
27
28
28
33
33
34
34
37
37
39
44
49
49
ATR
50
50
Well Itit has appeared on time ever Video recording, for example, still
since, but in
in that
to be playing hide and
seems to
that same
same issue was an
an
and seek.
article "Sound
'Sound for the Suffering"
once in the shape
shape of the
found it once
Suffering' which We found
pointed out that taped programmes, Westgrove video tape recorder
recorder kit,
news and
and messages for
for folk in hospital then we thought we were getting warm
could do much
again when Sony
much to
to pass the time and
and
Sony and aa few others
others
help speed
speed recovery. So don't forget
forget peeped out (briefly) from their hiding
those who may have to spend Christ- places, but
but since
since then it has remained
remained
mas in hospital. Also in that
the year is out
that first elusive. Perhaps before
before the
issue of ATR Pat Copinger coined aa we shall hear of more developments,
Issue
new word; "Tapespondence,"
`Tapespondence,' he
but meanwhile the cine camera still
he said,
"comes
'comes into
into its own when one wants offers the
the best visual
visual addition to tape
to span continents'. So make that recording. Peter
Peter Dean, Editor
Editor of our
tape now for someone
away who sister magazine, 8mm, will be starting
someone far away
would like to hear from home at
would
Christ- the New Year
Year for you with the
at Christthe first part
mas time.
time.
of aa new feature on adding cine to tape,
As to the future, well who can
FCJ
can tell? so don't miss it.
11
11
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TAPE

TAPE

RECORDER

RECORDER

SERVICE
SERVICE

Part one

Part one
troubles and
troubles
and remedies
remedies

A new series of
of articles by Gordon J.
J. King
Bing designed
to help you sendee
service your own equipment

Mains circuit colour
colour code
With three-pin
three -pin plugs,
plugs, remember that the green power wire
from the
the recorder is
is 'earth' and should be connected to the
'earth
`earth terminal' of
`neutral'
plug. that the black wire is 'neutral'
of the plug,
plug
and should be connected
connected to the 'neutral terminal' of the plug
and that the red wire is
'live" and should
is 'live'
should be connected to the
'live terminal' of the plug.
plus. Sometimes these terminals are
indicated by capital letters "E',
'E. 'V
'ti' and 'L'
`L' respectively. If
there is no indication,
indication. then with the plug ends pointing away
with the operator looking
from the operator (that is,
looking down
down
is. with
on to the
the terminals) and with the largest earth plug uppermost, the right-hand
right-hand terminal is "live'
'live' and the left-hand
left -hand one
'neutral'.
`neutral'.
lead
Some early imported recorders may feature a mains lead
that does not conform to
this event,
to this colour code. In this
the wires should be traced back
back into the recorder to discover
where they connect. The important one is the
the 'earth',
'earth. assuming a three-core
found that this conthree -core mains cable. It will be found
and
recorder. The 'live'
`live' and
nects to the metal chassis of the recorder.
'neutral'
`neutral' conductors are
are less important, and in ac mains
equipment it
hich way
it is not usually of great importance wwhich
round they are connected to the mains plug.
There is a point
point here however: it is
is sometimes possible to
when other mains-operated
equipeliminate a 'hum-loop'
mains- operated equip`hum-loop' when
simply
ment is used with and connected to the recorder simply
by changing over the 'live'
`live' and
and 'neutral' wires on the mains
plug. On
wire
however. must the green "earth'
'earth' wire
On no account, however,
ever be connected to
`neutral' terminal.
the 'live'
to either the
'live' or the 'neutral'
whole
By putting the
hole of the
the green wire on the live circuit the w
metal frame and case of the recorder would be 'live'
`live' to
earth, and anyone touching
making a
touching the recorder while making
good connection
connection to earth would almost
almost certainly be killed!

A tape recorder is composed
composed of four primary electrical
sections - the record amplifier, the playback amplifier, the
the
hf oscillator and
and the drive motor -- and when trouble occurs
occurs
a process
process of logical elimination will speedily bring to light
the defective
defective section.
A few elementary tests and
and simple servicing techiques
techiques in
and around
around this section should
should then reveal the defective part,
circuit or system
system responsible for the trouble.
In this series
series of articles it is proposed
proposed to show the enthusiast
how to investigate some of the troubles that befall the
domestic tape recorder and how these
condition for excessive hum
these can be remedied with- A condition
`neutral'
out too much know-how.
It will be understood, of course, If the green wire is incorrectly connected to the 'neutral'
know -how. It
that some really complicated troubles will demand the use
'earth' terminal the
use terminal and the black wire to the "earth'
of rather specialized test equipment and a service manual machine may still work. This would put the neutral
neutral side of
of the machine. These are often best left to the specialist the mains
the recorder and
and while
mains supply to
metal parts of the
to the metal
and
to earth and
to remedy, but on the whole
whole there are quite
quite a few troubles
troubles neutral mains is
is not
not at true earth it is fairly near to
that the amateur will be able to deal with himself quite a few ac volts relative to true
true earth may be present. A
not exist therefore,
therefore. but the recorder
safely and successfully.
dangerous condition may not
Some troubles and remedies could take a full
full article to would fail to operate
and excessive hum may be
operate properly and
explore in detail, while others of less complex
complex origin will troublesome. Such incorrect
incorrect connections must be righted as
need only a few paragraphs. Both types will be dealt
dealt with soon as they
they are detected.
here, and where specialized
circuit to many recorders.
specialized treatment is required,
required, the
supply circuit
Fig.1 show
showss the basic mains supply
the Fig.l
reader will
will be informed.
of the mains
Here it will be seen that the 'earth'
`earth' conductor of
Let us start first
first with a relatively simple, though common lead is connected to the metal chassis (which, incidentally,
`neutral' and
trouble.
in circuit is generally ht negative) and that the 'neutral'
of a double-pole
double -pole
'live'
`live' wires are connected to the poles of
No record
single-throw
(not always)
record or playback, motor dead
dead
on, off switch. Sometimes (not
single
-throw mains on/off
live' lead -- is
is
usually the 'live'
These symptoms
symptoms tell almost definitely that
that a fault somewhere one of the actual power
leads - usually
power leads
in Fig.!.
Fig.l.
is stopping the
the power from reaching the machine. With connected to
through a fuse, as shown in
the switch through
to the
mains-powered
mains
-powered recorders, this could simply mean that
on /off switch connects
that the The other side
side of each pole of the on/off
one to the voltage
supply socket
socket has gone dead (fused) or that aa fuse has blown to the primary
primary of the mains transformer, one
via a plug
plug and
and voltage indicator
in the machine itself.
itself. The first
first thing
thing to
to do,
do, therefore, is to tapping switch or lead (often via
ensure that the
the mains supply socket is delivering power. panel). The drive motor (or motors) also connects in parallel
fails to
to get
get to the mains
The quickest way is to connect
connect some
some other appliance which
mains supply fails
which here. Thus, if the mains
is known to be working
working to the supply. If this leads to no transformer primary it will almost always certainly fail to
reaction, the domestic
mentioned at
at the
domestic fuse or wiring should
symptoms mentioned
should be attended to. get to the motor. Hence the symptoms
Now it may happen that when the supply is restored
restored the
the fuse start of this article.
when the recorder is connected. Assuming now that the supply
immediately blows again when
supply is in order and that there are
fuse. then the
This effect would indicate that there is a short
short in the mains no problems over the blowing of the domestic fuse,
be examined,
examined, if this has
input circuit of the recorder. Usually, in this case,
case, the live connectors at
at the mains plug should
should be
and neutral conductors near the terminals
terminals of the mains
mains plug not already been done. It may also be necessary to check
electrical continuity,
the conductors of the
the mains lead for electrical
12
will
be
found
to
be
shorting.
12
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continuous use one of them may fracture,
for with (xmtimious
fracture, resulting
in an open-circuit
open-circuit or intermittent supply of power - with the
machine stopping and starting as the cable is moved about.
Check the fuse
If the mains cable, power plug and socket
socket are in order, the
recorder's fuse should be checked.
checked. This can be achieved with
a simple battery and flashlamp bulb circuit or with an ohmmeter or
or by changing the fuse. Not
Not all recorders are
are endowed
with a fuse protection, however. Most of the Grundig
Grundig range
have one, while others may embody a thermal fuse or cut-out
cut-out
of some kind.
There are two chief versions of 'thermal
`thermal protection'. One
mains transformer

loHT.
to
RT.

^-rectifier,
rec tifier
Secondaries
Secondaries

to valveO
valve
1
' heaters^
heaters

-o

O
C

.voltage
voltage taps
On/Oil
On/ ff switch
-•"fotor
ircuil

O
O
O

fuse

nmary
Supply negative
Supply
negative
and metal chassis
chassis

3-core
3-core

//J/;

mains lead
mains
lead
EE

NN

L

Fig.2.
Grundig
single-motor
single
-motor
control
system.
system.

A1 (while)
AC

motor

\ 82(blue)
AC Mains

A 2 (green
Fast forward keykey_ --

Fast rewind key.
key. _

A.C.

' SI

-"" S5 ?2

desirable to switch only one side of
of the mains supply of a
tape recorder. A
A word of warning here: take care not to
short from one pole to the other, as this is the same
same as
putting a dead short across the mains supply. The on/off
on /off
switch may suffer severe damage if this is done!
With an ohmmeter
detailed above can be avoided if one
Much of the testing detailed
happens to be in possession of an ohmmeter (i.e., the
the 'ohms'
`ohms'
ranges on a multirange testmeter are ideal). One
One then simply
disconnects the recorder from the mains supply, after which
the circuits may be checked from point-to-point
point -to -point until the
open-circuit
open
-circuit is established. The switch poles, the fuse, the

Fig.I. The mains supply circuit
eircuit of
of a typical recorder {see
(see text).
Fig.1.

blob of low-temperature solder in
is nothing more than a blob
thermal contact with the mains transformer or a resistor
carrying the mains current. The solder secures a mains
contact against the pressure of a spring, so that in the
the event
of an overload
overload the solder softens and the contact releases,
thereby cutting off the mains supply before the equipment
can suffer damage.
The other version has a small coil of resistance wire in series
spring-load
with the supply and aa spring
-load contact latched to provide
mains continuity. An overload causes the resistance wire
contact latch and
and opens the
the mains
to heat which releases the contact
circuit. The former version is reset by soldering the contact
its spring pressure. With the latter it is simply a
back under its
matter of relatching the spring-loaded
spring-loaded contact to restore the
supply current.
After a thermal cut-out
cut -out has been reset or a fuse replaced,
the recorder should be carefully observed when the mains
is reapplied, looking out for signs of smoke or overheating.
Anything abnormal in
in this respect should lead to an immediate switch-off.
switch-off. The
The motor should work
work once the power has
has
been restored, of course, since this is usually connected right
across the supply circuit, but after the on/off
on/off switch. If
there is
is a tendency for the fuse to fail or the thermal device
to cut-out
cut-out again, the machine must be switched off and
removed from the power supply, as this
this is definitely indicative
of a motor short circuit or insulation collapse somewhere
after the mains transformer. This trouble is dealt with later.
Assuming that the fuse
fuse and
and the factors mentioned
mentioned earlier
are in order and yet the machine remains 'dead',
`dead', about the
on/off
/off switch.
only thing that then could be wrong is the on
switch. One
pole of this may have gone 'open-circuit'.
`open -circuit'. This is not an uncommon fault. If the two poles on the switch can easily be
located, each one in turn can
can be shorted across with a short
of course!),
length of wire (with the mains plug removed, of
and the machine tried again. If shorting one pole gets things
going, the switch should be replaced, for it is not really

|
i
VW
/
?70U
—a ] o-f i
Forward
wind motor
2'-''
(a)

pslan
motor
-L

gg

^ewir«r-]
£>
motor
j
vw

Fig.ha. Motor control of the three-motor
in the
three -motor Simon SP5 recorder in
Fig.3a.
'off'
position.
`o
f'position.

conductors of the mains cable, the primary of the mains
transformer and the motor can all be checked quickly and
easily with an ohmmeter.
Now let us suppose that the trouble was caused by fuse
failure and that a replacement fuse also blows. What should
of course, indicates a short-circuit
short- circuit somewe do then ? This, of
where after the fuse. On the mains side of the circuit in
cause the
the trouble, and
Fig.l
short- circuit in the motor could cause
Fig.! a short-circuit
this can be proved by disconnecting the mains from the deck
just the amplifier as a test. If the fuse blows
and running just
the trouble is truly in the amplifier circuit.
again, then the
However, if the amplifier heats up normally this time,
the short must be somewhere in the motor circuit.
The motor circuit
The motor circuit itself is switched by the deck controls.
Some decks have one motor providing all the operations,
continued overleaf 13
13
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Tape recorder service continued
while others have two or three. It is
is impossible to detail
all the
the various kinds of drive motor systems and controls,
but the single motor system and the
the control
control switching
switching used
in some of the
the Grundig models is shown in Fig.2.
In the 'record'
`record' and 'playback'
`playback' conditions ac mains is applied
to the motor circuit via a fuse, the main on/off
on /off switch
switch and aa
tap on the primary of the mains transformer. Switches
Sl
Switches SI
and S2 (Fig.2) are then in the
the positions opposite to those
shown on the circuit. Power thus flows to the motor proper
through S2 and the green wire and out through the white
wire back to the mains supply. The 'fast
`fast forward' key
reverses the supply to the motor, in effect, by
by applying it
this time through the blue wire. The conditions of the motor
are thus set to suit the switched function. A short in the
motor itself or in the switched circuits
circuits could thus be responsible for the trouble under investigation.
Unfortunately, motor control switches and circuits can appear
appear
to be extremely complicated when traced out contact to
contact and wire to wire, but a breakdown circuit, such as
that in Fig.2, can greatly simplify fault tracing in this section
of the recorder. Usually, if a switch has blown or shorted,
a clue to its whereabouts is given by a dirty, burat
burnt or melted
area round it or its wiring.
wiring.
A typical deck employing three motors is that used in
in the
Simon SP5. The switching
switching here, of course, is far more complicated than in
in a one-motor
one -motor deck. The four switched con- are
are
ditions -- 'off,
'wind' and `rewind'
'rewind' `off', 'record
`record and playback', `wind'
given respectively at (a), (b), (c) and (d) in Fig.3. In the 'off
`off'
condition, of course, mains is switched from
from the motors. In
the 'record
`record and playback' condition, the mains switch S3
is closed, as also is the capstan motor
Si. The capstan
motor switch SI.
motor is thus fully energized. Switches S2 for the
the forward
and rewind motors are open,
open, but these motors are energized
lightly for tape tensioning, etc., by switches SI
Si being closed
and a small mains current flowing through the two sets of
2 Kohm series resistors.
In the
the 'wind'
`wind' condition the
the capstan motor is de-energized
de- energized
by SI
Si opening, while the forward wind motor is fully energized by S2 closing and shorting out the two 2 Kohm series
resistors in this circuit. The rewind motor is still lightly
energized as before.
In the 'rewind'
is de-energized
`rewind' condition the capstan motor is
de- energized
and the rewind motor takes full current while the wind
motor remains lightly energized this time. It will be appreciated that there is
methods of motor control,
is a diversity of methods
and that faults specific to a particular system
system are likely to
develop.

r
240
w

1

11

S2

z1
M3

SI

VW
22KK

Rewind motor
,W2K
....2K
VW
ww
HI
240
240
M2

S2

SI

Forward motor
Ml

o

vw
270

Capstan motor

MM
2K

Si

(b)

1
1
VW

r

270

mams
mains

240
VW

S2
Si

M3
&
Rewind motor
,,.. 2K
VW—
iMOI
-VW
240
I-4VVW
240
o Z
M2
si
St
Forward
wind motor
!

VW—
NUN
22KK

o—*""^0

S3
S3
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vw—
2K

l

o0

Ml
Capstan motor

VW
270

VW
2K
2K
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S2

o

VW
n-vvv
2K
2K

11
VW
2K

2K

1
VW
1110

IIK nils

AAAA

SI
51
S3
1153
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(c)

VW
2K
2K

r

270
2ßo

S2
52

240
VW

SI
s>-t

M3

0

Rewind motor

VW—
VW
NVU`-VW
2K
2K

2K

2K

VW^
WI
HI
11

1M/
VWi

S2
52

Motors fail to work - amplifiers normal
-SB v-t
One fault which could be common to all systems is
is failure
VW
VW—
si
SI
2K
2K
of the motor or motors to operate. This trouble could be
2K
Fast forward motor
Fast
caused by an open-circuit
open-circuit almost anywhere in the motor
circuit wiring, or by a broken conductor or a burnt-out
burnt-out
1%0
MI
VW
Si
control switch.
switch. Some ac motors require a special type of
270
Capstan motor
capacitor to inake
make them work properly, and aa fault in this
can stop or impair the motor operation. Shorting turns in
53
S3
am I
a winding of a motor can cause both fuse failure and overcut-out in the
heating of the motor. If there is no
no fuse or cut-out
o
AAAA
(dd )
I"'
vw
vvv
recorder, the motor may be very slow in operation, and
and may
270
270
o
not even start to rotate unless encouraged
encouraged to do so. Evenmams
mains
domestic
tually it will get very hot and start to smoke. The domestic
fuse may then blow. This can be a rather dangerous condition, and
and one which could be responsible for failure of a Fig.3 (cont). Other motor control conditions of the SP5:
SPS: (b) 'record
switch.
14 motor control switch.
and replay';
replay': (c)
(d) 'rewind'.
(c) 'wind'; (d)
www.americanradiohistory.com
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THE THINGS

THE THINGS

YOU SAY

YOU SAY

Service Information
Information
The things
things II would say
say would include
grateful thanks if
if 1I could receive
from you or
or your readers any information as to where I could
could get
get aa
circuit, or is it a service
service sheet, for aa
'Studio Vogue' tape recorder, manu`Studio
factured by Raldgres Engineering Company.
would end, II hope, two years of
This would
frustration after
after the
the suppliers had
had
closed down leaving me
me with, to date,
an unrepairable
unrepairable machine.
machine.
L. Green
Sharrow, Sheffield 7.
7.
GREEN
(Can anyone
anyone help
help ?)

Plays for Tape Recording
Here at RAF
RAF Gutersloh are a few
airmen interested in the art
art of creative
We would like to
tape recording. We
record some plays for our local radio
network but find it difficult to find
suitable material. II noticed in the
the Club
News Section of the October Edition
of ATR that Leeds and District T.R.
Club were using a book of plays for
to produce a Western saga.
tape to
Could you
you please furnish me
me with
details of
of this
this or any other book that
we might use to
to produce
produce our plays.
RAF Gutersloh
M. K. Palmer
PALMER
(Can anyone help?)
help ?)
After-sales
After
-sales Service

...
plays on tape ...
after-sales service...
priceless boob...
service ...priceless
boob ... praise
...plays
...after-sales
for Brenell...
100-year-old
Brenell ...100year -old sounds

Shepherds Bush, London
London W12 and the
repair of Akai machines returned to
this Department is
is averaging 7 days
only.
Let us all
all try to
to keep our standards
high.
A. Price
Pullin Photographic Ltd.
PRICE
Greenford.
Product Manager
Tapespondence
As members of
of a Youth Club who have
just started tapesponding, we
we are finding it very hard to get in touch with
youth clubs in other
other countries. We have
tried without success to get replies to
letters sent abroad so please could you
help by publishing this in ATR. Replies
from overseas youth clubs direct to
Gainsborough Youth Club, 220 Kingston Road, New Malden,
Maiden, Surrey, will
be very much appreciated.
New Maiden,
Malden, Surrey. Gainsborough
GAINSBOROUGH
Youth Club
CLUB
YOUTH

ed by, British firms and one fears
quite justifiably so in many cases (ref
your editorial in August) that it is a
very pleasant surprise to come across
a company about which one can give
only praise.
praise.
Such is my experience with the Brenell
Engineering Co regarding my
my requests
for odd spares and information, etc.,
for a 33 Star recorder (now out of
production for some three years).
These could hardly have been profitable
transactions considering the number of
phone calls and time consumed,
consumed, yet
been more
they could not have been
genuinely helpful and anxious to please
in every way.
Congratulations to them and many
thanks. Incidentally, the same to you
for an excellent magazine.
E. T. Pegg
PEGG
Morden.
Hundred years ago

Priceless !!
Being currently interested in the addition of one of the new Truvox R102s
RlO2s
for our studio
studio work, we were delighted
when we read the review on this machine
to find that in this age of rising costs
here at last was a firm really deterrock-mined to keep the price down to rock
bottom!
At the end of the said review the price
is quoted as £00 OOs
00^ Odl
Od! Fantastic!
We are ordering a dozen right away,
but would you be able to confirm that
we will be allowed
allowed a discount or is
this a strictly net figure?
Chambers
Marston Green. Maurice
MAURICE CHAMBERS
(And were our faces red after that one!
onel
Sorry to disappoint you, but an R102
will set you back 76 gns. Our
apologies to readers, and, of course,
to Truvox Ltd)
Ltd.)

Your magazine undoubtedly performs
a most valuable service to
to the tape
recording public in pointing out the
the
after -sales service
necessity for good after-sales
and the adequate provision of spare
parts by distributors of tape recorders
for the British market.
We, at Pullin Photographic Limited,
have
have attached great importance to
this aspect of our marketing efforts
since we took over the distribution of
since
Akai Tape Recorders in January of
this year. A full complement of Akai Excellent service
spares is kept at all times at the Rank So often are heard adverse criticisms
criticisms
Service Dept, 52a Goldhawk Road, of the products of, and services renderwww.americanradiohistory.com

I wish to obtain, if possible, a recording of the ordinary street noises as
they would have sounded about 100
years ago, to be used in conjunction
with an exhibition of lecal
Iccal history
which is to take place early in 1966. I
should be most obliged if you could
help in this respect, perhaps by putting
me in touch with a firm or other
organization.
Paul
Rochdale.
PAUL Sykes
SYKES
Will Mr R. G. Jones who wrote to us
giving his address as 441 Ball Avenue,
Apt 3, Montreal 15, Quebec, Canada,
but who has since moved, please write
to this office giving his new address.
Will Mr L. Rowden, who wrote from 104
Babbacombe Road, Torquay, but who is
no longer known at this address, also
write giving his new address. Finally will
Avenue le Croix,
Mr T. Hughes of 20 Avenue
Sea Point, please send us his complete
15
address.
15

SOON

SOUND
I

SCENE

SOW

Tuning you in to the
the latest audio news, including
including
a report
report on
on the 1965
1965 BTRC Prize Presentation
As one newspaper report quoted
quoted 'It's
`It's ideas that make a
tape recorder work',
work', and it was ideas that
that won awards in this
1965 British Tape Recording Contest.
Contest. The presentation of'
of
prizes was held
the Criterion
held at
at the
Criterion Hotel,
Hotel, Piccadilly, London,
and for the first time
time all the winning tapes were played to
those present. This was aa great
great idea, for it allowed
allowed both
the
the National press and
and BBC representatives
representatives to hear
hear what
enthusiastic amateurs can do
do with a tape recorder. Ray
Ray
King's winning entry, 'The
`The Nose', had already been
been played
on a BBC
BBC programme
programme only aa few days before and there was
news that aa special programme of Contest tapes had been
arranged for
for 33 November.
November.
The press, too, were quick
quick to
to report on the contest
contest itself
and on
on the
the tapes that had won awards,
awards, for they were
were unundoubtedly greatly
greatly impressed by what
what they had heard at the
Criterion. The faultless Tape
Tape of
of the Year,
Year, 'Mushrooms',
`Mushrooms', by
a group of students from Hertford College, Oxford, showed
showed
quite conclusively that the
the amateur can equal the professional
in creativity
creativity and production technique.
Following the
the playing of the nine winning tapes, the appropriate trophies and certificates were
were presented to
to the winners
winners
by Miss Josephine Douglas,
Douglas, BBC television
television producer.
Next year, will
will it be your tape that will win the applause and
an award that each of the winners this year had so rightly
earned?
The technical
technical press, the BBC and sponsors of the British
Recording Contest were very much in evidence and one had
no trouble in identifying well-known personalities either by
sight or by the various coloured badges worn by contest
judges, winners and Press representatives. From
From the BBC
came Timothy Eckersley, Assistant Head of Central Programmes Operations (Recording), and Jack de Manio, radio
personality of 1965. From the technical press
press came Donald
Aldous, Audio and Record Review, Douglas Brown, Editor of
of
Tape Recording, John Crabbe, Editor of Tape
Tape Recorder,
Jack Burrows Radio Constructor, F. C. Judd, Editor
Editor of
Amateur Tape Recording, and well-known technical writers
John Berwick
Borwick and John Gilbert.
Among the judges and organizers were C. Rex-Hassan,
Rex-Hassan, Chairman of the BTR Contest, Eric Robinson, TV personality
and conductor, and Alan Stableford, Chairman of the Federation of British Tape Recording Clubs. The photographs
show some of those personahties
personalities and
and the prize winners.

At the BTR Contest presentation of awards (left to right):
remet). Alan Freeman,
winner
1965 radio personality
winner of the
novice section - Jack de Manio,
Mano, 1965
the novice
personality
of the year --Ray
Ray King, 1964 winner of the Ttgse
de Tear
Year - Douglas
Tape of
@f the

R. K.
K. Partridge, co-producer of the Tape of the
the Year, receives the Emilape
R.
Emitape
Challenge Cup and the
the Amphlelt
Amphlett Shield.

Stereo broadcasting
Since Monday, 4 October 1965, the number of experimental
pilot tone stereophonic transmissions from Wrotham on
91.3
9T3 Mc/s
Mc /s has been increased from two to three each week.
These will be included in the 'Music'
`Music' programme transmissions at the following times:
2.30 to 3.00 pm
Monday
Thursday 11.00 to 11.30 am
Friday
2.30 to 3.00 pm
These experimental transmissions are for the benefit of the AA teacher from the
the Grange
Grange County
County Secondary
Secondary School receives the BASF
have suitable stereophonic Shield awarded to pupils for
16 radio industry but listeners who have
for the best schools entry.
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SHK

receivers and live within the service area of the Wrotham
station or the station at Swingate, near Dover (which picks
up the Wrotham transmissions and re-radiates
re-radiates them on
92-4
92.4 Mc/s),
Mc /s), may care to take part in the experiment by
listening to them stereophonically. All other listeners to the
music programme, whether on VHF or medium wave
music
(including those using an ordinary VHF receiver timed
tuned to
Wrotham or Swingate) will be unaffected
unaffected by this experiment
and will hear the programme in the
the ordinary way.

v.

Brown, Secretary BTR Contest - R. K.
K. Partridge, representing Hertford
College students, winners of the
the 196S
the Year-Timothy
College
1965 Tape
Tape of the
Year- Timothy Eckersley,
Assistant Head of Central Programme Operations, BBC.

Goodbye to
to tattle tape ends!
This was one of the comments in the winning entry in the
Masterstik Leader Competition entered by more than
recent Masterstik
40 tape
tape recording
recording clubs throughout the country.
country. Mastertape
(Magnetic) Ltd, who developed the Masterstik leader for
instant spool threading and tape retaining, the most effective
to test
method yet devised, invited tape recording clubs to
exhaustively the new
new Masterstik leader and submit their
findings in the form of a competition to Mastertape.
unanimous in
in their praise of the new Masterstik
Clubs were unanimous
leader which has
all other systems has immediately outdated all
currently in
in use. Mastertape provided 73 reels of their
magnetic tape which
which were shared by the winners
winners and others
as consolation prizes. The winning entries were made by:
1st Hull
District Tape
Tape Recording Club
Hull and District
2nd Bromley Tape Recording
Recording Club
Club
3rd Northern Tape Club
4th Urmston
Urmston and District Tape Recording Club.

Warning to all readers
year there has been a gradual
During the course of the past year
increase in the
foreign -made tape recorders
the number
number of foreign-made
this country. Many of
of these
these are imported by
available in
in this
bona-fide
adequate service
-fide distributors who also guarantee adequate
bona
and supplies of spares. On the other hand, we know
know there are
are
some distributors
cannot give service (or will not) or
distributors who cannot
who sell large quantities of equipment and
and then disappear
who
from the scene altogether. There are also many dealers who
handle foreign-made
foreign-made tape recorders and other audio equipequipment who cannot or will not give service. So,
So, when you
\
set out
tape recorder, make
make sure that either
out to buy a new tape
Ray King,
King, last year's winner of the Tape of the Year award, this
this time the dealer, the distributor or the
the manufacturer can give satisreceives
the Humour section.
receives the
the Mastertape Trophy for the
factory service. If you
you are doubtful then write to the distridistributors or makers, but if you
you are not
not completely
completely satisfied on
on
the question of service and spares then don't buy the tape
recorder. We strongly recommend that
that all
all manufacturers
and distributors who
who guarantee proper service and
and spares
give a clear indication of this in
in their advertisements and
sales brochures. (See Things You
You Say on
on page 15.)
5*

winner of the Documentary
The Kodak Shield goes to
to Dr. Albert C. Watt, winner
section.

VU or
or Electronic Eye?
Why do some companies
companies prefer
prefer the electronic eye to the VUmeter level indicator for domestic tape recorders?
The electronic eye is indicating the peak value of the signal,
practically without any time
VU-meter
time delay. The VU
-meter is indicating the
the mean value of
of the signal, integrated over a certain
time given by
by a specified time constant.
continued overleaf 17
I
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Sound Scene
Scene continued
continued

To secure the
ratio, and
To
the best
best possible
possible signal
signal to noise
noise ratio,
and at the
same time to
avoid overload of
to avoid
of the tape,
tape, there
there will
will always be
be
installed either
VU -meter or
either aa VU-meter
or an
an electronic eye in
in every tape
recorder. The best recording
recording will be
be obtained
obtained when the peaks
peaks
of the
the programme
programme are
are just
just under the
the limit where
where the overload
starts. There
There is
is no
no exact relation between the indication
indication on
the VU-meter
VU -meter and
and the actual peak value of the signal.
Recent investigations
investigations into this matter are
are showing that
that the
peak value
value of the signal
may vary from +
12 dB
signal may
-I- 33 to -f
+ 12
dB for
the same
VU -meter depending on
same reading on the VU-meter
on the kind
kind of
of
music recorded.
If a customer tries
tries to control
control the peaks of recording by
by
means of
of a VU-meter
VU -meter he will meet
meet the
the following two probproblems::
lems

UVII INDICATOR
'/

PiemieA
ikmih (UCISONK

mm

Typical VU-meter
VU-meter calibrated to give the mean value of the programme
level.
To make sure
1. To
sure that the VU-meter
VU -meter is indicating the peaks
with sufficient safety margin, he will tend to under-record
under- record
his tape and consequently come out with an inferior signal
signal to
noise ratio.
2. To
To increase the signal to noise ratio the customer will
tend to
to turn up the volume to aa higher indication of
of the VUmeter. In
In this
this case he
he will be apt to overload
overload the tape, having
only his own estimation to rely on when calculating the
margin for overload on the meter.
The VU-meter
VU -meter is mainly used in professional broadcasting to
to
set the mean value of the programme level securing for the
listener a constant mean sound level
level in his living
living room. With
listener
limiters in
in the broadcast amplifiers, the danger of overloading
overloading
is eliminated and peak indicators are no longer necessary.
In tape recorders it is a completely different matter. There
are normally no limiters and the peak value is the deciding
factor in distortion and signal to noise ratio. Consequently
for this purpose the electronic eye is very much preferred.
The ideal solution would be both
VU -meter and an
both aa VU-meter
level
188 electronic eye which would provide both mean value level

and peak value level indication.
indication. As only one
one can normally
be provided,
provided, the
(the electronic eye)
the peak value indicator
indicator (the
eye)
is by
by far the
the most important.
In Tandberg
Tandberg tape
tape recorders the electronic eye has an
extra refinement.
refinement. The rise movement is extremely fast,
while the return movement is slow. In practice this
means that the indication on the eye is 'riding'
`riding' on the
the peaks
of the programme without flickering. This makes the
the setting
of the recording level
level easier
easier and makes
makes the picture on the
electronic eye clearer.
New style by Ferrograph
In recent times there has arisen a demand whereby the
requirement for
for portability in tape recorders has given way in
some degree to a need for installation in existing cabinets,
cabinets,
shelf fixtures, etc., where the recorder itself
itself is planned
to occupy a more or
or less
less permanent home.
In response to
to this requirement, a Ferrograph in teak sided
housing is now available and whilst being to standard
standard specification in
as one
in all respects it is designed particularly as
component of a hi-fi
hi -fi installation.
At the same time, its appearance is such as
as to make it
equally suitable for free standing as a complete unit on
tables or other convenient
convenient pieces of furniture, whilst its
clean lines and lack of ostentation render the new concept
by no means out of place in laboratories and research
establishments. (See photograph below.)
below.)
All current Ferrograph models can be supplied in the new
concept and are distinguished from standard types by the
addition of the suffix `T'
'T' to the model number.
Each Model
`T' Ferrograph costs the same as its standard
Model T'
counterpart.

- »-O
R

■y
O
if

A new
A
new look for Ferrograph tape recorders. Teak
the
Teak sides still retain
retain the
professional appearance of Ferrograph recorders
recorders intended for fixed
installation in cabinets, etc.
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Vortexion

TYPE C.B.L
C.B.L.
TYPE
TAPE RECORDER
RECORDER
TAPE

y ortexion

quality equipment
equipment
quality

•ftol

m*

J

1

.V

..

. ; .

Hiwm

■ ■ *

is aa versatile Stereophonic Recorder
Here is
its price group.
in its
Recorder which has
has no equal in
IT CAN record monaurally
inputs from Gram., Radio or other sources
monaurally or stereophonically with
it own mixed inputs
with its
result is
is aa
and from high grade low impedance balanced
the result
balanced line microphones. With good microphones, etc., the
suitable master for disc manufacturers.
is provided,
together with adjustable
manufacturers. "" Before and After "" monitoring is
provided, together
metered bias for perfection.
measuring and
IT CAN also
also make aa recording
recording on
other track while measuring
on one
and then transfer it to the other
one track and
listening to
to it and adding one or two more signals also
also metered.
IT CAN repeat the process and
with one or two more signals.
and transfer this combined signal to the first track with
or
Composers use
use it for
for this
other cueing signals or
may have music or
this purpose. One track may
or commentary
commentary and the other
commentary, and either may
may be
be altered
altered without the other.
other.
Price £160
£160 0s.
Os. Od.
IT CAN play back
3} watts each. Price
back stereophonically
stereophonically or monaurally with its own
own amplifiers
amplifiers of 3j
s

The Vortexion W.V.B. isis aa high quality monaural machine with "" Before and After"
After " monitoring. The recording
inputs are aa high
impedance socket
socket for
high sensitivity socket
high impedance
socket for
for moving coil or ribbon
ribbon microphone and aa high
radio, etc., either of which can
and the
be done, and
can be
be selected by
by aa switch. Superimposing and echo work can be
has reserve
reserve gain
playback has
gain for
for abnormal requirements.
requirements. This model cannot
cannot be
be converted for stereo playback, but it
isis aa thoroughly reliable machine for
Price £110 3s. Od.
for the engineer
engineer specialising on
on monaural work.
The Vortexion W.V.A. isis aa monaural
monaural machine
to the other
machine which has
equal in sound quality to
has a
a performance equal
models. It possesses all the features of the W.V.B. except for "Before
" Before and After"
After " monitoring, Dubbing and
Echoes. The recording being made can
in the W.V.B. and C.B.L. The
can be
as in
be heard on the internal loudspeaker, as
controls are uncomplicated.
13s. Od.
Price £93
E93 13s.
All tape recorders have adjustable bias
bias controls, low impedance
inputs for unlimited lengths of cable,
cable, highly
impedance mic. inputs
accurate' position indicators and meters to measure
accurate'position
measure recording level and
and bias.
International Audio Festival
Festival and Fair.
W.I.
Fair. Hotel Russell, London, W.l.
DEMONSTRATION ROOM 204.
BOOTH 27
204.

VORTEXION
LIMITED, 257-263
VORTEXION LIMITED,
257 -263 The
The Broadway,
Broadway, Wimbledon
Wimbledon S.W.19
S.W.19
Telephone: LIBerty 2814 and 6242-3-4
6242 -3-4

Telegrams:
Telegrams: " Vortexion London, S.W.19 "
Amateur Tape Recording Video &
Hi -Fi
& Hi-Fi
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THE NEW SOUND

IK NEW SOUND
Among the
the changing
Among
changing fashions
in musical
fashions in
musical noises,
noises, one
one recent
innovation seems
recent innovation
seems to
to be
be here
here to stay -- that
that of
sound -on -sound recording,
sound-on-sound
recording, particularly
particularly with
with electric
and electronic
electronic instruments.
electric and
instruments. F. C. Judd
Judd discusses
discusses this
musical development and
musical
and the
the recording possibilities
possibilities to
which it
lends itself
itself
to which
it lends
*
4

4
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V

9
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FIg.1. A modern
modern electric guitar by
Flo.1.
by Burns

Some years ago an American guitarist,
Les Paul, started a new vogue in
instrumental music by making multirecordings with an electric guitar.
track recordings
Since then many other artistes have
tried to emulate this master of both
and multi-recording
the guitar and
multi- recording techtechniques. The development of the
domestic tape recorder with track-totrack -torecording facilities has, of
track rere-recording
of
course, made
made it possible for amateur
produce their own multimusicians to produce
recordings too; particularly in view of
the parallel development of so-called
so-called
electric and electronic musical instruments such as the electric guitar and,
more
more recently, the electronic organ. For
those who are only slightly
slightly talented
as musicians, the electronic
electronic organ
has great possibilities as a home
entertainment musical instrument or
as a music source for multi-track
recording. For example, the Philkorda
Philicorda
organ will play chords
chords from single
single keys
the player to provide the
20 enabling
enabling die

Flg.2. Multi-recording
FIg.2.
Multi- recording guitarist
Steenhuls at work
Wout Sleenhuls
work In
In his studio.
guitarist Wout
correct chord accompaniment
accompaniment to almost
any popular
popular tune played by ear or
music. Philips even include an
from music.
instruction book
book showing how this
can be done
done by anyone without musical
knowledge or ability.
ability.
all electronic organs have an
Almost all
output socket suitable for
for direct connection to a tape recorder. The Philicorda
corda has this facility too and will
output from the tape
also accept an output
recorder
recorder so that the main amplifier
of the organ can be
be used for replay
of both tape and the organ itself.
itself. For
instance, a chord
chord accompaniment, or
or
a complete
complete piece
piece for
for that matter,
matter, can
can
be recorded directly from the keyboard
keyboard
output. This part
part can then
then be replayed
over
over the organ main
main amplifier whilst a
a
melody
melody or
or second harmony part is
being played in time with
with it. With
With a
track
-to-track tape recorder both
track-to-track
parts can be
be simultaneously rere-recorded
recorded
on to another track.
The great feature of this arrangement
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is that no microphones are necessary
because the electronic sound is fed
fed
directly to the recorder. The quality
of the recording
recording is therefore extremely
small organs also
also
high. Most of these small
have a built
built-in
-in reverberation unit
as required
which can be switched in as
to enhance the overall sound.
sound. In
In
usual tape recording
addition, all the usual
techniques can be applied -- for example,
techniques
speed changes, tape echo, alteration to
tonal quality, use of tape loop rhythms
tonal
and so on.
Electric
Buitar
Electric Guitar
However, I am forgetting
forgetting those
However,
those who
the electric
electric guitar and II know
know
play the
many ATR readers
readers do play this
that many
very modern
modem but often
often mis
mis-used
-used instrument. One
One has
has only to listen
listen to
to some
of the strangled sounds produced by
overloaded pop group
group amplifiers to
to
understand this
this last comment. Any
Any
understand
electric guitar is capable
capable of producing
electric
extremely beautiful
beautiful tone
tone when
when
an extremely

The

properly played in conjunction with
with aa
suitable amplifier.
amplifier. Various
Various electronic
electronic
effects such
such as
as vibrato and echo are
possible, although both are often
often
overdone. However, with a track-totrack -totrack tape recorder
recorder one has the advantadvantage again
again of
of direct
direct transfer
transfer of
of the
electronic sound to the
the tape
tape recorder
recorder
and three
three or four
dubbings are
are quite
quite
four dubbings
possible without
without loss of quality. Incidentally, the term
term 'electronic
`electronic sound'
refers to the electrical signals coming
directly from
from the instrument, for
example from magnetic pick-ups
pick-ups in
in the
case of guitars, or
or from the keyboard
output in the case
case of
of electronic
electronic organs.
organs.
Some electric
electric guitars have
have aa solid body
body
but these are essentially 'electric'
`electric' instruinstruments and require an amplifier to
reproduce the sound.
sound. One can, of
course, fit a suitable magnetic pick-up
pick-up
an acoustic guitar but
to an
way
but either way
both are
are suitable for direct
direct connection
connection
to a tape recorder.
recorder. A modern electric
electric
guitar with
with tone
tone controls,
controls, volume
controls, mechanical vibrato and
and three
magnetic pick-ups
pick -ups is shown in
in Fig.l.
Most magnetic guitar
guitar pick-ups
pick-ups have aa
medium to high impedance and can
be connected directly to the radio or
or
microphone socket of
of the average
tape recorder. Don't make too
too many
dubbings because every re-recording
re-recording
will reduce the quality of the first, and
amplifier tape noise may become excescombination of three lends
sive. A combination
itself for good quality recording e.g.,
lay down the chords on the first

recording, aa bass line
line on the second
and
and the
the melody on
on the
the third.
third. If the
the
quality and
and overall
overall noise
noise level
level is then
still acceptable,
acceptable, some counterpoint
might be added on
on a fourth
fourth recording.
One final point on
on multi-track
multi-track guitar
recording -- make sure that your
first
first recording, i.e.,
i.e., chords, goes on at
at
full recording level. Do, however,
however,
adjust for
for balance against the bass
bass
part
part on re-record,
re- record, at
at the same time
keeping both at aa fairly high recording
level. On
On the final
final or melody line track,
transfer the bass
bass and chord track at
appropriate level. The
The idea of keeping
the initial levels
levels fairly high is to help
reduce hum and noise on the final
recording. Make sure
sure that your guitar
pick-ups
pick -ups are
are not introducing
introducing hum
from nearby mains transformers or

ti11l1IIU#1::r
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tape motors, etc. Keep
Keep the guitar
as far away as
as possible from the recorder or amplifiers whilst recording.
Guitarist Wout
Wout Steenhuis (Fig.2)
(Fig.2) has
has
produced some excellent examples of
multi-recording
multi-recording on Columbia records
and for interesting stereo and multimultirecording Tommy Garrett offers
offers 50
guitars (?)
( ?) on EMI
EMI Liberty records.
electronic
electronic organ
organ
As I said earlier, nearly all the small
modern electronic organs have an
output suitable for direct connection
to a tape recorder. The Philicorda
which I am using at the moment for
multi-track
multi
-track recording experiments (see
ATR) has in
front cover November ATR)
fact three available outputs with or
without reverberation and will also
take a high level output (external
amplifier) signal
signal from a tape recorder.
Such an arrangement readily provides a
monitoring system and allows one to
play the organ with the tape recording
through the same amplifier. I don't
think there is any need for me to
different combinations
describe all the different
of tonal effects that are possible with
these instruments, but I will deal
briefly with some actual types of electronic organs now available. I need
hardly add that they are rather expensive but are nevertheless very complete
and versatile instruments. The smaller
types suitable for home use are
extremely compact and some include
continued overleaf
continued

The

Fig.3. (right). Rosemary Nicols
Nicols and Jeremy
Jeremy
-stars of ABC
Wilkin,
Wilkin, the co
co-stars

Television's

thriller series,
series, 'Undermind' relaxed
relaxed between
range of their
rehearsals by playing aa wide range
favourite music on
on the Philicords, aa new elecelectronic keyboard Instrument by Philips.
The Vox
Fig.4 (above),
(above). The
Vox Continental - a
a fourfour octave chord organ.
Fig.5 (above right). The
The Hohner Symphonic
Symphonic 33
ON multltone
chord organ.
organ.
ON
multatone chord
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The New Sound
continued
Sound continued
-

Fig.6 (below). The
The Farsifa
Foyer, aa single
single
Farsifa Foyer,
manual console organ which,
manual
which, despite
despite its size,
size,
incorporates two 12-in
12 -in speakers
speakers and
and therefore
gives the richness of sound
sound comparable
comparable with
larger models.

; a
w

J- -f -rf1

%

m.
m
Fig.7 (right). ATR
ATR reader
reader Fred
Fred Rickets
Rickers at
at work
work
building aa Stern-Clyne
Stern -Clyne electronic organ.
organ.
the main amplifier. Like the Philicorda,
most of them can be
be dismantled in a
matter of seconds
seconds and easily transtransported in
in the
the boot
boot of a car.
car.
The Philicorda
Philicorda is shown in Fig.3
Fig.3 and
comprises a keyboard console with a
power amplifier
amplifier and
and loudspeaker built
into matching cabinets. These assemble
into the
the complete organ and occupy
only a quarter of the space required
for an
an ordinary
ordinary upright piano. The
Philicorda has
has aa total range
range of
of six
octaves and
and aa great variety
variety of tone
colours. The sound level
level can be
be
controlled by a foot pedal and
and the builtbuilt in reverberation unit can be adjusted
to provide the illusion of
playing in
of playing
in aa
large hall. A switch on the control
panel makes it
it possible
possible to bring in
seventeen chords, each
each being
being played
played
by aa single
single key as
as I described at the
beginning of
of this article. Quiet practice
via headphones is available and there
there
are, of course, the
the tape recording
recording
22 and amplifier facilities.

Most of the electronic organs now on
the market have a similar wide tonal
range, adaptability to tape recording,
etc., but for
for those who already possess
a hi-fi
hi -fi amplifier with, say, 10 watts
or so
so output there
there are also complete
keyboard units such as
as the Vox
Continental shown in Fig.
4. This has
Fig.4.
all the
the usual pitch and tone ranges,
vibrato and so on,
on, but is intended
for connection
connection to
to any
any suitable amplifier
or, of
of course, a tape recorder. This
instrument has a folding stand, is
quite
quite portable and has a four-octave
four -octave
pitch range. (Note: All modem
modern elecelectronic organs are chord playing
playing and
should not be confused with single-note
single -note
which are
organs which
are intended as attachments to a piano.)
Another similar
similar instrument is the
Hohner Symphonic
Symphonic 30N, which, as
most electronic organs, is transistorized.
Again an external amplifier and speakers
are required for
for normal playing, although the instrument itself is quite
www.americanradiohistory.com

portable. It has a range of four octaves
portable.
(F to E), twelve stop switches, vibrato
and foot pedal volume control. The
Hohner Symphonic 30N is shown in
FlgA.
Fig.5.
For fboae
those who desire an
an electronic
organ with amplifiers and loudspeakers
there are
are models such as the Farfisa
Foyer which
which is a single manual console
incorporating two 12 in loudspeakers
and appropriate amplifiers (Fig.6). This
one features a headphone socket for
quiet practice,
practice, an external amplifier
connection, a four-octave
four-octave keyboard (C
to Q,
C), three true organ voices (dolce,
prindpale
principale and strings) each available
available in
16, 8 and 4 ft. Vibrato and treble boost
16,8
controls are included as well as various
various
other special effects.

constructors

For
F«r canstructors
Wed, so far I have
Well,
have covered but
but briefly
four types of
`home use'
use' electronic
of 'home
organs. There are dozens of others to
choose from, including full organs

tape
this field and many tape
interest in this
recording enthusiasts do little else but
collect recordings
recordings of organ music. On
a recent continental
continental tour I managed
to capture some excellent recordings
of two unusual electro-mechanical
electro-mechanical
orchestral organs.
organs. There are large
large
numbers of these in Belgium and
Holland and most of them are made by
two brothers
brothers in a factory in
in Antwerp.
Antwerp.
In addition to the
the organ, such instruand drums,
ments as piano accordions and
etc., are also included and all operated
electro- mechanical system and
by an electro-mechanical
punched paper rolls. For instance, at
the Dierentuin Bar at
at Lokeren
Lokeren on the
road between Ghent
Ghent and Antwerp is
`Flamingo Organ' built by the
the 'Flamingo
Decap brothers. This
This one is
is shown
in Fig.8 and features aa blow pipe
organ, two piano accordions and
percussion. Next door in the 'Tavern
`Tavern
American' is another
another which incorporates an electronic organ, two
two piano
accordions, a trombone, a saxophone
and percussion
percussion (Fig.9). These monster
orchestral organs cost around £6,000
Recording
Recording organs
organs
Aside from the possibilities of multi- each, but are a tremendous attraction
track recording with modem electronic to tourists. Incidentally,
Incidentally, one of
of the
musical instruments
instruments such as II have winning tapes in this year's British
described, all electronic, steam
steam and wind Tape Recording Contest was a recordorgans are excellent subjects for straight
straight ing of a Thomas Mortier
Mortier organ which
recording. There is a good deal
deal of is a Belgian fairground steam organ.
and pedal
with up to three manuals and
one??
bass, etc., but how about building one
at Fig.7 which shows
look at
Take aa look
and ATR
tape recording enthusiast and
reader Fred Rickers at work on
on the
This
Stern-Clyne organ. This
building of a Stem-CIyne
two-manual
two
-manual organ was built from a
is now
now a
kit of parts and I believe is
going concern. Fred Rickers
Rickers is also
UK representative for the Australian
the UK
Association, and for
Tape Recordists Association,
attempting this vast project
project at around
the age of 57 fully deserves a real
Aussie 'Good
`Good on yer sport'. Building
an electronic organ is not an
an impossible
of
task for those with a knowledge of
electronic circuitry, and various technical publications have from time to
time given circuits and plans. There are
also a number of books
to
books devoted to
the subject. Keyboards and special
organ note contacts, etc., are also
available from such firms
firms as StemStemClyne Ltd.
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Fig.8. One
One of the famous Decap organs at

Lokeren, Belgium.
Lokeren,

mm'

Fig.9. Another Decap
Decap orchestral organ
organ featuring
six musical instruments.
instruments.

FRONT COVER STORY

FRONT COVER STORY
Our front
front cover this month depicts a -- to keep out dust which can creep
typical Christmas setting and
and it features down between layers
layers of tape and which
the new Scotch magnetic tape albums, can have an abrasive
abrasive action on both the
built like books to contain
contain two tapes tape and the
recorder heads. Some
the tape recorder
on either 5, 5|
or 7i in spools. The tape recorders
recorders have little felt
felt pads
pads
51 or
tape books are sold complete
tape before
complete with one wfaicfa
clean dust off the tape
which dean
tape on the appropriate size of spool ft
it gets to
to the heads. Failing this, an
and included
included are self-adhesive
occaskmal ran
self- adhesive labels occasional
run through at re-wind
re -wind speed
dean cloth held lightly
for the spine of the case and
and for spool with a soft clean
identification. Altogether a wonderfully
wonderfully against both
both sides of the tape won't
neat and tidy way of storing tapes and, do any harm. Remember, too, that tape
incidentally, there is space inside the
beads and guides
the heads
guides should be kept clean
book for indexing the recordings on because minute particles of the magnetic
coating on tape do come
your tapes.
come off
off and in time
Now this
this leads to the problem
problem of tape can dog
clog up the heads.
heads.
readers often ask about. The problem of
storage which readers
one
of 'print
`print through' is one
Well, the Scotch tape albums take that rarely arises
arises these days and it is
care of having
having somewhere to
to keep the
the unlikely with modem
modern tapes. Playing
tapes and of
of identifying both tapes
tapes and and re-winding
re-winding in
in the normal course of
recordings. All tapes should be
be stored usage will
will prevent print through, which
in boxes
boxes of some kind and preferably is the magnetic transference of
of signals
in polythene bags inside the box.
box. Reason on one layer
layer of tape through on to the

next. Always have leaders
leaders on your tapes
at beginning
can be
end. Leaders can
beginning and end.
replaced if they become tatty'
`tatty' or
that the
damaged. It is not important that
spool so long
tape winds up tightly on aa spool
as it winds fairly
fairly evenly. Don't handle or
place tapes near a strong magnetic
field such as that from an electric motor,
or a loudspeaker or any kind
kind of
of magnet.
tape do not
Recordings on magnetic tape
not
deteriorate so long as they are
are not
exposed to excessive
excessive heat or magnetic
fields. Finally, do not use adhesive
cellulose tape for splicing broken tape
or leaders or when editing. It is not
designed for this purpose and eventually
the adhesive will squeeze out and is
liable to clog the
the tape heads and cause
the tape
tape to stick
stick on the guides. Use only
purwhite splicing tape designed for the purpose and which can be purchased in small
quantities and I} in or i in
in in width.
23
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AUDIO VIEW

NEW

NE«

PRODUCTS

PRODUCTS

at audio
audio products that
that
A look at
make excellent Christmas gifts
gifts
for recording enthusiasts

For those who only make
make the occasional
tape
joint or who need to repair a broken tape
the 5s BASF outfit contains splicing
tape only, but is sold in aa box with aa
tape-holding
tape -holding channel on the back. All
available from regular tape stockists.
DRY SPLICE
tape splicsplicThis is an ingeniously simple tape
ing outfit which contains two strips of
12
12 ready-made
ready-made and pre-cut
pre -cut splices. The
'backing' in each packet is aa stiff cardboard applicator with appropriate cutat 45° for cutting.
outs for lining
lining up tape at
'Dry Splice'
conbe used with any conSplice' can be
appliwith the appliventional tape splicer or with
cator supplied. Price 4s 11d.

holidays in the
the sun, gay and light-hearted
light- hearted
occasions, travel, locomotion,
locomotion, birthday
party, pomp
pomp and circumstance, fairground, circus,
circus, etc. Sound effects include
train, baby
baby crying, crowd, traffic, dog
barking, rain, ships, etc. Each
Each of the 38
38
separate tracks is
is timed
timed and can be
be
easily selected. This record
record is aa must
must
for all tape recording and cine enthusiThe quality of reproduction is
asts. The
excellent and the music right up to professional standard. It is free of
of copycopyright to all
all amateur
amateur users. The full title
of the record
record is Album No.1
No.1 C.D.C.
Custom Music
Music for 8-MM.
8 -MM.

TAPE RECORDING INDEX
This unique index by Thistleboon EnterEntereasy prises Ltd allows for detailed yet
yet easyretape reto-find
to -find information about your tape
cordings. It contains three indexes,
covering permanent recordings, titles,
tapesponding, edited recordings, sound
effects, etc., and includes extra cards
for new recordings to be entered into
index
the index system. The complete index
11,

SPLICING OUTFITS
FROM BASF
This unique splicing set includes full
full
Instructions
instructions on how to make tape joints
joints
and contains three reels of coloured
leader tape, aa roll
roll of
of splicing tape, spool
labels, metal
metal foil auto-stop
auto -stop tapes, aa tape
marking pencil, and tape spool clips.
The great
great feature of this outfit
outfit is
is the semisemiholds the
automatic splicing tool which holds
the
tape whilst the
the join
join is
is made and trimmed.
The outfit is shown above
above and costs
£2 12s ed.
6d.
For the perfectionist there
there is also aa
BASF professional
professional splicer
splicer at 66 gns,
which is aa precision-made
precision -made device with aa
splicing tape holder
holder attached. The
The tape
can be cut diagonally ready for
can
for the
the join,
after which
which the splicing tape is fixed
fixed as
as
shown below.
below. A roller cutter (to the
the
left) then cuts and trims the join.

TRACK

LENGTH

TYPK

512E

I

a,Kwrv.

MONO/
sumo
67£1.o
22 o» 4
THACH
TRACK

I

1 i

NOTES

IT
is contained
contained in a folder
folder 8 in xx 6 in and
costs 25s plus 1s
1s 6d postage and packing from
from Thistleboon Enterprises Ltd,
Nr
13 Thistleboon Road, Mumbles, Nr
the
of the
Swansea, Glam. A sample of one of
index cards is shown above.
FX RECORD
MOOD MUSIC AND FX
We have just received
received a sample of a new
12 in LP record of mood music and
12
by C.D.C.
C.D.C. Ltd
sound effects marketed by
460 Holloway
(Photographic Division).
Division), 460
Road, London N7. This record, which
retails at 49s 6d inc. tax, is undoubtedly
the answer to all requirements for mood
music for it contains 38 tracks of moods,
There are three
themes and effects. There
opening pieces-ceremonial,
pieces- ceremonial, soft and
mellow, drama and
and mystery. Closing
pieces include grand finale, movie type
finale, sweet and gentle. Then follow
fourteen themes, happy and exhilarating,
exhilarating,
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GOOD MANS
GOODMANS
MEZZO LOUDSPEAKER
LOUDSPEAKER
An extra loudspeaker makes aa useful
gift and Goodmans have Just
just announced
announced
one intended for regular hi-fi
hi -fi or
or as
as an
an
addition to
to aa tape
tape recorder. The
The Mezzo
is aa generous 15
15 watt two-speaker
two -speaker system, measuring 10|
10,'- in x 18*
14 in Xx only
88 in
in deep and is shown
shown above.
above. The
frequency range
range is
is a
a clear, clean 4020,000 c/s
c/s with an enviable control and
smoothness achieved by the use of two
new specially developed and patented
loudspeakers; aa robust
robust 88 in long-throw
long -throw
bass and mid-range
mid -range unit and aa sealedsealed back 33 in treble unit.
unit. The I.e.
I.c. crossover
crossover
network operates
operates at 2,200 c/s.
c /s. The 88 in
bass unit is of very
very advanced
advanced design,
for its very low distortion and
notable for
extraordinary smoothness.
smoothness. The treble
treble
unit matches it in quality, giving
giving an overall
performance for the Mezzo unrivalled for
its size.
size. The distortion
distortion figures for this
remarkable system are less than 1%
total harmonic at 55
55 c/s and above, for
sound pressure level of 80 dB at 66 ft.
Price is 25
25 gns
gns including purchase fax.
tax.

MUSIC TAPES (above right)
Pre-recorded
Pre -recorded tapes of all kinds make
excellent Christmas gifts, but two special
special
recordings by Transatlantic Music Tapes
Ltd are worthy of mention here. These
These
are Christmas Day for the Family
are
(P4T-X-1)
(P4T -X-1) and Christmas Drummer
Boy (P4T-X-2).
(P4T -X-2). They are available in
two-track
two -track and four-track
four -track stereo at 3f
3;
ips and 7?
74- ips
fps and each contains aa full
selection of
of Christmas tunes. We advise
you to write
write direct to
to Transatlantic Music

DE.tVN.IS DJLY SINGS

IVIAS
.
I

Drummer Boy
Drummer
Boy
fl..

o

a

Tapes Ltd, 250 Grand
Grand Buildings, 1l Strand,
London WC2, for full details and
and their
pre- recorded tapes. The
catalogue of pre-recorded
two special
special Christmas tapes
tapes feature
feature
guest star Jack Benny with the Vail
Choir Boys (P4T-X-1)
(P4T-X -1) and Don
Don Janse
and his 60-voice
60 -voice children's
children's choir (P4TX-2), both worth
worth putting into your library.

crystal gramophone
gramophone pick-up,
pick -up, or, of
course, aa radio tuner. The Mike 33 mixers
are available as follows:
Mike 3/L for 25
25 to
to 30 ohm microphones,
Mike 3/M for 600 ohm
microphones and
ohm microphones
3/H for
for high impedance microMike 3/H
leaflet on this mixer containing
phones. A leaflet
full technical
technical details,
details, etc.,
etc., is
is available
available
from Grampian
Grampian Reproducers Ltd, HanHan worth Trading Estate,
Estate, Feltham, Middlesex.
REVERBERATION UNIT
A reverberation
reverberation unit
is perhaps a
unit is
a somesomewhat expensive
expensive gift but one
one which every
keen tape recording
recording enthusiast would
like to possess. The Instrument
instrument shown
below is intended for amateur or professional use
use and employs a
a pair of
mechanical (spring) delay
delay lines with
electro-magnetic
electro- magnetic transducers to
to simulate
the reverberant effect of a large hall. The
reverberation time is two seconds.
total reverberation
Two separate input
input channels
channels are
are provided for
for microphone and high-level
high -level
signals and
and the reverberated signal can
be independently controlled. The unit
operates from internal batteries,
batteries, thus
eliminating 'hum' problems when used
used
with mains equipment. It should be
stressed that a reverberation unit of
this
of this
kind is intended
improving acoustic
acoustic
intended for Improving

A

*
e

one track with a synchronizing impulse
impulse
for the slide change on the other. This
synchronizer has provision for hold, I.e.,
i.e.,
holding aa picture beyond the time alallocated, or shift for aa quick change to
catch up with
with synchronization. The
complete synchronizer costs 24 gns
including tax.
Also available from Tandberg are
are aa
number of other useful
useful accessories
accessories
including the Walgain bulk eraser, aa
handsome carry-case
carry -case for
for all Tandberg
recorders, Shure and
and Reslo microphones,
microphone stands and monitoring headheadsets. The Tandberg Stetoset
Stetoset headphones
headphones
are shown below and are suitable
suitable for
mono or stereo listening or,
or, of
of course,
with Tandsound-on-sound
sound -on -sound recording with
recorders. These cost £2 17s
17s 6rf.
berg recorders.
6d.
For full details of
of their complete
complete range of
accessories why not write to Tandberg
(GB) Ltd, Edward Street, Templar Street,
Leeds 2.

ACCESSORIES
There are, of course, hundreds of accessories to tape recording and we have
space for
for only aa few. However, every tape
gets around to disrecordist eventually gets
covering that all-important
all- important device known
known
as aa mixer and there
as
there are plenty to choose
from (see
(see ATR September/65
September /65 issue
issue which
which
contained aa complete list and
and prices,
etc.). Representative of these is the
the
Grampian Mike 33 which
which Is
is a
a transistorized
three-channel
three -channel mixer intended for the
the
serious amateur (below). There are two
moving coil or ribbon microinputs for moving
microphones, the third being
being for high-level
high -level
from another tape recorder or
signals from

effect and conditions and not the quality
of reproduction. A leaflet giving full
technical details is available from Grampian Reproducers Ltd (address above).
above).
Price is
is £52 0s
Os Od.
Od.
MORE ACCESSORIES
Headphones, bulk erasers, microphones,
tape-slide
tape -slide synchronizers, carrying cases,
microphone stands, tape speed
speed indiindicators, head de-magnetizers,
cleaning
de- magnetizers, cleaning
outfits, tape albums, spare spools-all
spools - all
these are possible
possible Christmas gifts and
and aa
glance through the
the advertisements of
the last few issues of ATR may help
help you
to make
make your choice. We have selected
aa few for
for you and continue now with
with
some items from Tandberg.
All Tandberg owners may be
be interested
in aa plastic
plastic deck cover which is
is available
for Tandberg
Tandberg models
models 62,
62, 64,
64, 72B, 74B,
823 and
and 843. Price 28s
28s each and available
from the
the address given
given below.
Next comes
comes the Tandberg Tape-Slide
Tape -Slide
synchronizer (shown top right) which may
be used with
with any stereo recorder or with
the Tandberg
four-track
Tandberg model
model 8,
8,
four -track
recorder. Music and commentary go on
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Metrosound also produce aa good range
of accessories that make
make excellent Christmas gifts. First, the 'Metrostrobe'
`Metrostrobe' for
checking the accuracy of
recorder
of tape recorder
3+, 7^
7+ and
and
speeds. It caters for speeds of 3|,
has a reversible
reversible dial for 50 or
15
15 ips and has
the
60 cycle mains.
mains. Price is 12s 6d. From the
manufacturer comes the
the exclusive
same manufacturer
Klenzatape, an approved tape head
cleaning outfit which includes special
impregnated tape for cleaning guides and
heads and
and head cleaning fluid. Klenzatape
costs 13s 6d. Both these items are available from
from Metrosound Manufacturing
Co Ltd, Bridge Works, Wallace Road,
Co
London N1.
continued overleaf 25

TAPE RECORDER COVERS
A. Brown
Brown & Son produce aa large range of
smart waterproof covers to give complete protection to your tape recorder.
Made In
in rubberized canvas in navy, wine,
tan and bottle green with white contrastcontrasting piping, these covers have aa reinforced base, handy zip microphone
pocket and name panel. They are
are availavailable for Grundig, Telefunkea,
Telefunken, Philips,
Cossor, Stella, Saba, Elizabethan, Brenell,
Sony, Ferrograph, Revox,
Robuk,
Truvox, Tandberg and Loewe-Opta
Loewe -Opta tape
recorders. Write for list to A. Brown &
&
Sons, 24-28 George Street, Hull.

International Contest
International

Mono Grand Prix goes to Germany
For only the second time
time in
in its
its history the
International Amateur Recording
Recording Contest was
staged in London. The International jury
consisted of delegates from Belgium, France,
Germany, Netherlands, Switzerland and
Austria as well as from the UK, and judging
took place in
in a studio specially made available
for the purpose by
fifty
by the BBC.
BBC. More than fifty
entries were received from fifteen different
countries, including Czechoslovakia, South
Africa, Tunisia and Turicey,
Turkey, but British
British tapes
failed to carry off
off any
any of the major prizes.
Our own National winner,
winner, 'Mushrooms',
`Mushrooms',
was beaten into second place in the mono
TAPE 70
Compositions section by a piece entitled
This is aa new medium-priced
medium -priced recording 'Rue
`Rue Madame, Rue de
de Bussy',
Bussy', entered jointly
tape on a PVC base. Every spool of tape by Jean Claude Gigon
Gigon and Pierre Denervand
is guaranteed. Tape 70
70 can be obtained
obtained of Switzerland.
In the Documentary and Reportage section,
either through dealers or direct from Leda top
marks went to Derek Worman of South
South
Tapes, 30 Baker
Baker Street, London W1. Africa for his tape of a Khai Concert, and in
Tapes are available as follows:
the battle for second place Ray King of
Oxford (The
(`The Nose') lost by
by two hundredths
of a mark to
to Hans Buchi of Switzerland
('Tuneischer Bilderbogen').
(`Tuneischer
Retail Prices
In the third mono section.
section, Music or Speech,
Britain had no entry. Easily the winner in this
Double Play
Standard Play
section was 'Russische
Impressionen' by
` Russische
3" 150' 3/3
3" 300'
6/6
3"
Wilhelm Gliickert
Gluckert of Germany.
4'
6/6
4"
12/4" 300'
4' 600'
France had her first
first win of
of the contest with
5"
5' 1,200' 22/6
5' 600' 11/6
5"
'La C6te
`La
Côte des
des Appels' by Mm Crayon and
Durer, placed first in the mono Actuality
Sf" 900' 14/6
5f"
5*" 1,800' 29/6
class. Here Britain
carne back into the
Britain came
7"
7°
7' 1,200' 17/6
7' 2,400' 37/6
picture, with second place
place being taken by
John Bradley with
with his tape 'The
`The Real Thing'.
Long Play
Triple Play
Play
Not unnaturally the
technical recordings
the best technical
came
from
the
Technical
Performance
section,
3" 600'
600' 13/3° 225' 4/3
3'
which also yielded the Mono Grand Prix
4"
4" 900'
900' 17/6
4"
4' 450' 7/6
winner. This was one of the shorter
shorter tapes in
5" 900' 14/6
5"
1,800' 35/5"
5'
1,800'
the contest (only two
two minutes long), and came
5|- 2,400' 48/6
51"
51"
5*" 1,200' 17/6
Jilrgen Sprotte. His
from German entrant Jürgen
'Guitarra
` Guitarra Rapida' was, exactly as the title
3,600' 62/6
7" 1,800' 25/7"
suggests, rapid guitar music. As this
this tape
was awarded the Grand Prix, the second tape
in this section came forward for the section
section
prize. This was a Swiss
Swiss entry from Fernand
PRE-RECORDED
PRE
-RECORDED TAPES
Magnetophobie' which was
pre- recorded tapes Paillard, entitled `'Magnetophobie'
A final reminder that pre-recorded
awarded a mere two-tenths
two -tenths of a mark less
are now marketed
marketed by:
by:
than 'Guitarra
` Guitarra Rapida'.
World Record Club Ltd 39,
PO Box 18,
39, PO
18,
Last of the mono sections was Category
Scholaire, and here by far the best was The
Richmond, Surrey
Correction -puter', entered by the pupils of
Correction-puter',
Road, London
Teietape
Teletape Ltd, 33 Edgware Road.
the Willem de Zinger School of the NetherW2.
France took second place in this section
Recotape-Transatlantic
- Transatlantic Music Tapes lands.
Recotape
with 'Naufrage'
` Naufrage' entered on behalf of
of pupils
Ltd, 250 Grand Buildings, 11 Strand, by Noelle Gloaguen, and our own Grange
County Secondary School came third with
London WC2.
their
tape 'A Day at Grange School".
School'.
Tempotapes-A.
81
Tempotapes -A. C. Farnell Ltd, 81
Entries in the Stereo
Stereo section were vastly up (in
Leeds 3.
Kirkstall Road, Leeds
number) on previous years, being double the
amount entered three years ago. This turning
SFX DISCS OR BOOKS
towards stereo was very
the
very marked among the
Still not decided? Then how about a other participating countries, but Britain rather
let
the
side
down
with
only
one
stereo
entry.
set of sound effects records.
records. These make Winner in the Composition section was A. A.
an ideal gift and are available from
Naaktgeboren of the Netherlands, whose
Haymarket Press (see page 46).
entry illustrated 'A
`A Disturbed Night's Rest',
Another source of welcome gifts for the and the Documentary and Reportage award
to Lucien C. Wasmer's 'Musique Reliaudio enthusiast is the ATR Postal went
gieuse Armenienne'. In each of these classes
bookshop, through which a variety of the winning tape was outstanding, far above
above
and handbooks may be the other entries.
audio guides and
The
third
stereo
section.
Music
or
Speech,
section,
obtained. (See page 50 of this issue.)
contained the only British stereo entry, P.
Lawson-Smith's
recording
Lawson
-Smith's
of 'A
`A Thos. Mortier
CONTEST TAPES AVAILABLE
Organ', which was placed fifth. Winner in this
Copies of tapes entered in this year's category was J. L. Koning of the Netherlands
Contest with 'Anklocng
International Amateur Recording Contest
` Ankloeng Orchester'. In the next two
are available from the Federation
Federation of
of stereo sections, both winners topped their
by quite a large margin. Winner in
m the
British Recording Clubs, on free loan to rivals
by Kiirt
Actuality section was 'Psalferion'
KOrt
Psalterion'
Federation Members, or as outright pur- Felix of Switzerland, and the Technical
per mono reel.
26 chase, price 11 gn per
Performance prize was awarded to Ralph
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Contest

Lundsten of South Africa for his electronic
music composition 'Pipsy'.
` Pipsy'.
However, the judges had to wait until the
final category was judged to hear what
what was
certainly the finest tape of the whole contest.
contest.
This was the only entry in the stereo Category
Scholaire, and was entered by Kiirt
Kürt Felix
on behalf of
of his pupils at the 4th Primarschool
The
of Frauenfeld. Their tape was entitled `The
Music Machine', and depicted the use of a
large organ-like
organ-like instrument in teaching a child
music. To give you an indication of how
highly this tape was rated by all the judges
(and there were about thirty of them), each
judge had to allocate marks out of
of 20 for
every tape. 'The
`The Music Machine' averaged
17-50 out
17.50
out of 20. Next highest marks went to
'Guitarra
` Guitarra Rapida', which gained an average
of 15-42,
15.42, and the majority of entries
entries came
within the 1013 -mark range. Of the
10- to 13-mark
the
twelve contest sections (six mono, six
six stereo)
eight were won by tapes consisting entirely,
or almost entirely, of music recording. In
addition, marks awarded
awarded in the two Actuality
sections were considerably lower than those
awarded in other sections. Top mark in
in the
mono Actuality was only 11-60,
11.60, and in the
stereo Actuality 12-90.
12.90. Does this mean
mean that
that
the musicians are greater perfectionists? Or
is it that the speech recording is less highly
regarded? Two further comments
comments on our own
British entries were that their technical quality
was not as high as it might have
have been, and that
our interest in stereo appears to be virtually
nil. These observations, coupled by the fact
that we failed to win any of the major awards,
would suggest
suggest that with considerably more
attention given to
to technical
technical quality in our
recordings, and aa much greater interest in the
correct use of stereo,
stereo, we could do much better
in next
next year's International, which is
is to be
be
held in Amsterdam.
Grand Prix - Mono Guitarra Rapida, Jiirgen
Jürgen
Sprotte (Ger.), EMI L4 battery recorder with
Sprötte
ten reels of double-play
double-play tape, given by EMI
Ltd, England
Category A
A - Mono Rue Madame, rue de
Bussy, J. C. Gigon and P. Denervand
Denervand (Switz.),
5000Bfr given by RTB French Service
Service
Category B - Mono Khai Concert, D. Worman
(S.A.), lOOOSfr
1000Sfr given by the Soci6t6
Société Suisse de
Radiodiffusion &
& T6I6vision
Télévision
Category C -- Mono Russische Impressionen,
W. Gliickert
Glückert (Ger.),
(Ger.), 5000Bfr given by RTB
Flemish Service
Category E - Mono Magnetophobie, F.
Paillard (Switz.), Cup and stereo recorder
given by Philips
given
Category Scholaire The Correction-puter,
Correction -puter, W.
de Zinger School (Ned.), 250Sfr given
given by
Radio Lausanne
Naufrage, N. Cloaguen (Fr.), Cow Bell given
by Association Suisse des Chasseurs des Sons.
Grand Prix -- Stereo The Music Machine,
K. Felix (Switz.), Gold-plated
Gold- plated Sennheiser
microphone given by Germany
Category A - Stereo
Rest,
Stereo Disturbed Night's Rest,
A. Naaktgeboren (Ned.),
(Ned.), 250Sfr given by
Radio Beme
Berne
B - Stereo Musique Religieuse
Category B
Armenienne, L. C. Wasmer (Turk.), 250Bfr
given by Les amis de Radio-Hainaut
Radio -Hainaut
Category C - Stereo Ankloeng Orchester,
J. L. Koning (Ned.), 250Sfr given by Radio
St. Gallen
E - Stereo Pipsy, R. Lundsten
Category E
Radio-(S.A.), 1250Bfr given by les Amis de Radio

Hainaut
Best Nation Selection Switzerland: Cup given
by the Dutch Sound Hunters Club
UMVF Prize for International Understanding
J. de
Ordination d'un Moine Bouddhiste, J.
Ryck (Belg.)

The Glen Miller Legend
Legead/World
/World Record
Club Ltd. TT252. £1 9s 6d
I'm sure that many of today's pop fans
have never even heard of Major Glen
Miller, but
but certainly to me and millions
of others the name brings nostalgia.
Mostly, people associate him with his
superb wartime American Forces Orchestra, but of
of course he was famous long
before the war and the music here TAPE
recorded comes
comes from the sound tracks
of two of his early films, Sun Valley
Serenade (1941) and Orchestra Wives
(1942).
Both films 1I remember vividly, as I saw
IFHIS
them several times. I was a Miller fan REI
and hearing these tapes makes me
Allen
by Russ Allen
realize why. They were a great team.
Even today, nearly a quarter of a Anyone who still knocks the Beatles
the band sounds very
century later, the
two-chord musical illiterates
little dated and I thrilled
thrilled again to the as being two -chord
be the squarest bigot of all time.
must
vocals of Ray Eberle, Marion Hutton,
Tex Beneke, Paula Kelly and the
Peter and the Wolf - Prokofiev. NarraModernaires.
tor - Michael Flanders.
It's interesting to note that the rank Carnival of the Animals -- Saint Saens/
and file of the band contains Ray Philharmonia Orchestra conducted by
Anthony, Hal Mclntryre and Billy May,
Efrem Kurtz. WRC T381. £1 9*
9s 6d
who, plus Beneke, all became banda long time since I'd heard Peter
It's
leaders in their own right. Beneke took
took and the Wolf, and though knowing it
it
over the Miller name and library after
well I had forgotten just
how
just
quite
the mysterious disappearence of Glen
charming it is. A fable put
Miller in an
an aircraft over the Channel extremely
to music for children, it depends upon
during the latter part of the war.
spoken lines to tell the story between
Enjoy yourself and
and re-live a legend.
and over the
the music. Flanders is superb,
his voice tuneful, catching the exciteBeatles for
for Sale. The Beatles/Par/qpAone
Beatles/Parlophone ment and giving characterization to the
TA-PMC
1240. £1 15*
15s Od
TA
-PMC 1240.
'cast'.
`cast'.
And so to a living legend and very The backing is Saint-Saens
Saint-Saens little joke.
interesting too. Normally I hear the He 'borrowed'
`borrowed' various bits from other
Beatles in small doses, maybe two
two or composers and re-arranged
them for his
re- arranged them
three numbers at a time, and I wondered `animals',
'animals', which include 'cocks
`cocks and
how I should survive after fourteen hens', 'lions',
`the
`lions', 'kangaroos'
`kangaroos' and 'the
numbers. Would I be fed up after the pianists'. To give you some idea of the
first seven ? The answer is a very definite joke, the basic tune of the 'elephants',
`elephants',
'no'.
`no'. They held my interest throughout here, slow and ponderous, was originally
Why? because they
they have variety. Dif- a bright, light overture to a ballet (I
of tone colour think, the Coppelia). The 'tortoise'
ferent tempos, change of
`tortoise' tune,
and, of course, first-rate
first -rate original music (and II can picture them walking along to
and lyrics.
it) is an extremely decelerated version
Lennon and McCartney compositions of the 'Can-Can'
`Can-Can' from 'Orpheus
`Orpheus in the
have become world renowned, recorded Underworld'. See what I mean. Perhaps
left right and centre, from the Boston the most famed of
of the pieces is the
Pops Orchestra to jazz singers and much-played
much-played cello solo -- 'The
`The Swan'.
groups.
modern jazz groups.
Quite delightful and ideal for
for all child-

-

Ferrodynamics' "INTERNATIONAL"
"INTERNATIONAL" Tapes
Tape
Wrapped -fc Colour
Highest Quality -fa Cello Wrapped
Colour Coded
Coded -fr Guaranteed
Guaranteed
SUndord Play
Long
Standard
Play
Long Play
Play
5'7* tZOO"
SOO'
7/9
7"
1800'
Polyeater
18/.
600' Acetate
Acetate
7/9
7' 1800' Polyester 1W.
11/8
Double Play
Play
rLong
1260' Acetate
Acetate
11/9
Loag Play
S-5'Double
120014/.
Play
1200' Polyester
Polyester
14/8'
Acetate
900'
£«■
Acetate
8/9
SI"
1800'
9/9
1800' Polyester
sr
Polyester SO/10/
1200' Acetate
Acetate
51
1200'
11/9
r
BY
11/9
7' 2W
9400' Polyester
Polyester SJ/S
2Pl6
r 1800' Acetate 13/8
Post 4 Packing 8/-per order

*

*

*

6'

7'

1800'

Acetate

13/9

Post & Packing W- Per order

Also message
message & triple play tapes. SAE list. Special
Special terras
terms for
for clubs.
clubs.
Trade enquiries welcomed.

LEDA TAPES, 30 BAKER STREET, LONDON,
LONDON, W.1
W.1

ren from two to one hundred and two.

Mozart Horn Concertos Nos. I1 to 4/
the Philharmonia
Dennis Brain and the
Orchestra conducted by Herbert von
TA -33CX 1140. £2
£2
Karajan. Columbia TA-33CX
wbo was killed in an
Dennis Brain, who
inexplicable car accident just a few
horn player.
years ago, was a virtuoso horn
The Mozarts are ideal vehicles for his
fantastic talents and he plays here, as
always, faultlessly.
There is a story of how, being interviewed by someone or other, he was
note ?',
asked 'Do
`Do you ever play a wrong note?',
replied `Good
'Good gracious no,
to which he replied
whatever for?'.
for ?'.
Notoriously a difficult instrument, the
playing of the French horn has certainly
improved in recent years, but there was
much room for improvement and it has
seemed commonplace to hear split and
secoff notes emanating from the horn sec`it's
tion. 'Ah,'
'Ab,' they've said, in apology, 'it's
very difficult instrument to play you
a very
know.' So too are
are all the instruments
we are symphony orchestra, yet we
in the symphony
not asked to
to forgive them.
an inDennis Brain set a standard, an
credibly high one, to which I believe
most self-respecting
self-respecting horn players have
be deserves, I'm sure,
set their sights and he
much -improved
a lot of credit for the much-improved
playing of the horn.
make excellent music.
Mozart and Brain make
Red Army Ensemble. Orchestra, Choir
and SoMsts/Columbia
Soloists/Columbia TA-33CX
TA -33CX 1844.
£1 15*
15s Od
For ever
ever popular, no matter what the
political situation, is this large group of
'stars
`stars in battledress'. Luckily, from the
purely visual side this Red
Red Army lot
are most picturesquely attired.
Russians have a reputation for producing excellent voices.
I've heard of
voices. What I've
Russian opera makes a lot of other
countries' operatic efforts sound
sound crummy.
This ensemble is no exception to
to the
are tremendous. The
Russian rule. They are
orchestra is fine, the singing really great,
and a splendid Balalaika solo, 'Kamaar`Kamaarinskaya'.
Good listening for both Left and Right!

SAVE 5i-

SAVE

5/-

now available at the
Binders for Amateur Tape Recording are now
15s.). Why not treat a friend
los. (normal price 15*.).
bargain price of
of 10*.

(or yourself) to one for Christmas?
ATR, 86-88 Edgware Road, London W2
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ON
ON

TESI: PHILIPS

nsi: PHUPS

EL

a

3301

3301

&
Gordon J.
J.
King
examines
the first
cartridge
machine to
appear
in Britain
The EL3301 is aa follow-up
follow -up on the EL3300,
incorporating all its attributes plus
improvements. Here we
we have a truly
portable tape recorder designed for
maximum ease
ease of operation. Indeed,
from the operating aspect, the instrument seems more like aa transistor
portable radio than aa tape recorder,
recorder, and
and aa
small one at that!
Could we ever have realized aa few years
years
back that aa good quality tape recorder
would be scaled
fit snugly into
scaled down
down to fit
aa plastic case
case no larger than
than 7JX45X
lx4kx
2i
in? This
This is
is just
21 in?
just about the size of the
EL3301. And with Its
its five U11-type
U11 -type cells,
delivering aa total of 7^
72 volts for powering,
its weight is
is no more than 3
3 lb.
The recorder comes complete
complete with aa
leather carrying case, aa 450
450 ohm
moving-coil
moving -coil hand microphone
microphone with aa
pocket or lapel clip
clip and a
a removable
plastic stand, a
control
small plastic
a remote control
switch that can easily be attached to the
side of the microphone and
and a tape-loaded
tape -loaded
cassette. Also supplied is aa DIN
DIN plug
terminated lead with
with an attenuator end
end
that can be used for recording from aa
radio, records
records or other signal sources
and for injecting the recorded signal
back into aa second tape recorder or into
an
an external amplifier system for improved
quality playback.
The leather carrying case features a
shoulder-sling
strap and
and a
a compartment
shoulder -sling strap
for accommodating
accommodating the microphone, its
remote switch and the leads.
stand, the remote
leads.
design, incorporating
It is of 'ever ready' design,
aa clipped flap and cut-outs
cut -outs enabling the
recorder to be operated under all concon 28 ditions without removing it from the case.

fig.1.
Fig
A. The
The general
appearance of the
appearance
the
tape recorder
tape
removed from
leather
the leather

carrying case.
case.
Tape cassette
A major refinement is the tape-loaded
tape -loaded
cassette. This contains the supply and
take-up
take -up spools and it accommodates
sufficient tape for an hour's
hour's recording.
The tape is ^8 in wide and provides the
the
equivalent of two quarter-track
quarter -track recording
channels of standard
standard width.
A lid
lid at the top of the plastic case is
lifted to expose
which clips
expose the cassette, which
in and
and out remarkably easily. A window
on the front of the cassette reveals
on
reveals just
how much tape remains
the supply
how
remains on the
supply
spool against aa calibrated scale.
spool
scale. The
plastic lid can be removed completely
from the case when the machine is under
in the leather case,
portable conditions in
and aa window in the
the latter coincides
with that on the cassette.
The cassette, which measures 4x2ix
4x2 +x
-j^- in, is depicted in Fig.2, and Fig.3
shows the cassette in position in the
recorder with
with the plastic lid lifted.
The tape is secured to
to the spools
spools and
there is no danger of it releasing at the
end of aa tape wind. When the tape comes
to the end, the motor works against
an
against an
effective clutch mechanism.
The tape is exposed along the edge of
The
cassette is
the cassette and when the cassette
inserted into the machine
machine the tape
automatically locates
locates between the capstan and the pressure roller.

record the other
other track. The tape mechanism is under the control
control of aa single lever
which is operated by an oblong knob
knob
at the centre of the
the control panel. This
operates sideways in both directions for
fast winds and up and down for record
and playback. However, before the
machine will
will record, aa small
small button has
to be depressed.
depressed.
Associated
Associated with the electronics are two
control knobs and two DIN sockets.
One control knob sets the recording level
other sets
sets the playback
playback volume.
while the other
It is convenient having
having an independent
record level control.
One DIN socket accepts the plug on the
One
end of the microphone lead and the other
the plug on the end of the remote control
switch lead. The DIN plug terminated
can also
lead supplied with the machine can
be inserted into one of these DIN sockets
to extract or
inject signal
signal as already
or inject
mentioned.
The remote control switch,
switch, incidentally,
of the
is normally clipped on to the side of
microphone, and the lead from this switch
switch
and the
lead are
are held tidily
the microphone
microphone lead
together by
the lengths
by plastic clips along
along the
however, to
the leads. It is possible, however,
of the
part the two
two leads when it is required
required to
use the remote control switch away
from the microphone
microphone as, for instance, in aa
pocket.

Hf erase
This little recorder features a very
very effeceffective hf
hf erase system, as distinct from
permanent magnet erase. When one
track has been recorded, the cassette
cassette
is simply removed and turned over to

merit on a machine of
Of considerable merit
this kind is the small, instrument type
not only
record level indicator.
indicator. This not
indicates the audio signal
signal level applied
to the head, but also on
on playback it
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Record level/battery
level /battery state
state indicator

continuously monitors the state of the
batteries in relation to the black,
black, red and
green segments forming
forming the
the indicator
scale.
The recorder embodies a small speaker
which is perfectly adequate for monitorwhich
ing the material recorded. The quality
this speaker is
of reproduction from this
approximately equivalent to
to that obtained
good quality portable transistor
from aa good
radio set.
Access to the battery compartment is
through aa clipped plastic lid on the
underside of the case, and it is virtually
Impossible
U11 -type cells
impossible to get the five U11-type
in
for their correct positions are
in wrong, for
indicated pictorlally
pictorially on aa plastic
clearly indicated
which goes inside
inside the battery
drape which
The batteries are held
held
compartment. The
firmly In
in position by aa projection on the
underside of the
the battery compartment lid.
The whole of the record and playback
is built upon aa printed circuit
electronics Is
board, and this can be
be extracted quite
for servicing
servicing when required. After
easily for
a detailed examination of this recorder,
a
much thought
one realizes just how much
gone into
into both
both its
its electrical
must have gone
and mechanical design.
design. It is aa masterpiece of engineering, when one considers
the low cost of the machine. Some idea

left-hand corner
corner of
of the picture. The
motor drives the substantial flywheel
flutter to aa low
low
which holds wow and
and flutter
level.
The circuit
is composed
seven p-n-p
p -n -p
The circuit is
composed of seven
transistors, three of which
which are
are employed
in the early microphone
microphone and
and playback
in
rectifier in
in the
a rectifier
stages. One serves as
as a
one is aa 'driver'
'record level' circuit and one
on playback. The final
final pair operate
as aa class B
playback
B output stage on playback
and as the bias/erase
bias /erase oscillator on
record.
record.
The 'record level' control functions
second stages.
between the first and second
microphone
This, then, means
means that the microphone
signal In
in full is applied to the first transistor to
to ensure the best possible signal/
noise ratio. On
however, this
On playback, however,
control Is
is muted
muted and
and the head signal is
applied through the first three stages in
'equalized cascade' and the volume
control is switched in
the third
in between the
transistor and the audio driver transistor.
delivers
The class B
B audio output stage delivers
about 250
speaker, while
about
250 mW
mW to the speaker,
on 'record' itit produces
on
produces aa remarkably
'clean' sine
sine wave for erase and bias. The
DIN sockets
sockets give microphoneand
microphone and remote-

pji' a
*■- -

rl.
r- •
lV
.

,

------

Ji.
•

Fig.2.
triple-play
cassette. This holds
holds 300
-play tape, and the amount unused
Fig.2. The tape
tape cassette.
300 ft of triple
can
be seen through
through the window.
can be
of its make-up
from the
the
make-up can
can be
be gleaned from
in Figs. 44 and 5.
pictures in
removed from
Fig.3 shows the
the machine removed
by the
its plastic
plastic case. This operation, by
way, can
be performed
performed in
in a couple of
can be
minutes. Here can be seen the top
top of
the tape deck, the capstan
capstan and pressure
roller, the two
two heads, the spool
spool holders
drive and
and braking
braking arrangements,
and their
their drive
the record
record level and battery indicator
corner) and
and the
the small
(far right-hand
right -hand corner)
speaker on
the left with
with the
the DIN sockets
sockets
on the
in
in front.
front.
Fig.4 shows the
the bottom of
of the
the printed
printed
the drive mechanism
circuit board
board and the
below the
the tape deck.
deck. The two
two control
control
the top
top of
the picture
knobs
visible at
at the
of the
picture
are visible
knobs are
drive motor is
is at
at the bottom
bottom
and the
the drive

r

Fig4
as seen
seen
deck, as
Fig.4. The
The lop
top of
the decki
of the

with the
the
machine
Note
case. Note
its plastic
plastic case.
machine removed
removed from
from Us
the
in the
the
state indicator in
the record
record level/battery
levellbattery state
top right-hand
right -hand corner.
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Fig.3. The
The recorder
recorder with the
the lid
Fig.3.
lid raised,
raised, showing
the cassette in
In position. This
This lid comes
comes off
the
when the recorder is used in the leather carrying
when
case.
case.

ca

control switch connections, as already
mentioned, provide aa 500
500 mV output
across 20 Kohm and accept an input of
mV across 22 Kohm. A headphone
0-3
0.3 mV
across T5
1.5 Kohm can
output of 200 mV across
also be obtained.
To test the
the basic goodness of the oscillator in
In terms of erasure noise, the noise
voltage output
output from aa bulk-erased
bulk- erased tape
This
was first measured on playback. This
was then recorded and the machine's
tape was
oscillator was
was employed in
in the usual
usual way
noise output
to erase the
the recording. The noise
output
at the same playback level was again
measured, and it was this time found
decibels above
to be about two or three decibels
that produced by bulk erasure. This
small increase in noise voltage output
Is normal with all
was expected. It is
is
portable -wise it is
machines. However, portable-wise
indeed, itit being well below
very good indeed,
that produced by an ordinary
ordinary permanent
magnet erasing system.
was used for recording
recording
The machine was
was slung
on aa walking expedition and itit was
the strap
strap provided.
over the shoulder by the
wow was produced
amount of wow
A certain
certain amount
movement of
of the recorder,
by the
the swinging movement
About the only
as would be
be expected. About
way that this could be eliminated is by
flywheels,
of contra-rotating
contra -rotating flywheels,
use of
the use
well
is an
an expensive
expensive exercise,
exercise, well
but this
this is
of an inexpensive
scope of
outside the scope
recorder.

Wow effects
was
in wow
wow was
Nevertheless, the
the increase in
the machine
made negligible by keeping the
29
overleaf 29
continued
continued overleaf

Test Report
Report continued
reasonably steady
steady while recording (not
(not
completely still).
still). The remote-control
remote -control
switch was used
used in
in the
the trouser
trouser pocket
machine. This worked
to operate
operate the
the machine.
worked very
well, but
to be taken
taken in switching
but care has to
switching
on and
and off the machine by this
this means
minimize the
the effect of stopping
to minimize
stopping and
and
starling
having in
starting wow,
wow, having
in mind
mind that
that the
the
switch in
in effect
effect simply
cuts the battery
simply cuts
battery
power to
motor and amplifier.
to the
the motor
amplifier. Thus,
if the
the machine
machine is stopped
stopped or
or started at
at
the beginning
beginning or end of
of aa recording,
the change in
motor speed - although
in motor
although
rapid - is clearly
clearly discernible on
on playback.
The sensitivity
sensitivity of the
the microphone channel
is remarkably high, and it was not
not difficult
to create
create good recordings of motor
boats going up
and down
up and
down the River
River Dart
Dart
at some 200 yards from the centre
centre of the
river. Good bird songs with relatively
relatively
low background
background noises were
were also
also obobtained without
without any special precautions
and using the microphone supplied with
the recorder.
Adequate sensitivity
sensitivity is available to record
record
lowish-level
lowish -level signals from aa source
source other
than the microphone.
microphone. The
The author made
very pleasant recordings from radio,
hi -fi amplifier,
record player, hi-fi
amplifier, FM tuner
tuner
and second
second tape recorder
recorder through
through the
DIN plug-terminator
plug- terminator provided. Moreover,
Moreover,
the output
output signal
signal available is
is sufficiently
high for
for all applications, even
even when the
the
signal is
fed via aa matching device
is fed
device to
to aa
high impedance input and its resulting
attenuation.
The output tends to drop fairly fast after
after
c /s, which is a great pity. The
about 6,500 c/s,
The
specification is from 120 c/s up to
to 6,000 c/s
is good, of course, at the
dB. This is
±3 dB.
low speed
of 1S in/sec,
in /sec, but for those
speed of
who may
may want to employ
keen enthusiasts who
the machine for 'sound hunts' and so
forth, an improved treble
treble response would
almost certainly be
be desirable to allow
for losses when dubbing from the
the portportable to the main recorder.
recorder.
faster tape?
A faster
be done
is very
very little that could be
There is
circuit to improve the treble. This
to the circuit
at optimum
optimum efficiency
is working both
both at
and equalization. However, it may be
possible to rearrange the machine to
capstan spindle
on the capstan
take a sleeve on
in order to increase the tape velocity and
hence the treble response for special
occasions. This, indeed, may be a
worthwhile point for the manufacturer to
consider, for,
the mechanical
for, apart from the
mechanical
aspect, there would also be the problems
associated with alteration to the equalization, putting such a modification outside
the realm of
of the enthusiast.
In spite of the low tape
tape speed, the overall
is maintained at a
signal/noise
/noise ratio Is
signal
relatively high level, almost as high as
50 dB on
on the sample tested.
Philips EL3301 is, indeed, a machine
The Philips
name of this great
great manu30 worthy of the name

facturer. ItIt has aa fantastic potential
potential
both as aa self-contained
self- contained tape
tape recorder
and as
as aa secondary
secondary machine for collectcollecting sounds
sounds on
on location with the very
very
minimum of
of effort. ItIt is
is inexpensive to
to
operate -- the
the five
five Ull-type
cells giving
U11 -type cells
up to 20 hours
hours of operating time. There
is also aa car-mounting
car -mounting kit
kit for use
use with
the recorder.
recorder. This
This is
is Model EL3794D/00
EL3794D/00
and
is priced at
and is
at £12 10s
10s Od.
Od.
As aa self-contained
self- contained recorder,
recorder, the machine
is almost certain to
to be 'discovered'
'discovered' by
by
the younger
younger generation
generation as
as a
a very conconvenient way (albeit,
(albeit, illegally) of deriving
and storing
storing the
the 'top
'top of
of the pops'.
An educational
educational aspect
aspect
From the educational aspect
aspect the machine
also has aa great potential.
potential. It
It is
is ideal,
for instance,
instance, for taping lectures and
talks for subsequent study in
in greater
detail. The
The low
low motor
motor noise
noise level is aa
particular attribute in
in this respect.
from these things,
Apart from
things, the recorder
mmau*

could well prove of value from
from the comcommercial point
point of view, for
for dictation,
dictation,
note-making
note -making and the like.
like. The
The author
author
has, in
in fact,
fact, proved its worth from
from these
aspects while car driving.
driving.
For use
use on sound hunting tours
tours or
or as
as aa
portable for sound
sound collecting and location work, the
the machine is
is first rate,
rate,
provided that due allowance
allowance is made
made for
for
the limited
limited treble
treble response.
response. The general
record and replay quality up to the driver
stage on
on playback is
is very good.
good. The
distortion is
is low,
low, and very
very good
good results
results
are assured by
by using
using this signal to
to feed
into the record amplifier of aa second
tape recorder or
or to 'mix'
'mix' for sound
effects and
and so on.
The non-standard
non -standard tape, of course, makes
makes
the machine singularly unsuitable for
ordinary tape interchange activities, but
the cassette
cassette idea could prove highly
desirable for
for tapesponding
tapesponding as
as the technique develops, as it surely will. Meanwhile, at
26 gns
at 26
gns the EL3301
EL3301 must be
be aa
best seller.
seller.
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Fig.5. Here is shown
shown the underside
capstan
drive mechanism.
capstan drive

of the machine, looking on to the printed circuit board and the

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
TECHNICAL
Ratio /Better than 45
Signal/Noise Ratio/Better
SignallNoise
Supply Voltagep-S
45 dB.
Voltage17.5 V from five
Bias and Erase
Erase Frequency!
HF Bias
Frequency/
Ull-type
-type dry cells.
U11
Approximately 35
35 kc/s.
kc /s.
Current Consumption/approximateiy
Consumption /approximately
Temperatures^
Permissible Temperatures
/41 to
100 mA
mA at 77.55 V.
113 deg F (5 to 45
113
45 deg
deg C).
Tape Speedm
ips.
Speed/Pips.
/npufs/DIN
/DIN sockets.
Inputs
F/utter /less than 1%
Wow and Flutter/less
1 %,
Dimensions/lix
4^x 2j in.
/7;x42x2+
Dimensions
peak-to-peak.
peak -to -peak.
Weightp
with
Weight/3 lb approximately with
Tape Width/Q-iS
Tape
Width /0.15 in
in (3-8mm).
(3.8mm).
batteries (1
-35 kg).
batteries
(1.35
Track Width
Width10
059 in (1.5mm).
(T5mm).
/0059
M/crophone/Moving-coil
Microphone
/Moving -coil hand type
System/Cassette
Tape System
/Cassette loaded with
with removable plastic stand.
300 ft (90 m) of triple-play
tape.
300
triple -play tape.
Remote Confro//Main
Contro//Main switch
switch type
Tape Time/Total
Time /Total 11 hour on two
microphone
attached to microphone
tracks.
(removable).
TVme/Approximately
Wind Time
/Approximately 70
70 sec
Battery /.//e/Approximately
Battery
Life /Approximately
for full cassette.
for
20 hours, depending on
20
Power Outputl250
Output /250 mW.
of use.
use.
frequency of
Frequency Range/120-6,000
dB.
Range /120-6,000 c/s ±3
13 dB.
www.americanradiohistory.com

AGFA-GEVAERT
AGFA-GEVAERT

V
w
%
:10/r7f'? THE PERFECTLY BALANCED TAPE
AGFA m

THE PERFECTLY BALANCED TAPE

AGFA

r-a

Agfa tape is produced to give perfectly balanced reproduction over
in three basic
all
basic types all
is manufactured in
the whole tonal
tonal range. It is
pre- stressed polyester base.
on pre-stressed
PE31 Long play with great strength and high output.
and 2 track
track and
PE41 Double play. Highly recommended for 44 track
recordings.
0.7 mil. developed
PE65 Triple record with a thickness of only 0.7
small portable recorders. Any spool will hold three
on small
for use on
times as
as much PE65 compared with standard tape and is especfor 4 track recordings.
ially suitable for
Our magazine
'Magneton Illustrated' containing many items of
magazine'Magneton
3r your copy.
is free on request. Please write for
general interest
interest is
AGFA LIMITED
27 Regent Street,
S.W.1.
London, S.W.I.
Tel: REGent 8581
2560
GL 2560
GL

AGE
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RADIO & ELECTRONIC
ELECTRONIC
CONSTRUCTION SYSTEM
CONSTRUCTION
SYSTEM

RADIONIC

RADIO

*) RADIONIC

IFYOU
YOU WISH TO EXPERIMENT
EXPERIMENT WITH
WITH CIRCUITS
OR ELECTRONICS
ELECTRONICS
IF YOU TEACH RADIO OR
YOU ARE AA BEGINNER

NEED RAOIONIC
RADIONIC
YOB YOUNEED

-

Unique
Unique and brilliantly
brilliantly simple. Hundreds
Hundreds of
of educational
educational establishments—
establishments
Universities, Technical
Forces -are already
Technical Colleges, Schools,
Schools, the
the Armed Forces—are
already using
using
Radionic for
for electronic
electronic instruction. Enthusiastic
Radionic
Enthusiastic owners
owners range
range from 99 to 82
82
years of age.
Selected
by the
the Council of Industrial Design
Design for all
Selected by
all British Design
Design Centres.
Centres.
Featured
Featured in
in Sound
and Television
Television broadcasts.
Sound and
broadcasts.
The
is beautifully engineered
The system is
engineered from top quality British
British components.
components. No
No
soldering. No
No mains.
mains. No
No prior knowledge needed.
needed. Simply arrange components
on perforated
perforated transparent
transparent panel,
panel, position brass
brass connecting
connecting strip underneath,
underneath.
fix with 66 BA nuts and
and circuit works
works with full efficiency. You
You can
can then
disthen dismantle and
build
another
circuit.
Your
results
are
guaranteed
by
our
Technical
and build
circuit. Your
are
by
Technical
Department and
and News Letter Service.
available separately for
Service. All parts available
conversion or expansion of sets.
sets.
NEW!
NEWS Our
Our "no
"no roUurlng"
soldering" prlntod
printed circuit
circuit board
for portable
portable tuparhat.
board for
wperhet.
Simply Insert
Simply
insert components
nuts.
componenti and
and dghten
tighten nuts.
No. 1 Set
£5.18.6.
14
Set
£5.18.6.
14 Circuits (Earphone)
No. 22 Set
£6.19.6.
20
Set
£6.19.6.
20 Circuits (Earphone)
No.
3
Set
£10.19.6.
22
No. 3 Set £10.19.6.
22 Circuits
4in Loudspeaker
Circuits (7 xx 4!n
Loudspeaker output)
No.
4 Set £14.19.6.
26
No.4Set
£14.19.6.
26 Circuits
Circuits (include 66 Transistor and
and reflex superhets)
superhets)
(Post Free)
Free)
Prices (Post

, —
^5=
k.
A No. 44 SET
and 6-TRANSISTOR
6- TRANSISTOR SUPERHET
SET and
SUPERHET

y;mo

1

sffifiK..v

Full
Full details
details from:
from:
RADIONIC
RADIONIC PRODUCTS
PRODUCTS LIMITED
LIMITED
STEPHENSON WAY,
STEPHENSON
WAY, THREE BRIDGES
BRIDGES
CRAWLEY, SUSSEX
Tel.: CRAWLEY
Trade
CRAWLEY 28700
28700
Trade Enquiries
Enquiries Invited
Invited

Theoretical Circuit
Practical Layout
Typical
Typical radio Circuit-Sheet
Circuit-Sheet
(Our
'E' Series
(Our '£'
basic electronic circuits
Series of
of basic
circuits Is
is also
also available
available
separately).

-fi systems
hi-fi
hi
systems

that
the eye
that please
please the
eye
as
well as
as the
the ear
ear
as well

I

.

m

o

□
Musloraft

0
a

specialist agents for Radford

hi-fi
hi -fi systems
tape recorders
records
musical instruments

Musicraft
M
u si craft
63
63 High Street Hounslow
Hounslow Middlesex
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Bang &Olufsen
& Olufsen
Rogers
Rogers
Leak
Tannoy
Tannoy
Revox
Braun
Celestion
Celestion
Goodman
Goodman
Garrard
Jordan-Watts
-Watts
Jordan

PRODUCING

A

A

PROGRAMME

Clive Moore reveals the
the pitfalls and pleasures awaiting those who
take np
tape
production
take
tape
progranune
up
programme production

At one
one time my tape
tape recorder was just aa the event with whom
whom I particularly wanted
useful gadget for capturing items from the a chat, and though he was most coradio which I had been unable to hear operative, I think
think it might have been better
when first broadcast; but
but today this is if I could have spoken
him at a different
spoken to him
only one
one of its many applications.
applications. II enlist time.
its help in learning music;
music; it has, I think, It was
was immediately obvious that recording
partly cured an unfortunate mannerism in in the ballroom would
would have been useless
my speech of
of which I was unaware until for my purpose, but fortunately I was
was
told by the
the playback head; it has enabled able to
to commandeer a band room.
room. Music
me to keep in touch with
with distant friends unobtrusively accompanied
most of the
accompanied most
in a way that written letters cannot equal;
in
equal; recordings, with from time to time some
and it constantly challenges me to do new rather effective
somebody
effective crescendos as somebody
things with it. The purchase of
Fiord inadvertently opened the
of a Fi-cord
Before
the door. Before
202 to use
use in conjunction
conjunction with my Ferro- setting out on this expedition, II had worked
graph 4AN-1
4AN -1 opened up new recording
recording out in which order I was to use my spools:
possibilities; and so, spurred on by the a very elementary precaution,
precaution, but an
work of other
other amateurs, II went
went into the essential one to avoid erasing something
programme building business.
recorded half an hour earlier. Blindness
To my
my mind, there can
can be very few
few hard created the additional problems
problems of being
and fast rules
rules about production techniques. unable to read
read the recording level and tape
For one
one thing, I believe the producer's position indicators. (Unlike some blind
personality should be expressed in his people, I am fortunate in
in being able to
presentation. Furthermore, different subsub- feel which is the coated
coated side of the tape,
jects will call
call for different treatments. so there were no difficulties with threading.)
threading.)
Unlike professionals, most of us are In a desperate bid not to overload the
limited by the material and equipment
equipment tape, some of
under fact slightly underit was in fact
of it
available. But to
to any serious recordist, modulated; setting the correct level came
this last
last factor should be an incentive later with practice. There is a better
to him to
to see just how
how much he
he can do method than trial and error which II somewith what he has.
times use; though I have yet to hear an
My first programme was nothing to be automatic gain control system which
proud of, but itit taught me more than any pleases me,
me, and this is an excellent way
I have done since. Not wishing to jump of lining up aurally any programme
in at the deep end, I chose a subject source with which I am unfamiliar.
unfamiliar. As
with which
which I was thoroughly familiar: long as the tape is being driven properly
music. Being a jazz and dance band (which I always check
check at the beginning
musician myself, I knew most of the
the of each track), my
my braille watch is an
people I was to interview, and
and I felt that accurate guide to the time II have left on
I should be more relaxed in their company a reel.
than would have been the
the case with I was convinced that I should find intercomplete strangers. The only drawback viewing easy, probably because professional
was that interviews occasionally turned
turned broadcasters make itit sound
Uppersound easy. Upperinto conversations, which
which was not what
what most in my mind were three cardinal
I had intended. The
The idea behind the rules: try not to put
put questions which can
programme was to get musicians
musicians talking be answered with a single 'yes'
`no';
`yes' or 'no';
about the music they played and the listen carefully
carefully to
to the answers you receive;
public for whom they were
were playing. All and be ready
ready at aa second's
second's notice with
the interviews were obtained at a local your next
what went wrong?
next question. So what
band cavalcade, during
during which ten groups Well, perhaps II like the sound of my own
covered almost every
popular voice too
every facet of
of popular
went to such
too much; anyway,
anyway, I went
music. Apart from aa friend who
who agreed lengths to be
the perfect interviewer
be the
whilst I was
was that half
to look after my machine whilst
nearly as
half my questions took up nearly
playing, the presence of the Fi-cord
Fi -cord took much time as the answers! Another point
everybody by surprise. This was done in my disfavour was that I became too
too
deliberately, because, rightly or wrongly, actively involved,
involved, at times
times airing my own
I wanted spontaneity rather
rather than carefully views (cleverly disguised
disguised as questions)
rehearsed answers. On reflection, this
this when it would have been better had I
wasn't very fair on the person organizing simply shut up. At the end of each period
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few
of recording, I played back the last few
whether all
all was as it should
should
seconds to see whether
have been; and a good job I did, because
half-way
the evening, for
for no
half
-way through the
apparent reason, the recording bias and
this instance,
erase current packed up. In this
it turned out to be one of those intermittent faults which gave no more trouble
lost one interinterthat evening.
As aa result, I lost
evening. As
view, but was able to re-record
re-record the
the end of
another thanks to
to the co-operation
co- operation of aa
tenor sax player who was by profession aa
radio and
and television
television engineer, and therefore
a most understanding and sympathetic
the evening was at _
interviewee. Eventually the
and I departed
departed somewhat hurriedly
an end, and
with an
an inebriated American serviceman
in hot
`Hey, I wanna
wanna
in
hot pursuit shouting: 'Hey,
say something over your radio!'
living -room, I
Back in the peace
peace of my living-room,
played the tapes
tapes back three or four times,
partly to find out whether the microphone
thought it had, and
had heard
heard what I thought
partly to get some idea of how the finished
product might sound.
sound. A few days later
II went
went through the tapes yet again, this
writing down cue material, which
time writing
consisted of from three to eight
words
eight words
at the
the beginning and
and end of
of each section
to be included in the final programme.
programme.
Having done
done this,
this, my next task was to
write a script linking the inserts in the
order in which I wished to use them.
(There were about twenty-five
twenty -five inserts in
all; my commentary linked seven
seven of them,
the rest simply
simply eliminating unwanted
passages.) I had collected fifty
fifty minutes
programme
of material, and my finished programme
lasted for thirty-five
thirty -five minutes; it would
have been much better had
had I cut it down
to twenty. Another small but irritating
fault was that when recording the
the comcommentary, I didn't
didn't take the
the precaution of
binding the pages together, and from time
to time a distinct
distinct rustling of paper is
audible.
from my family
Only selected victims from
and friends hear my attempts at creative
recording, and this seems likely to
to remain
the situation for some time to come -- at
least until
until I can do something with which
I am completely satisfied.
satisfied. Nonetheless,
doubt that my first prothere can be no doubt
duction is a supreme example of what
not to do; but
but I shall
trying to
shall keep on trying
improve, and learning
learning from
from my mistakes
as II go along.
CM. 33
C.M.
33

BUYING

What will
will yon
you use
use it
it for?
for?
Here the
the enquirer
enquirer usually fails
fails to mention
the 'purpose'
`purpose' in
in mind which again makes
it difficult
difficult for
for us
us to provide
provide the
the right
answer. So
So first
first we must
must have
have some
some idea
of what
what kind
kind of
of recordings are
likely to
are likely
to
A
be made
made and
and therefore
therefore what facihties
facilities may
may
be required
required of
of the
the tape
tape recorder
recorder itself.
itself. For
For
example, will
will the
the recorder by used
used just
just
TAPE
for copying
copying programmes from
from the
the radio
radio
with no
no more in mind than producing
producing
tapes of
of selected
selected items
items of
of music
music etc.,
etc.,
or is
is it required solely for
for tapesponding?
tapesponding? Is
RECORDER serious and
and creative
creative recording contemplated
which may call for special facilities such
such
as mixing
access to
the
tape heads
mixing and
and
to
the
heads
Points to bear
in
mind
bear in
for editing? Will
Will track to track re-recording
re- recording
when buying aa
be required, or will superimposing cover
the
the more simple requirements for mixing
new machine
machine
speech
speech and music?
By A. Lester Rands
the medium
Some of
of the
medium priced tape recorders
now on the market
market have most
most of the
the
essential facilities so
so it would be as well
to take aa look first at the lower priced
recorders which in the main have a someof the most difficult
difficult questions
One of
questions to what limited scope.
scope. This does however,
we- are
answer and
and one we
are often asked is
is - bring to mind another question we
we are
'what sort of tape
tape recorder shall I buy?'
buy ?' often asked, 'can
`can you
you recommend a cheap
-- to
to which is often added - 'how
`how much
much will tape recorder?'
recorder ?' The plain and straightit cost?'.
cost?'. Or we may be asked - 'I`I have
have forward answer to this
this is - we
we do not
X pounds to spend
spend on a tape recorder, recommend cheap tape
tape recorders, although
what can you
you recommend?'
recommend ?' Yet
Yet another this may depend
depend on what is meant by
approach is list of different 'cheap*.
- 'Here
`Here is a list
`cheap'. It
It could
could of course refer to a
makes, which one would
would best suit my recorder in the lower price
price bracket but
purpose?'
one which
in actual fact has a reasonably
which-in

BUYING

A

TAPE
RECORDER

TAPE BARGAINS
TAPE

BARGAINS

good performance. On the
the other hand
hand it
could be
be one of the so called 'bargains'
`bargains'
offered by certain mail order
order firms. Most
Most
of these
these are foreign made affairs with a
doubtful performance and
and which
which often
often
run at
at some non-standard
non-standard speed.
speed. They
will make aa recording
recording of
of sorts
from the
sorts from
low grade
grade microphone usually supplied
supplied
but aside
aside from this
this they have no potentiality
as aa tape recorder whatsoever.
whatsoever. So
So first
put aside all thoughts
thoughts about so
called
so called
bargains and special offers.
offers.
Price v.
y. Quality
The lower priced tape recorders made
by reputable
reputable manufacturers have a
guaranteed performance but remember
that this must be limited to some extent
extent
by the
the price. The lowest
lowest price
price that should
be considered is about £25
£25 and for
for this
this
you will
will get aa small serviceable
serviceable recorder
with one or two speeds but which
which may only
take a three-inch
three -inch spool of
of tape.
tape. A
A microphone suitable
suitable for fairly good quality
speech reproduction will most likely be
supplied, together with a spool
spool of tape.
Such recorders are quite suitable for tape
corresponding and for music too, if one
is not too fussy about the reproduction
quality. The quality of music recording
recording
would be about comparable with that
that from
a small transistor radio. This is assuming
that one makes the recording by holding
the microphone near the loudspeaker
of the radio receiver. (This is not the ideal

an example of the
the cheaper
The Wyndsor Sabre Mk II -an
cheaper but
but
reputable class of recorder.

SCOTCH
SCOTCH
SCOTCH
SCOTCH
AA special
special purchase
purchase of
of brand
brand new.
new, top
An
top
An exceptional
new
exceptional offer
offer of
of brand
brand new
quality,
quality, double
double coated.
coated, Scotch
Scotch Magnetic
Polyester
Magnetic
Polyester L/P
L/P Tape.
Tape. Fully
Fully leadorcd.
leadered.
tape
tape (type
(type I50D/C)
1500 /C) Polyester
Polyester L/P.
L /P.
In normal
In
normal manufacturer's
manufacturer's boxes.
boxes.
Spooled
Spooled to
to aa special
special length
length for
for industrial
industrial
Chance
to obtain
quality tapes
Chance to
obtain best
best quality
tapes at
at
purposes
now available
and now
available from
purposes and
from us
us for
for
substantially
below
usual
price.
substantially
usual
below
price.
domestic consumption.
domestic
consumption. Don't
Don't miss
miss this
this
Type ISO:
Type
150: 1800'on
reel, normally
1800'on 7'
7' reel,
normally 49/49/rare opportunity.
rare
opportunity, 900'
900' on
on T
7' reel.
reel. NorNorOnly 41/P.P. && P.P. 1/6
41/Only
1/6
molly 27/6.
mally
P. && P.P. l/6d.
27/6. Only
Only l5/6d.
IS/6d. P.
1/6d.
Three
122/6
Three reels
reels for
122 /6 post
post free
free
for
Three reels
Three
reels for
for 45/45/- post
post free.
free. Six
reels
Six reels
Six reels
240/Six
reels for
for
240/- post
post free
free
for
for 84/84/- post
post free.
free. Boxed
Boxed add
add I/1/- per
per
real.
LIMITED QUANTITIES AVAILABLE—SEND
LIMITED
AVAILABLE-SEND NOWI
NOW!

NEW FROM
FROM GERMANY!
GERMANY!
ORWO TAPE
TAPE
ORWO
Brand new P.V.C. magnetic recording tape, fully leadered at both ends. Exceptionally
NEW

Brand new P.V.C. magnetic recording tape, fully leadered at both ends. Exceptionally
well
-boxed in
in sturdy cassette-type
cassette -type vertical
well-boxed
opening carton.
vertical flip
flip opening
carton. Available
Available in
in longlong play
base only
only at
price.
play base
at aa sensationally
sensationally low
low price.
1800 on
reel
1100'
900'
1800'
on r reel
}' reel
on SSj"
1200' on
reel
on 5*
reel
900' on
S" reel
One
One for
22/4
One for
19/6
22/6 One
for
14/4
19/6 One
One for
for
16/6
Three
Three for
43/55/63/- Three
Three for
for
47/55/- Three
Three for
for
47/Six for
120/- Six
Six
for
120/105/Six for
for
90/105/- Six
Six for
for
90/-

r

POSTAGE
POSTAGE AND PACKING
PACKING ....FREE!
.. FREE!

Don't forget
forgot our
our other ACCESSORY
Don't
ACCESSORY BARGAINSI
BARGAINS!
Tape Head Demagnetiser, essential for any enthusiast! Ready for immediate use.
Fully guaranteed. Worth 50/Only 27/4. P. S P. 1/6
Tape Splicer, fully auto., no razor blades. Worth 32/6
Only 14/4. P. & P. 1/6
Semi-Professional Bulk Eraser—operated by revolving spool around a spindle. Takes
up to T reels. Worth 7 gns
Only 79/4 P. & P. 4/4
Full Pro. Model taking 10-reels
Only 119/4. P. & P. 5/6
Eagle Pioneer S.E.I Stereo Headphones
Only 105/-. P. & P. 2/6
Transcription Plinth (I8*x IB*x4i') Grey or walnut
Only 15/-. Post free
Deram Transcription Cartridge (Mono or Stereo)
Only 75/-. Post free
Gevaert Tape 600' 5f" reel (boxed):
10/4 (p.p. 1/6) or 3 for 30/- post free.
International Polyester Tape 2,400' 7" reel (boxed)
Only 25/-. P. & P. 1/6
Send for lists of other TAPE and HI-FI BARGAINSI

Tape Head Demagnetiser, essential for any enthusiast! Ready for immediate use.
Fully guaranteed. Worth 50/Only 27/6. P. & P. 1/6
Tape Splicer, fully auto., no razor blades. Worth 32/6
Only 16/6. P. & P. 1/6
Semi -Professional Bulk Eraser- operated by revolving spool around a spindle. Takes
up to 7" reels. Worth 7 gns.
Only
Full Pro. Model taking 10° reels
Only 119/6. P. & P. 5/6
Eagle Pioneer S.E.I Stereo Headphones
Only 105/ -. P. & P.2/6
Transcription Plinth (18' x IS" x441 Grey or walnut
Only 15/-.
Post free
Deram Transcription Cartridge (Mono or Stereo)
Only 75/ -.
Post free
Gevaert Tape 600' 5 }" reel (boxed):
10/6 (p.p. 1/6) or 3 for 30/- post free.
International Polyester Tape 2,400' 7° reel (boxed)
Only 25/ -. P. & P. 1/6
Send for lists of other TAPE and H1 -F1 BARGAINS!

K. |. ENTERPRISES (Dept. AR.I.) 77 Mason's
Mason's Ave.,
Wealdstone, Middx.
Middx.
Ave., Wealdstone,
HAR 0395 (closed P.M. WED. and SAT.)
REFUND GUARANTEE
GUARANTEE
REFUND
• 24
24-HOUR
SERVICE
-HOUR RETURN MAIL
AIL ORDER
ORDER SERVICE
• ALL
ALL MAKES
MAKES OF
OF AUDIO EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED

K. J. ENTERPRISES (Dept. AR.!.
HAR 0395 (closed P.M. WED. and SAT.
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way to make such
such recordings.)
The playing time can be extended by
double- or
or treble
-play tape which
treble-play
using doubleis very thin tape and therefore aa greater
footage can be accommodated on
on a given
size of spool. Some improvement in the
the
quality of a recording can be
be made
made by
using a better microphone.
microphone. Some of
of the
lower priced tape recorders have
have an extra
socket for direct
direct connection to a radio
will also help provide
receiver which will
better reproduction from radio
radio programmes. There are
are also a few
few batterythe low price cateoperated recorders in the
gory and many experienced enthusiasts
them for outdoor recording. They
use them
usually employ aa higher grade microphone
however, and copy or replay the recordings
on another and much higher quality
machine. The Philips EL35I4 Starmaker
of this kind and
is a typical recorder of
although having a single running speed
of 1|
ips is
l
is quite capable
capable of making a
pleasing recording. It
It retails at £28.
Among the
the main-operated
main -operated recorders are
the Cosser
Cossor CR1620 at £26 5s Od,
Od, the
Philips EL3585 at £25 4.r
4s Od.
Od. There are
of course many more to choose from
bracket but as the
within the £25 to £30 bracket
price goes
goes up
up we can expect to
to get more
by way of facilities. These may include
the accommodation of larger
larger tape spools,
two or three speeds and possibly mixing
mixing
The microphone may be a better
as well. The
type and the quality of reproduction
reproduction

somewhat higher.
higher. The
The frequency response
range may
may be wider too but this is not as
important as you may think. A wide
denote
frequency response does not always denote
good quality of
of reproduction, and the
only way
way of assessing the
the sound quality
without actually carrying out special tests
the
is to have the dealer demonstrate the
recorder for you. If the tonal quality
pleases you then all well and good. If
not, try another make or type.
type.

Two-track or four-track
four -track
is one
one
This question
question always pops up and is
which entails a somewhat complicated
may sound
answer, or at
at least one
one which may
the newcomer. Standard
complicated to
to the
the
and the
recording tape is quarter-inch
quarter -inch wide and
the whole
very first tape recorders employed the
recording. Most
width of the tape for the recording.
professional recorders still do this because
of the higher signal level obtainable and
because of
of editing etc. Then followed
the practice of dividing the tape into two
ie, having
having two
two separate recording tracks
one
which means twice the recording on one
This is known as
half-track recording
tape. This
as half-track
hear it called
although you will also hear
two-track
two
(The latter term
-track recording. (The
more correctly applies to stereo recording
when the two half tracks are used
used together
for the same
same recording). With improveamplifiers and
and tape heads came
ments in amplifiers
quarter-track
quarter -track recording whereby the standtape carries
ard quarter-inch
quarter -inch wide tape
carries four

separate tracks and allows twice as much
recording again or
if you like four times
or if
that would be
the amount
amount of recording that
obtained using single- or full-track
full -track (the
(the
whole width of the tape). This also means
that stereo recording time can be doubled.
Now the main advantage of halfhalf- and
quarter-track
quarter -track is
is the large amount of
recording that can be accommodated
accommodated on
one tape but if the tape has been recorded
on more than one
one of the tracks the process
of editing, which involves cutting unwanted
material from the tape, becomes almost
impossible as one may cut through
recording on
track. To sum up,
on another track.
quarter-track
quarter-track provides greatest economy
and the maximum amount of recording
Half-track is still
still economical
on one tape. Half-track
recording
but allows a slightly better recording
quality. Neither lend themselves to really
creative recording which calls for quite
ruthless editing
editing and therefore much tape
halfcutting. Most enthusiasts choose halftrack for the better quality
quality and when
material has to be edited they record on
one track only.
But whatever type of recorder you choose, do
insist on a thorough demonstration before
you buy. Make it quite clear to
to the dealer
that you expect
expect to get proper service if
buy
anything does go wrong, and don't buy
satisfied.
you are completely satisfied.
unless you
Next month
month II will deal with the rather more
popular range of tape
tape recorders in the
£30 to £50 price bracket.

For Hì-Fior Tape take the road to Merrow!
For

Hi-Fi

or Tape-

take

Merrow isis conveniently
conveniently centred
centred in
the bead of
Merrow
in the
"commuter
"commuter country".
country". There
There are
are no
no paHdnc
parking prab.
probIlems
cms and
and you'll
you'll find
find it altogether
altogether easier
easier and
and mon
more
pleasant to
pleasant
to make
make your
your choice
choice in
in our
our oondbctabie
comfortable
demonstration rooms
demonstration
rooms without
without haste
haste or
or distncttoa.
distraction.
Our
Our stocks
stocks cover
cover aa wide
wide range
range and
and incWa
include afl
all
leading makes.
leading
makes. Comparative
Comparative deuiumtialiuiB
demonstrations of
of
any
leading make
any leading
make of
al Tape
Tape Recorder
Recorder or
or of
of any
any
combination
combination of
of equipment,
equipment, speakers,
speakers, pickups,
amplifiers,
amplifiers, etc.,
etc., can
can be
be given
given at
at any
any time
ticoe in
its our
showroom
showroom or
or In
in your
your home.
If It
it is
home. If
is more
more concoovenient for
venient
for you
you an
evening appointment
an evening
appointment win
will be
be
gladly
gladly arranged
arranged entirely
entirely without
without obligation.
obligation.

the

road

to

AAerrow!
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StagJS;

READING

M ERR OW
Comparative
Comparative demonstrations
demonstrations given
given
day
day or
or evening
evening in
evenin
in our
our showroom
showroom or
or
in
in your home
speakers, pickups
home of
of speakers,
pickups
amplifiers, Cape
tape recorders,
recorders, etc.,
by:
etc., by:
AKG ■ ARMSTRONG
AKG
ARMSTRONG • DECCA
DECCA
FERROGRAPH
FERROGRAPH ■ FI-CORD
FI -CORD • GARGAR HARD
GOODMANS • KEF
RARD ■ GOODMANS
LEAK
KEF • LEAK
LOWTHER ■ MORDAUNT
MORDAUNT • ORTOLOWTHER
ORTOFON
FON • QUAD
QUAD • RADFORD
RADFORD • RECORD
RECORD
HOUSING
HOUSING • REVOX
REVOX • ROGERS
ROGERS
SHURE • SME
SHURE
SME ■ TANNOY
TANNOY ■ THORENS
THORENS
VORTEXION • WHARFETRUVOX - VORTEXION
TRUVOX
WHARFEDALE
DALE

--::

MERROW SDUND
MERROW

229 EPSOM ROAD, MERROW.
MERROW,

Appointed dealers
dealers for
BANG <fi
& OLUFSEN

Open
mi.-530 pjrt.
Open 9
9 a
a.m.-530
p.m. ind.
incl. Sots.
(Early
Sots. (Early
dosing
Wednesday I psn.)
closing Wednesday
Any evening
evening by
pm.) Any
by
appointment.
appointment.
1

J
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SaUIMD
LTD.
SURREY.
TELEPHONE: GUILDFOKD 64171

TELEPHONE: GUILDFORD 64171
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E.E. Rotbcck
Rorh. ek Madsen
Madsen
World
World famous
famous authority
authority and
and chief
chief of
o;
BB && O's
Elactro-acoustio
D's Electro- acoustic Laboratory
Laboratory
and
Division.
and Sound-film
Sound -film Division.

..., when Quality
Quality is
is the First
First Consideration
Consideration

m

Bang Olufsen-a brilliant combination
of advanced
advanced Danish
of
Danish Audio
Audio
Engineering and
and modern
modern Scandinavian
Enidneerinii
design
Scandinavian design
Banij &
& Olufsen-a brilliant combination

'

^ Beocord 2000
2000 K, prize-winner
prize- winner at
at the 1964
1964 Hanover Fair, a
Supreme example of B
B &
& 0
O audio engineering.
engineering. The first
first allall transistor hi-fi
hi -fi stereo
stereo tape recorder with aa professional specification which
acclaimed in
which has
has been acclaimed
in international trade
trade and
and
tape-amateur
tapeamateur circles
circles for
for its carefully planned design, advanced
features, and outstanding performance.
K
performance. The BEOCORD 2000
2000K
is the
the ideal tape recorder for the enthusiast whose only
only interest
interest
is perfection,
112 gns.
perfection. Available in
in aa 2-track
2 -track 4
a 4-track
4 -track version.
version.112
&a

v. ■

v
Beocord
Beocord 2000
is also available as aa
2000 T—The
T-The Beocord 2000
2000 is
portable model with loudspeakers built into the lid and has
exactly the same
same technical specifications as the Beocord 2000
2000 K.
K.
The lid can
can be
be divided; each half forming one loudspeaker
unit and giving aa performance fully comparable with two stereo
Jnit
loudspeakers. This unit
unit is ideally suited for the enthusiast
who insists on the high quality performance of the Beocord
tape recorder in
in a
a transportable version. Dimensions 10}"
10;" high
Price 117
117 gns.
(including speakers), 17}"
17f" wide, 14"
14" deep.

&

'

^ The Beocord 1500—the
latest tape recorder from Bang
1500 -the very latest
Bang
and Olufsen. Based on the design of the Beocord 2000
2000 this
new tape recorder is
is technically identical but does not have
mixing facilities or an
an output
output replay amplifier and is
is intended
for the enthusiast who already owns aa high quality
quality hi-fi
hi -fi system
yet desires the inherent qualities of the famous B
O Beocord
B 4
&0
2000,
2000. The Beocord
is available in aa choice of Teak
Beocord 1500 is
Teak or
Brazilian Rosewood finish. Dimensions
Dimensions StV'
81é" high, 17}"
17l" wide,
14" deep.
gns.
14"
Price 89
89gns.

Available
new London
Showroom, 1011\
Available only
through appointed
appointad dealers
dealers of
products are
permanent exhibition
only through
of quality.
quality. Bang
Bang &C!tfsen
Ca,fsen products
are on
on permanent
70, il Welbeck
Welbeck Street,
Street, London,
London, W.I.
W.1.
exhibition at
at our
our new
London Showraum,
BANG &
U.K.
SALES
DIVISION
& lOLUFSEN
AA division
Radio
Radio Olalrlbullon
division of
of Oobonhamt
Debenharns Electrical
Electrical A
Distribution Co.
Co. Ltd.
Ltd.
EASTBR00K ROAD,
EASTBROOK
ROAD, EASTERN
EASTERN AVENUE,
AVENUE, GLOUCESTER.
GLOUCESTER. Telephone GLOUCESTER
GLOUCESTER 25634.
Northern Ireland Distributor: Messrs. Solomon & Peres
1.
Peres Limited.
Limited, Belfast
Belfast 1..
Distributor for Scotland
Scotland : Bryterlite Electrical
Electrical Co.
Co. (Glasgow) Limited,
Limited, Glasgow,
Glasgow, C.2.
C.2.
&

OLUFSEN U.K. SALES DIVISION

BANG

:

/

(l

7)

%

Bó

Skui

r,nc

Amateur Tape Recording Video & Hi-Fi
Hi -Fi
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GOOD EVENING_ where's the fuse box ?

- where's the fuse box ?

... Recording in church Lazell
...
- and the live wires doing itit-- including David Lazell!

!

I felt rather sorry for the vicar who recently
he was
was
explained that, owing to overwork, he
forced to play pre-recorded
pre -recorded sermons from
the pulpit. Not that the congregation
congregation
liked it. There
There are, of course, good reasons
for their dis-satisfaction,
dis- satisfaction, but one cannot
help feeling that the use of tapes would,
in some respects, improve the general
quality of many sermons. After all, the
great speakers, like films, could go out
'on general release'. And think of all the
ecclesiastical manpower this would release
for more important tasks!
Not many people realize that the Church
and Sunday School have together developed
the use of tape since the earliest days of
the domestic tape recorder. And I don't
long -speaking gentlemen
mean merely those long-speaking
who slumber quietly through play-backs
play-backs
of their own sermons! I talked to a young
man who used his tape recorder
recorder in his
church activities, and
and in the school where
he taught. He told me of the recording, and
subsequent play-back,
play -back, of a spontaneous
spontaneous
performance of the story of the Prodigal
Son. The boys -- of about twelve years or
so - were told the story first, then invited
to 'act
`act it out' in front of the microphone.
The teacher was especially impressed with
the young lad, taking the part of the
wandering prodigal, who said
said that he'd
squandered his substance 'going to the
pictures and playing Bingo'. This method
of 'acting out the story' is quite widely
used in scripture teaching,
teaching, and the scripts
written by one teacher were so popular
they were subsequently published.*
that they
published*
This is certainly a far cry from some of the
old methods of Sunday School! Another
wide use of tape has been the recording of
church services for play-back
play-back to elderly

''Yep!
Yep! It's lime
time we
we started the church
church bells'

or sick people no longer able to attend.
Indeed, some churches organize this on
quite a professional basis, ensuring that
the best possible results are obtained (no
mean task, as
as anyone who tries recording
in a church building will agree). Perhaps
the leading pioneer in the
the use of tape in
the service of the church is the Lansdowne
Baptist Church of Bournemouth, which,
which,
for many years, has sent tape recordings
all over the world.
In some
some respects, this interesting example
of the potentialities of tape reflects the
amazing revolution in communication of
our own times. These days, missionaries
working in hospitals or schools in
in Africa
or Asia can send tapes about their activities
back to friends in Britain, and which are
are
heard within a week or two of their being
made. What a contrast this is, say, to the
Africa of a century
century ago, when the newspaperman, H. M. Stanley, was sent out
to find the celebrated Dr Livingstone. All
the major denominations, Protestant and
Catholic, use tapes in these ways.
Of course, there are problems in their use!
Some church
church buildings have faulty electric
fittings, as I have found to
to my cost. I
recall one occasion when a friend and I
were invited to play some recordings at a
church in South Wales. I was using a
record-player
record- player plugged in to a rusting
light-socket, and, not noticing that I was
standing on a stone floor, switched on. The
resulting shock threw me some distance
from the machine. My colleague beamed
at the people present and said cheerfully:
'It's
It's great to know there's something live
in the church tonight!' Using an expensive
piece of equipment like a tape recorder
calls for considerable care (and, perhaps,
rubber-soled
rubber
-soled shoes!).
One of the most memorable uses of tape
that I recall was a 'missionary evening'
which II helped to arrange. As virtually
virtually all
all
the missionary societies offer free loan of
sets of 35mm slides accompanied by tape
recordings, I was able to obtain a set on the
social and educational work of
of a mission in
Hong Kong. The tape recording had been
made by the missionary who had taken the
transparencies, and, in the darkness, it
was hard to realize that it was a recorded
commentary. His talk was so informal
and interesting that, as we went through
the set of transparencies, it really sounded
as if
if he were in the room, instead of
thousands of miles away! These tape/slide
tape /slide
shows (Which do not try to 'sell' any
particular 'brand' of religion) are
are well
worth seeing, as they often bring
bring home
home
the complex problems facing the
the poorer
www.americanradiohistory.com

countries of the world (and.
(and, for that matter,
those who go there to help).
It's quite surprising how many ways there
are of using tape in church activities. You
could find no small number of people
crawling through dusty organ
organ lofts, microphones between their teeth, trying to
find the best situation for recording
tonight's organ voluntary. (Heaven help
them if some sudden
sudden intruder strikes up
an arpeggio or two, forte, that is!) A
friend of mine, recently 'gone
`gone stereo'
(how like a clinical
clinical condition that sounds),
went to considerable trouble to record
some hymns
hymns performed by the children
of the
the church. The tape will be used before
church services instead of
of the customary
organ solos. All this recording has its
own hazards, naturally. For some
some time I
was unable to decide whether the bells
of a local church -- in aa former town -were real or just recorded. When
When standing
close to the tower, a certain amount of
'mush' could be heard ... I wonder if the
`mush'
death-watch
too! I
death-watch beetles were fooled,
fooled, too
suppose careless choir-boys
choir -boys could be
threatened with redundancy - with the use
of pre-recorded
pre -recorded tapes of the best choirs -when they sing out-of-tune.
out-of-tune.
A lot of people say that the church is
'old-fashioned'.
`old- fashioned'. In some
some respects the
criticism may be just, but I prefer to think
think
that this energetic use of tape is a modest
expression of the imagination you can
find in many churches these days. One
last point . . . try asking your local vicar
where he keeps the fuse
fuse-box.
-box. If he can give
you the answer in
in less than thirty seconds,
he's probably got a tape recorder!
*1116
*The twelve dramatic interludes were
published by the Religious Education
Press Ltd, Wallington,
Wallington, Surrey, the comcompany which also
also publishes quarterly
reviews of audio/visual
audio /visual aids in religious
VA magazine, 6s annual
education (A K/l
subscription).
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mention it's
'Didn't anyone mention
it's just dc here
Mr Twill?'
37
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NEW!

NEW!

from WYNDSOR

from

WYNDSOR

Here are
are versatility, sophistication
sophistication and remarkable value
value
for money in
the new WYNDSOR
WYNDSOR VANGUARD. The
in the
The
facilities this design gives you are normally
normally found
found in
in
machines costing very
very much
much more.
more. The separate
separate loudloudspeaker (8"
(8" round Axiette twin
twin cone)
cone) in
in detachable lid
isis particularly
particularly attractive for
for cine
cine and slide
slide projection
projection
work.
4 Track.
Track. 33 Speeds, 1\",
71", 3J",
1g ". 33 Head System
31 ", 1|".
System (high
(high
quality). Separate Record/Playback
Record /Playback Amplifiers.
Amplifiers. L.S.
L.S.
output 15
15 ohms at 44 watts. Mains
Mains voltage 110-240
110-240 v.
v.
59 Gns—Includes
Gns--Includes 1800
1800 ft long
long play BASF tape, tape
manual (BASF), two
two spare jack plugs, less microphone.
microphone.
Send
Send now
now for
for complete
complete specification.
specification.

'a.

and Wyndsor 707 for more examples of outstanding
See the Sabre II and
vahie.
value. In spite of the low price, these
these models have "expensive" appearance and performance.
(Left) WYNDSOR 707
Available in
in 2
2 and 4
4 track
versions. 33 speed. 7" spool
capacity. Monitoring through
through
speaker. High quality builtbuilt speaker system. 32 Gns
in speaker
Gns
(4 track model 35 Gns)
Gns)

(Right) WYNDSOR SABRE
II
II
A handsome
handsome 22 track machine,
machine.
single speed,
speed, 51"
51" spool
spool
capacity.
capacity. Outstanding value
value
at only 24 Gns
at
o
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WYNDSOR RECORDING CO LTD
LTD • 22 BELLEVUE
BELLEVUE ROAD
ROAD •

FRIERN
FRIERN BARNET
BARNET •
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LONDON
N.ll
LONDON N.II

ENTerprise
2226
ENTerprise 2226

New dub room for Derby
The new clubroom has been fully approved
by members of the Derby Tape Recording Club
and they are running a campaign for new
members. (Secretary: D. Flecknoe, 464 OsmasOsmaston Road, Derby.) Recent activity includes a
recording contest and a film showing of the
club members' day out in Blackpool.
Blackpool.

Operatic Society.
Society. Members were pleased to
welcome Mr Griffin, well known in the Midlands in recording circles as an expert in hi-fi.
hi -fi.
His disc equipment included stereo transcription units with the latest cartridges, expensive amplifiers and electrostatic speakers
and his expertly prepared programme included
demonstrations of some well
well-known
-known stereo
recorders. Michael Dagnall is now the
the proud
owner of
of a Fi-Cord
Fi -Cord 202A portable, presented
by ATR as
as a result of the 'Soundtour
`Soundtour to
Denmark' competition.

education
Tape in education
At the request of the Dundee College of
co-operation
Education and with the cooperation of a
local primary school, a member of the Montrose
and Distrkt
District TR Club spent four very interesting days taping the reactions of children to
an educational aid. A copy of the tape is now

Teaching by film
Reading Cine and Tape Recording Society has
a problem on its hands - how to teach tape
recording techniques
techniques to the complete beginner.
Recently they have been running a series of
'Beginners Lecturettes', extending over the
`Beginners
season to teach both tape and cine to the

The club news
news letter gives full details of meetings up to June next year. (At least we assume
assume
it isis June, 1966—the
quoted 1965!)
1966 -the news letter quoted

We apologize for being unable to publish the
Top
'Top Ten' for last month. It is
is included in
this edition of Club News, together with the
score for this month. A few clubs have
bave written
complaining that
that their news items have not
not
appeared in Club News. There are two
two main
reasons why, and the first is
is that the news
may have arrived too late. News items which
reach us even only one day after copy date
are too late. This is
is often due to delay in
the post, so advice here is
is to
to allow at least
three or four days for
for your letters to reach
ready us.
A recent check on postal deliveries revealed
that on an average letters coming
into
London,
coming
even from the suburbs, can take three to four
days; some
some have taken as long as five days!
Another not unusual reason is
is that clubs
dubs often
send in news which isis outdated; for example,
this month we received
received details of events that
had taken place last May, June
June and July!
So make sure your news comes in
in on time
and up to date, and be
be sure of seeing
seeing it in
print!
PCJ
POI

Club meets club
The Radio Club of Scotland (tape recording
Tape Resection) recently met the Dundee Tape
cording Club at Auchterarder. The afternoon
and evening brought a selection of tapes,
games and films. Wives of the tape recordists
were also there in force and they enjoyed die
the
programme which was compiled with them
them in
mind. ,
Another event
event outside the clubrooms, and a
very worthwhile venture, was the visit made
by club
club members
members to Glasgow's Museum of
Transport. Many feet of tape were used and
an interesting and informative evening was
had by all.
In the clubrooms, the club's first 'Auction
Night' was held. Members brought along
unwanted pieces of equipment they wished
to have auctioned
auctioned off. As well as unusual
programme material, tape was not forgotten;
for John Douglas gave a lecture about magnetic tape and John Wood talked about tape
records. Anyone interested in
in tape recording,
be he a beginner or old hand, will be made
most welcome at this club. Please write to the
Secretary, J. A. Douglas, 113
113 Novar
Novar Drive,
Glasgow W.2.
Glasgow
The club they met
When the Dundee Tape Recording Club met
with members of the Radio Club of Scotland,
making a grand total of 72
72 tape recording
enthusiasts, it turned out to be a fine social
event. A visit to the Local Toc-H hospital
radio studio revealed how sound and TV
TV
programmes are made for the Dundee
Dundee hospitals
with advice
BBC
advice and assistance from the BBC
and Scottish Television. Some of the members
of the Dundee TR
TR club have been roped in
to help with this very worthy service.

*

n

r

at their recent
recent
Members of the
Societies at
the Walthamstow and Redbridge Tape Recording Societies
inlerclub
interclub recording contest. {Photo
(Photo by Redbridge TRS)
being studied by the college staff and isis exexpected to provide information which will
will be
be
useful in assessing
accessing the value of the aid. Due to
the influx of new members to the Club
it has
has
Club it
been found necessary to reorganize the club
programme to include a short
short and
and fairly
intensive course of tape recording covering
operation, editing, dubbing,
dubbing, etc. The exercises
are to be judged by
by a local sound engineer to
professional standard and returned with markings and constructive criticism. A note is
is also
being made of members showing particular
talent or aptitude in
in any one branch of recording. Progress made
made during the past few weeks
indicates that tapes of a very high
high quality
can be expected in the near future.
Other recent activity included providing
PA and recording equipment for a local
function, a talk on microphones and an experimental club magazine.
B-TRAC contest
When members of B-TRAC judged
judged their
second bi-monthly
bi- monthly tape competition Michael
Dagnall once again came
came first, this time with
a resume
résumé of recordings made with the club
over the last twelve
twelve months. This was closely
closely
followed with an excellent
excellent tape
tape by
Taylor
by Dave Taylor
`Time' and third place was shared
entitled 'Time'
by chairman Laurie Watson, who interviewed
some fishermen at work, and Terry Morris,
who had entered
entered recordings of the Dunlop
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absolute beginner, but committee members
now believe they may be
be able
able to kill
kill two
two birds
with one stone by making a short film
film exexplaining how to handle the tape recorder!
In
In this way the film side of the society
society is
is
given an
an exercise and, if successful, the finished
product will be available for inclusion in
in a
tape leccurette
lecturette each year.
Inlerclub
Interclub contest
contest (sec
(see photograph)
At the
the inlerclub
interclub contest between Walthamstow
Walthamstow
and District Tape Recording Society and
and
Redbridge it was a double
Waltham double win for Walthamstow. First
stow.
First prize was awarded to Ken Perks
for his entry the 'Human Brain', with
for
with Don
Cooper's entry, a documentary on 'Glider
'Glider
the
Flying', taking second place. This is
is the
second time that Walthamstow have beaten
Redbridge in
in aa contest.
New Circle Tape Recording Society
This old-established
old -established society
society still meets at
7.30 pm every Tuesday at the Shoreditch
Tabernacle as it has done for the past seven
seven
years. New members are welcome and instructional classes on creative recording are
available to them.
New meeting place for Brighton
Brighton
New
Two meetings have already been held at
14A
at I4A
Georges Place, Brighton,
Brighton, the new venue of
{continued
(continued overleaf) 39

FOR THE
STRICTLY
THE EARS
EARS OF
STRICTLY FOR
OF PERFECTIONISTS
PERFECTIONISTS
-the Ampex
-the
Ampex 2000
2000 series
series stereo
stereo tape
tape recorders
recorders
If you can tolerate sound distortions when
if
you listen to music.you
music,you need read no further.
further.
But if you are aa lover of sound reproduced
at its best, the Ampex 2000 Series
Series has been
made for you. Designed and built by dedicated sound engineers for the connoisseur,
the Ampex 2000 Series is
is beyond comparison. It has dual capstan drive, automatic
automatic
reverse for
for extra-long
extra -long play and exclusive
automatic loading.
loading. Special "Sleep Switch"

-

allows automatic shut off of everything —
recorder, motor, amplifiers. 3 Ampex professional quality heads, coupled with rigid
block suspension, guarantee perfect head
alignment under all conditions. 33 playing
speeds offer maximum fidelity at greatest
Automatic lifters are included
tape economy.
economy.Automatic
self- contained or separate speakers with
and self-contained
solid state power amplification are offered.
Automatic slide synchronisation is
is optional.

AMPEX

AMPEX

Ampex
Ampex sales
sales and
and service
service facilities
facilities are
are convenientlv
conveniently located
located throughout
throughout Europe
Europe and
and the
East. For
For more
write to:
to: Ampex
Ampex Great
Britain Ltd..
Ltd., Acre
Acre Road.
Road.
the Middle
Middle East.
more information
information write
Great Britain
Reading,
Telephone 091/3.81.12
Reading. Berkshire.
Berkshire, England.
England. Telephone
Telephone Reading
Reading 84411
Ampex S.A.
84411 • Ampex
Via Berna
Ampex Europa
Europa G.m.b.H..
S.A. Via
Berna 2.
2, Lugano,
Lugano, Switaerland.
G.m.b.H.,
Switzerland. Telephone
091/3.81.12 • Ampex
66 Frankfurt
Bosquet. Paris
Frankfurt Main.
Main, DOsseldorfer
Düsseldorfer Strasse
Strasse 24.
24, Germany.
Germany. Telephone
Telephone 25.20.01-05
25.20.01 -05 ■ Ampex.
Avenue Bosquet.
Ampex, 41
41 Avenue
Paris 7e.
7e. France.
France. Telephone
Telephone 705.38.10.
705.38.10.
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Tape Club News continued

the Brighton Tape Recording Society. Recent
activity has included a history of the club on
tape, results and tapes of the British
British Tape
Tape
Recording Contest and Brighton speed trials
on film and tape.
Closed-circuit
Closed-circuit TV
The second Slade 65
65 closed circuit TV show
show
took place recently and displayed all
all amateur
built equipment. Slade Radio Society featured
featured
in part of the show which they produced
in
themselves and included a 'magazine'
`magazine' programme, humorous sketches,
sketches, and
and an
an extract
from 'The
Being Earnest'.
`The Importance of Being
1.1.
2.
2.
3.
4.
5.
5.
1.
1.

2.
2.

3.
3.
4.
4.
5.
5.

TOP TEN FOR NOVEMBER
Singapore
6.
6. Newcastle
Southall
7.
7. B-TRAC
B -TRAC
Thornton Heath 8.8. Furness
Park
9.
9. London
Rugby
10.
10. Reading
TOP TEN
TEN FOR
FOR DECEMBER
Montrose
6.6. Reading
Radio Scotland 7.
7. Norwich
Thornton
Thornton Heath 8.
8. Millom
Rugby
9.
9. Leeds
Leeds
B-TRAC
10.
B -TRAC
10. Dundee

Going like a bomb!
bomb!
Members of the Norwich TRS really feel they
are
are going
going places
places fast. Recent activities, inincluding their 'Norfolk dialect"
dialect' project, have
received tremendous publicity in the county,
being featured
in both
both morning and evening
being
featured in
evening
papers. The Daily Mad
Mail and the Daily Express
both carried short
short items on the Norwich club
and it was also mentioned in
in the East Anglian
News on the
local VHF wavelength. In conthe local
junction with their own publicity campaign,
this has resulted in members being able to
contact over a dozen people throughout the
county who still speak in genuine local dialects. Nevertheless, Club publicity efforts
members who are shop-keepers
continue. Two members
shop-keepers
stickers and posters in their shop windows
carry slickers
and Secretary
Secretary John Butcher is
is designing a
simple car sticker
sticker for
for members to display.
As a result of all
all this, applications for
for memberflowing in, sometimes at
ship are constantly flowing
the rate of five a week. Older members were
on hand to talk about recorders and recording to
to the
the Norwich International Club recently
and they are also hoping to arrange joint meetmeetings with Yarmouth TRS and perhaps stage
stage aa
one-day
one -day exhibition.
Ladies bow out
It looks as
as though members of the Rugby
Rugby
to organize a baby-sitting
TRS will have to
baby-sitting service
if they are to maintain their record of high
attendances at club meetings. The fifth 'club
`club
baby' was bom
born recently, parents being staunch
staunch
club members Jean and Emie
Ernie Crane. They now
join Alec and
and Anne Russell, Janet and Pete
Clarke, Mr and Mrs Harold Hawkins and
Mr and Mrs Rory Martin in
in taking tum-andturn-andtum-about
in looking after
turn-about in
after the new
new arrivals.
Certainly it seems as though
though Ladies' Night
Night
will have to bow out
out for a while.
while.
Other activities by members have included the
taping of musical effects for a teenage fashion
show at a local boutique, a demonstration of
Pye Brahms equipment, a number of tape
tape
quizzes and an evening looking at some of
the cheaper items of audio equipment and
their respective merits.
Typewritten tape!
tape!
the MiDom
Millom and District TRC
Members of the
were quite surprised to see a tape from
from the
new Barrow Soundtrack Club. Nothing so
unusual in that except that the tape measured
17
17 yards and was typewritten! Ten members of

helping other members of the Federation
Federation of
of
Recording Clubs organize
British Tape Recording
organize the
the
International Tape Contest.

this new club recently paid
paid a visit to Millom,
during which everyone enjoyed a lively
lively recording session followed by potato pie supper.
Two of the Millom club's members
members travel
travel in
in
to meetings from
a round
from Whitehaven --a
round trip
of 65
65 miles. Other club
club travelling included a
visit to Keswick to make
location recordings
make location
of the Crossthwaite
Crossthwaite handbell ringers (a round
100 miles)
trip of almost 100
miles) and to the opening
keen
of a new social club in Whitehaven. For keen
Cumberland recordists distance has no object.

New secretary
New
As Len Ask of the Great Yarmouth and District TRS has taken up
up an
an appointment in
in
Bradford, he has had to leave the club and
relinquish his post as Secretary. The new
Secretary is
is Ron Wain of
of 99 Hawkins Avenue,
Great Yarmouth. The club
club recently embarked
on a series of four live recording sessions, the
most colossal of which was the recording of
the centenary celebrations of the Salvation
Army at the Yarmouth Hippodrome. It
It fell
fell
to five members to string microphones on the
flying trapeze, cart equipment around seats
seats
and steps and eventually set
in their
set up shop in
position in the 'gods'!
`gods'!

Sound slogans
Members of the Leeds
Leeds and District TRC have
been trying to
to dream up
up some sound slogans
which could be applied to tape recording
itself or those who indulge
it. Two of their
in it.
indulge in
efforts were 'you
'you don't have to be
be mad but
it helps' and
"money
speaks'
and `money speaks' (referring, of
course, to some of
course,
of those expensive
expensive loudspeakers!). Club
Club discussions on wow, flutter and
hum were
followed
by
a
dubbing
exercise
were
by a
exercise using
using
a Tandberg
Tandberg 6,
6, a Revox
Revox E36
E36 and a Revox 736.
Members found
that
after
only
three
dubbings
found
after only
(at 7i
7f ips) some difference
difference could be
be detected
between the master and the end product. This
figure naturally varies according
according to the standard of tape used, but Leeds
Leeds members are
interested in hearing how other clubs have
fared in
in similar exercises.
exercises.
Self support
support
Pursuing their policy
policy of being more selfselfsupporting, members of the
the Thornton
Thornton Heath
TRC have
not
yet
booked
any
outside
demonhave
any
strations for the
the forthcoming year. Instead,
members have taken turns in
in producing
producing their
own
own programmes. David Kennard, fresh back
from India, and on his
his way
way to Moscow, played
a programme entitled 'The Factory' (from the
BBC's Landmark
Landmark series) in
in which he had so
large
part in
in producing. Members have
large a pan
had their own tape night as
well as
as well
as their own
story night and monthly contests, hospital
programmes, etc.,
etc., have
have carried
on as
as usual.
carried on
Two members also spent
spent six
six consecutive days
tucked away in the basement of the BBC

Disappointing show
show
Bad
led to a great disappointment for
Bad weather led
for
members of the North Ixmdon
London Tape and
Hi-fi
Club.
After
having
put
many
hours
of
Hi -fi
work into the production of a stand at
at the
Enfield Show and manned it for the opening
session on the Friday, members turned
turned up for
duty on Saturday morning only to discover
discover
stand and posters smashed
in the mud as
smashed in
as a
a
result of stormy weather. Fortunately, no
no
equipment suffered damage and it should be
be
possible to re
re-build
-build the stand for next year's
Show, but a great
great recruiting opportunity was
was
missed. Perhaps one of the most disappointed
disappointed
was Colin Deane, a 14-year-old
blind
boy
-old
14- year
boy
who had specially produced three copies of the
club's magazine in
in braille for the Show. The
whole content of the magazine was
whole
was recorded
recorded
on tape for Colin to punch out on his braille
on
braille
machine. However, it is
is hoped that
that further
use of this idea
can be
made
at
a
later
date.
idea can
be
Material for inclusion in
in Tape Club News
News
should be
Mrs Kim
Kim Cook,
be sent
sent to Mrs
should
Cook, ATR,
ATR, 86-88
86-88
Edgware Road. Copy
Copy dale
date for the January
issue is 22 November and for the February
issue 28
28 December.
issue

New Year
Resolution?
New

Year

Resolution?

Place a regular order for ATRATR - WW
it'll be the best resolution you've
you've ever
ever
made! You'll find all our 1966 issues crammed full
of fascinating features,
full of
features,
informative articles, plenty of hot news and aa sprinkling of humorous
interludes. Start with the JANUARY ISSUE containing:

ADDING CINE TO SOUND
Part I of a special two-part
two -part feature by Peter Dean

THE PYE ACHOIC HI-FI
HI-FI SYSTEM
SYSTEM
Full test
test report by Peter Knight

RECORDING ASSIGNMENT IN ISRAEL
RECORDING
ISRAEL
Bob Danvers-Walker
Danvers-Walker reporting from the Five Waters of
of Israel
Israel
A TIGER
TIGER ON MY TAPE
David Lazell discovers how to drive successfully on wow
and flutter!
wow and
flutter!
every corner
sound world.
Plus news, views and interviews from every
corner of
of the
the sound
world.
January issue on sale 24 December
41
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TEMADIAPE
HlffOTAPE

SUPERB PROFESSIONALLY RECORDED
RECORDED
MUSIC-PLUS
ft OF EXTRA TAPE
TAPE
MUSIC
-PLUS 600
600 ft
FOR YOUR OWN HOME RECORDINGS

"BLUEPRINTS

`s¢e BLUEPRINTS
TO BUILD

track) MONO
I.P.S. 2
i track)
MONO
ALL FOR 21/21 /- (3J
(34 I.P.S.

mm

FIRE ALARM
SYSTEM

OVERTURE
V 1812 OVERTURE

Transistorised
control unit with
alarm bell and three
inputs for fire detector devices
devices located in
distant rooms.

- ■>>

£&

2

500M3
3AK

FREE

USE OF
OSCILLOSCOPE
To examine
examine waveforms of
of a.c. signals
in power
power units
units and
amplifiers.

al Electronics
Practical
m.n
ItiGf:F

USE OF MULTIMULTI RANGE METER
METER
To measure voltage,
voltage,
current and resistance
of
commonly used
of commonly
components, includincluding valves
valves and
and transistransistors.

L BLUEPRINTS and

wjmmmm
DATA CHARTS
Free-

Practical Electronics

42
42

xx

gg.

e,

p[{

r,

,,,

Vin\

SOUND OF MUSIC

w

H

WITH
WITH

covering
mtt Blueprints
Blueprints

Practical

pp

OVERTURES
VERT URES

,v>*

UNDER PARIS SKIES

FAULT-FINDING
2FAULTFINDING

WALL
CHARTS
WALLCHARTS

KeflIFAr 1715

FAMOUS

MULTI-RANGE
MULTI -RANGE

METER Compact, easy
to build. Eleven ranges,
including a.c., d.c.,
d.c., and
ohms. Based
Based on aa imA
moving coil meter.

I

.S

FAMOUS
xaS1

Electronics

DECEMBER
ISSUE OUT NOW-2'6
DECEMBER ISSUE
NOW 2161

sasst
Why consider ordinary magnetic recording tape when you can buy
play
super quality
quality long play
ft. of super
TEMPOTAPE, 600 ft.
the wonderful new TEMPOTAPE,
recorded by
polyester on 5" reel, with the top track professionally recorded
skilled engineers on the latest
latest Danish Lyrec equipment costing many
thousands of
of pounds.
available:
Here is the list of titles available:
BLAST. 4 TCHAIKOVSKY'S
1 EROTIC PERCUSSION. 22 BIG BAND BLAST.4
AND I.I. 66 CAMELOT.
THE KING AND
CONCERTO. 55 THE
PIANO CONCERTO.
HARMONICA.
HAPPY HARMOINICA.
BILLY
77 FEATURING
LLY DDANIELS.
A NI ELS. 88 HAPPY
FEATURING Bl
THEMES
11 GREAT THEMES
10 ANDRE PREVIN. 11
PACIFIC. 10
9 SOUTH PACIFIC.
9
CLASSICS.
BAND SWINGS THE CLASSICS.
12 BIG
BIG BAND
FROM GREAT MOVIES. 12
15 UNDER
UNDER
14 FLAMENCO. 15
DUKE ELLINGTON. 14
13
13 TRIBUTE TO DUKE
17 ORGAN
AND JULIET OVERTURE. 17
PARIS SKIES. 16 ROMEO AND
18 TCHAIKOVSKY'S
POP CLASSICS JOHN KILEY. 18
20 OKLAHOMA.
OKLAHOMA.
D'ITALIA. 20
19 L'AMORE D'lTALIA.
1812
19
1812 OVERTURE.
BERLIN.
FROM IRVING BERLIN.
21
FAMOUS OVERTURES. 22 MUSIC FROM
21 FAMOUS
25 SOUND
GOLD RECORD. 25
MUSIC FOR LOVERS.
LOVERS. 24 THE GOLD
23 MUSIC
23
OF MUSIC. 26
26 TRIBUTE TO WOODY HERMAN.
1

in
equivalent in
All are
selected for your enjoyment and equivalent
are specially selected
an L.P.
L.P. record.
of an
playing time to both sides of
of superlative
with aa pre-recorded
pre- recorded tape
tape of
In addition to
to providing you with
In
tape, and
of 600
600 feet of blank tape,
quality, TEMPOTAPE
TEMPOTAPE provide aa bonus of
on the
the
recordings on
and make
make your own recordings
is turn
reel and
you do
do is
turn over the reel
all you
pre- recorded track
track making
making
the top pre-recorded
You can later
later erase the
bottom track.
track. You
afford
21/- you
you can
can afford
and at
at 21/own use and
ft. available for your own
further 600 ft.
aa further
to do this.
Y.2.
Ask your dealer for
for details or
or write to: Dept. Y.2.
House,
Limited, Hereford House,
A. C.
C. Farnell Limited,
Tempotape
Tempotape Division, A.
2. Phone: 35111.
35111.
North Court,
Vicar Lane,
Lane, Leeds 2.
Court, Vicar
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FI-CDR[]
Fl-

FI-CORD
-CORD 801
801
FI
movOmni-directional
Omni -directional studio microphone (dynamic movin
against changes in
ing coil). Shockproof and proof against
50 to 18,000
18,000 c.p.s.
temperature. Frequency response 50

k..
« i i *

202A

Built to the same specification which
Fi -Cord 202 the
made the Fi-Cord
the first choice of
broadcasting and film
film companies. The
The
new Fi-Cord
Fi -Cord 202A offers
offers still more refinements. Among these
these are aa buttonbutton operated battery
battery tester with separate
indicator scale, and aa redesigned control
panel, giving greater ease of operation.
operation.
With aa frequency response
response of 50—12000
50 -12000
c.p.s. ± 3db at 7i i.p.s.,
i.p.s., this hand portable
battery/mains recorder captures every
sound as faithfully as studio equipment;
equipment :
rechargeable batteries:
batteries long life mercury
batteries:
batteries power pack for use with 12 v.
v.
car battery:
battery power pack for use with AC
110 -240 v.
mains 110-240

M119
BEYER MII9
Moving coil omni-directional
omni- directional microphone very good
for interviewing and general background
background recordings
response 50-16000c.p.s.
50 -16000 c.p.s.
smooth response. Frequency response

M260

BEYER M260
BEYER
Dynamic Ribbon Microphone. A
A cardiod pattern
studio
price the
the amateur can
studio quality
quality microphone at aa price
afford. Frequency response
response 50—18000
50-18000 c.p.s.

:

:

:

r

Please send information and
range of microphones and

literature on the full
the Fi-Cord
Fi -Cord 202A.
202A.

NAME
ADDRESS

For further details, please complete
and post this coupon
coupon to:

FI -CORD INTERNATIONAL

I lUTERIUATI CIIUAL.
Fl-I
Chariwoods Road • East Grinstead • Sussex
Charlwoods
Telephone: East
East Grinstead 21351
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Sgts Mess, RAF,
Cpl Ron Sully, 29, Sgts
53. Recording;
Akrotiri, Cyprus, BFPO 53.
Sony TC 500, 77 in.,
jazz, C & W, pops. Sony
the world English
English
3f, 7f. Anywhere in the
please.
speaking. No letters please.

TIC

THE

TAPE

TAPE

DIRECTORY

DIRECTORY
Particulars of Tapespondents are given
given in
the following order: name, age, occupation,
address; special interests,
interests,..tastes
tastes in music;
spool sizes, speeds; area
type of machine, spool
of tapesponding required.
CANADA
W. J. Ayre, 31,
31, director, 77 Waterford
Bridge Road, St John's, Newfoundland,
Canada. Reading and countryside; folk
and classical. Sony 500
500 stereo and mono,
stereo and mono, 7 in., 3f,
Ampex stereo
31, 7^.
71. Any
European (in English or French).

NEW ZEALAND
Kenneth Howard, 35, public servant, 16
James Street, Glenfield, Auckland, New
Zealand. Motoring, colour slides,
slides, B & W
photography; all except chamber and
J, 3f,
BSR 4-track,
4 -track, 77 in., I11,
opera. BSR
31, 7J.
7 }. West
London, Cornwall, West Coast USA,
Hong Kong, Canada, Japan.
Wolf, 29, hospital
Ray Wolf,
hospital storeman, 508
508 The
Terrace, Thames, New Zealand.
Zealand. Recording, postcards,
postcards, people and countries,
countries,
natter; almost everything. (Homegeneral natter;
made) BSR deck.
deck, Si
51 in., 3}.
31. Anywhere.

RHODESIA
Norman Thompson,
Thompson, 31,
31, clerk, 29 Cardigan
Cardigan
Road, Queens Park
Park East, Bulawayo,
Bulawayo,
Rhodesia. Anything and everything;
everything; light
and pop. Philips,
Philips, 77 in., 1J,
English
1 I, 3J.
31. English
speaking. All
All answered.
SOUTH AFRICA
AFRICA
Bennie Van Rhyn, 27,
27, draughtsman.
draughtsman, No 11
Anned
Armed Court,
Court, Connaught Road,
Road, Tiervlei,
Tiervlei,
Cape,
South Africa.
Africa. 35mm
Cape, South
35mm colour
colour slides,
slides,
hi-fi;
hi -fi; pop music,
music, light
light classical.
Collaro
classical. CoOaro
studio deck,
deck, 7 in.,
in., If,
1 f, 3|,
31, 7f.
7f . America,
America,
England. No
No letter
letter necessary.
necessary.
BRITISH FORCES
FORCES
Sgt
Sgt Raymond
Raymond Dyke,
Dyke, 40,
40, RAF,
RAF, 55
Lethe
55 Lethe
Grove,
Colchester, Essex.
Grove, Colchester,
Essex. RAOB, service
service
natter; C
C & W,
W, light
light opera. Reps
10
Reps 10
44 Mk
Mk II,
II, 7 in..
in., If,
11, 3J,
3f, 7f.
71. Anywhere.

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
instrument
Ronald Whaley, 36, scientific instrument
Narbeth Drive, Aylesbury,
maker, 65 Narbeth
-fi;
fishing, 8mm movies, hi
hi-fi;
Bucks. Fly fishing,
& 0
O 2000
all types other than pop. B &
4-track
in.. 1*,
If, 31,
3|, 7$.
7f. America,
4-track stereo, 7 in.,
Italy, Switzerland, Austria, Canada.
CHESHIRE
Edward Fitzgerald, 22, chef, 33 Seabank
Cheshire. Wrestling,
Road, Wallasey, Cheshire.
35mm colour photography, horse racing,
Miller.
VHF recording; pop, C & W, Glen Miller.
31. UK.
UK, USA,
in., 1If,
f, 3f.
Philips 4-track,
4-track, 77 in..
France. Female preferred. No letters.
CO DURHAM
Roy Fells, 30, estimator, 15 Brighton Road,
Darlington, Co Durham. Motion picture
soundtracks, music; modem,
modern, jazz, light.
l f, 3}.
31. Overseas only.
in., If,
EL3552, 7 in..
Philips EL3552,7

DEVON
author, Beau Rivage,
Edward Albury, 55, author.
Oaktree Close, Exmouth, S. Devon.
Art, literature, social questions, imaginative tape recording; church organ to
3f. England,
barrel organ. Ultra, Sf
51 in., If, 3|.
USA, Latin countries. English or French
speaking.
Michael Tidmarsh, 40, serviceman, 90
Dieppe Close, Devonport,
Devonport, Devon. Tropical
Crownfish, judo, fiction reading; pop. CrownEnglish 1 f, 3f.
in., If,
corder portable, 3 in..
3J. Any Englishspeaking country.
country.
ESSEX
Bill Froud, 50, fitter, 34 Woburn Avenue,
Theydon Bois, Essex. Camping, motor
Sony 521,
racing, tapesponding; all types. Sony
7jß, 4in., If
1f
stereo, Stella mono,
3f, 7f,
mono, 7 in..
track. Denmark, UK,
UK, USA. Males only.
Smith, 21, draughtsman, 147 OakDavid Smith,
Tape recordwood Hill, Loughton, Essex. Tape
civil
ing,
ing, hi-fi,
hi-fi, big
big bands,
bands, motor cycling, civil
defence, discs, chat; all
all types. Philips
#, If,
EL3549/15A 4-track,
in., ft,
1 f, 3|,
31, 71
7 *.
4-track, 7 in.,
British
British Isles.

LONDON
LONDON
25, hatter (salesman), 39
39
Michael Riley, 25,
Alexandra Street, London SE14. Youth
hostelling, cycling, walking, films; clasf, 31,
3f,
track, 77 in.,
sical, pop. Marconi
Marconi 22-track,
in.. 1If,
sical,
7f. UK,
UK, Eire, Canada, USA.
7j.
John Snoad, 31,
31, structural engineer, 397
397
John
Cannon Hill Lane,
Lane, Raynes Park,
Park, London
London
Norwegian language,
language, mountain
SW20. Norwegian
walking, photography; classical only.
walking,
If, 3},
31, 7f. Norway.
Tandberg 62, 77 in., 11,

SHROPSHIRE
W. A. Roberts, 45,
45, Bank cashier, 40 MayBayston Hill, Shrewsbury,
field Grove, Bayston
Salop. Taping, reading, travel, 8mm;
8mra;
all except pops. Grundig TK5 and Philips
3}. Anywhere UK or abroad.
44-track,
-track, 7 in., 3f.
need to write.
No need
SOMERSET
James Fawcett, 52, insurance broker,
Lundy, Sand Road, Sand Bay, Weston
Weston-super-Mare,
Somerset. Fair organs,
organs, short
-Mare, Somerset.
super
wave listening; musical comedy. Grundig
5f in., 3|.
3f. Any.
TK 18, Sf
55, watchmaker,
Reg and Lucy Lethby, 55,
-super-Mare,
Weston-super-Mare,
88 Orchard Place, Weston
Somerset. Cine and still photography,
general interests; light to classical. Grun5J in., 3f. UK.
dig TK14, 51
STAFFORDSHIRE
Denis Barlow, 20, industrial shift chemist,
263 Walsall Road, Darlaston, Staffs.
FerroHi-fi,
Hi
-fi, sound effects, 8mm cine. Ferro7}. Anywhere.
3}, 7f.
8} in., 31,
graph 5A, 8f
YORKSHIRE
69
20, apprentice joiner, 69
Peter Foster, 20,
Bothferry Road, Hessle, East Yorks.
Motor cycling, TA, recording, bowling;
pop and comic records. Philips EL 3552.
31. USA, France.
51
5f in., 3f.
George Wilson, 40, driver, 23 Highfield
Street, Cemetery Road, Pudsey, Yorks.
Motoring, travel; pops, light classical.
in.,
Cossor stereo, Brenell MK5, 7 in..
Philips, Cossor
only.
male only.
15. Anywhere, male
71, 15.
11, 3f, 7f,
If,

HERTFORDSHIRE
Andrew McGillivray, 26, house porter, 22
Northaw Road East, CufHey,
Cuffley, Herts.
Spinstamps; pop. SpinTravel, writing,
writing, tapes,
tapes, stamps;
speaking.
ney, 5 in.,
in., 3f.
31. English
English speaking.

SCOTLAND
22, student, 40 Lansdowne
Bjorn Bjortorp, 22,
clasCrescent, Glasgow
Glasgow NW. Electronics; clas3f, 7f.
7/. Canada,
1 f, 3},
10f in., If,
sical. Tandberg, lOf
USA.
Clarendon
Ian Young, 21, salesman, 41 Clarendon
Photography, cars,
Street, Glasgow
Glasgow NW. Photography,
films, modern dancing, humour; popular.
films,
31. Anywhere,
Anywhere, male
51 in.,
in., 3}.
Grundig TK5, 5|
or female.

LANCASHIRE
LANCASHIRE
Hope
motor driver, 11 Hope
Richards, 55,
55, motor
C.
C. D.
D. Richards,
listenStreet, Salford
Lancs. Short wave listenSalford 7,
7, Lanes.
tape recording;
ing,
ing, recording
recording records, tape
brass
music. Magnavox
bands and
and good
good music.
brass bands
1604, Cossor
Cossor portable
portable
TM
TM 800,
800, Cossor
Cossor CR
CR 1604,
CR 1620,
7*. UK.
UK.
in., If,
1 f, 3|,
31, 7f.
1620, 7 in.,
Anthony Rimmer, 16,
servicing appren16, TV servicing
Lancs.
Helens, Lanes.
tice, 55 Duncan
Duncan Street,
Street, St Helens,
EL 3586,
3586,
Fishing,
Fishing, radio
radio ham;
ham; pop. Philips EL
44 in., If.
1f. USA.

WALES
mechanic, 15
15 Gamon
Garnon
43, mechanic,
John Bennett, 43,
Sea fishing,
Street, Caernarvon, Wales. Sea
classical. HMV
motor vehicle repairs; classical.
Australia,
1 f, 3i.
31. European,
European, Australia,
5f in..
in., If,
4-track,
4-track, Sf
USA, Canada.
Canada.
The
schoolboy, 20 The
Down, 15, schoolboy,
Ralph Down,
hi -fi
Crescent, Machen,
Machen, Mon. Electronics, hi-fi
electronic
organs; pop,
pop, classical. Grundig
electronic organs;
in any
any
in., 3i,
3}, 7f. Girl
Girl in
TK 20, Truvox, 7 in.,
country.
English-speaking
English-speaking country.
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Wish your tape recording friends'Happy
friends 'Happy Christmas'with
Christmas' with
a 'SCOTCH' Magnetic Tape Album—the
Album -the new,
new, practical,
smart way to keep tapes.
Luxuriously
bound
in green
Luxuriously
tapes.
leatherette with real gold
gold block lettering, each
each Album
comes complete
complete with one
one tape and space for another.
The albums are available in 7", 5f"
5 *" and 5" sizes for all
types of 'SCOTCH' Magnetic Tape. Each
Each Album has an
index plus spine and spool labels. And it costs just a
fraction more
more than the tape alone. What gift could be
more practical, more welcome—more
welcome -more timely!
From all 'SCOTCH'
'SCOTCH' Magnetic Tape stockists.
P.S. All 'SCOTCH' Magnetic Tape (except
Type 111) has Superlife coating. ~i^ IV I

Scotch'
'

iNtetTch
UP(

dl(C

.

se.
MONTI'

corm!
fcJCQfllPANY

■

Scotch MAGNETIC TAPE ALBUMS

Trademark m
umm Trademark

bCQtCn

Minnesota Mining &
& Manufacturing Co.
Co. Ltd.,
Ltd., 3M
3M House,
House, Wigmore
Wigmore

MAGNETIC

TAPE

ALBUMS

St.,
St London,
London, W.I.
W.1. Tel;
Tel: HUHter
HUNter 5522
son and
and SCOTCH
5522 3M
SCOTCH are
are (rademarks
trademarks of
Minnesota Mining
ot Minnesota
Mining and
and Manufacturing
Manufacturing Co.
Co.
45
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for

Convert your

Convert your

:c

LANGUAGE
LANGUAGE PRACTICE
PRACTICE
BROADCASTING
BROADCASTING

Recorder

Tape Recorder
Tape

only the best
is good
enough.
is
good enough..

HOME
RECORDINGS
HOME RECORDINGS

Ofg/t/ra.

mmrLx...

only the best

FOR YOUR
YOUR RECORDER

TELEPHONE
TELEPHONE ANSWERING
ANSWERING

metrostrobe
the
For checking
checking the
miii
accuracy
tape recorder
accuracy of
of tape
recorder
playing
playing speeds
speeds (3J,
7k and
and
(3 74
15 i.p.s.). Reversible
15
Reversible dial
mm
dial
for 50/60
for
cycles.
50;60 cycles.
9S
PRICE 12,6
12,6

o -AUDIO VENDOR

with the

AUDIO

AUTOMATIC MESSAGE
MESSAGE REPEATING
MAGNETIC TAPE MAGAZINE
A Tested and
and proven accessory to
to
extend the usefulness
usefulness of your
machine. No rewinding
rewinding necessary
necessary
— repeats
repeats material
material continuously.
Four types available,
available, giving from
33 to 30
30 minutes programmes —
time can
by using
can be
be doubled
doubled by
using
Mobius
Möbius Loop.
for IllLoop. Send
Send S.A.E.
S.A.E. for
illustrated leaflets.
Popular IS
15 minute unit (30
(30
minute with Mobius
Möbius Loop)
Sgns.
sgns.

-

TRADE
ENQUIRIES
TRADE ENQUIRIES
WELCOME
WELCOME

D.T.V. Group

D.T.V. Group

.1,

VENDOR

-

Dept.
Dept. ATR., 126
126 Hamilton Rd,
Rd,

N Z ATAP E

klenzatape
klenzatape
The
head cleaning
The only
only tape
tape head
system
by
in the
world approved
approved by
system In
the world
and
by all
all leading
and recommended
recommended by
manufacturers.
PRICE 13/6
other accessories
metro-labs
metro -tabs 4/4/- per
per set
set
metro-stop
metro -stop 17/6
17;6 per
per set
set
metro-splicer
kit
metro -splicer 15/15;'- per
per kit
Always ask for metrosound tape and audio accessories
accessories
metrosound
manufacturing co.
ltd.
metrosound manufacturing
co. ltd.
bridge works, Wallace
(3 lines)
bridge
wallace road,
road, london, n.1.
n.1. canonbury
8641 (3
lines)
canonbury 8641
K

ii
11

West Norwood, London, S.E.27.
S.E.27. Telephone: GIPsy Hill
Hill 6166
6166

metrosound

metrosound

SOUND EFFECTS RECORDS
RECORDS Now
Now available from Amateur Tape Recording
Recording
CASTLE,
7' 45
45 rpm
rpm records,
records, •pprojlmale
approximate playing
CASTLE, T
minutes.
playing time
time 66 minutes.
F
HMX
/1F
HMX/1—HAUNTED
HOUSE.
HAUNTED
HOUSE, MYSTERY
Each contains
Each
contains eelecUoa
selection of
of sound
sound effects
effects in
in separate
Complete
separate tracks.
tracks. Complete
MUSIC
Pr(
SOUNDS AND MUSIC
PrU,ee 7,S/6
with sleeve
sleeve and
and paper
paper inner
inner Jacket.
jacket. Sleeve
of
with
Sleeve includes
includes description
description of
each sound
each
Side
effect and
and playing
Side 1—Thonderatorm
lTh,mdersterrn Mysterioco
wand effect
playing time
time in
m seconds
seconds
Mysterioeo Fright
Fright
Side
Fright
Dungeon
Ghoste
Spooks Intruder
Intruder Creaka
Side 2—Bpooka
2Weal. Fright Dungeon Ghost Ghoola
Ghouls
Maniac
Maniac laughter
laughter
BELLS AND
ittesT/O
A ABX/1
ABX/1 —
-BELLS
AND SIRENS
Prier 7/6
Bide
-Fire
with
Bids
1—Fire
engines
engines with bells
bells Fire
Fire engine—alarm
and sirens
sirens
engine -alarm and
S.B. Queen
Queen Mary
Mary siren
wren Factory
Factory siren
8.0,
bell
siren Telephone
Telephone bell
bell Door
Door bell
MFX /1- AUTHENTIC HIGH-FIDELITY
GG MFX/1—AUTHENTIC
HIGH- FIDELITY
2 -Clock chime
Bids
Westminster
chime
Bide H—Clock
chime Alarm
Alarm clock
clock Westminster
belle
chime Bow
Bow bells
Prfc.
SOUND EFFECTS
Price 7/6
7(6
Bide
1—lion
1
-Lion
roaring
Twin
piston
aircraft
landing
Bids
roaring
Twin
Building and
and
aircraft
landing Building
piston
B AFX/1—WILD
Prfc.7/6
Prie. 716
AFX /1 -WILD ANIMALS
debris
Steam
train
debris falling
falling Road
Road drills
drills and
and compressor
Ship's siren
siren Steam
train
compressor Ship's
Bide
Side 1—Male
-Yale and
and female
bird
female lions
lions Gibbons
Gibbon. Chimpanzees
Bell bird
Chimpanzees Bell
leaving
leaving
station
station Small
Small steam
steam loco
loco and
and whistle
whistle Cell
door, keys
and
Cell door,
keys and
Rattlesnake
Rattlesnake Baboon
Viper Emperor
Baboon Viper
Emperor geese
geese Fish
Fish eagles
eagle. Mountain
Mountain
looks
locks
lion (puma)
(puma) Kookaburra
lion
Kookaburra (laughing
(laughing Jackass)
Jackass)
Side
2--Police car
car and
and boll,
Bids 3—Police
bell, chase
Steam
chars Pollco
Pollee launch
launch and
and siren
siren Steam
2Side 2—Elephants
Blephante Misslasippl
Sliaiswppi alligator
alligator Indian
Sea lions
lions
Bide
Indian tiger
tiger Sea
goods
starter
Storm
at sea,
goods train
train and
and whistle
whistle Car
Car door
door slam,
slam, and
and starter
Storm at
sea,
Male
Male lion
lion In
In the
the Jungle
jongla (a
(a background
of typical
typical sounds)
background of
sounds)
thunder,
and start
wind and
thunder, wind
and gulls
gull, Tube
Tube train,
train, stop,
door. and
stop, doors
start
C
BGX /1- BACKGROUND SOUND EFFECTS
C BGX/1—BACKGROUND
H
H MFX/2—AUTHENTIC
MFX/2- AUTHENTIC HIGHHIGH- FIDELITY
Prie* 7,4
7,0
Prior
Prlfa 7/6
SOUND EFFECTS
Prise
7/6
1- Sea
Side
Sea (breakers)
Bide I(breakers) Wind
Wind (howling—eerie)
(howllng-eerle) Thunder
rain)
Thunder (light
(light rain)
Bids
2-Rain (heavy
Traffic
Bide 2—Rain
(heavy shower)
shower) Factory
Factory sounds
sound. (industrial)
(industrial) Traffic
1Side
1—American
police
car
with
siren—arriving
Bide
American pollee car with siren- arriving American
American police
pollee
(busy
(buoy street)
street)
with siren—departing
car
car with
airen-departing American
American police
with sirens—
car escort
escort with
Wrenspolice car
passing
American
passing
American police
police motor-cycle
motor-cycle patrol
with siren—elopping
patrol with
siren- etopping
D EFX/1—ELECTRONIC
Applause
D
Applause (hand
EFX /1- ELECTRONIC SOUNDS
(hand clapping)
clapping) Orchestra
Orchestra tuning
up Car
tuning up
Car crash
crash Olssa
Glum
SOUNDS AND breaking
breaking
(repeat)
(repeat)
Pries
7/6
MUSIC
Prier 7/0
Side
Waterloo
2-Clty and
Waterloo lube
ids 2—City
and Waterloo
tube train—arriving
train-arriving City
City and
and Waterloo
Bids 1—Space
Bids
-Space ship—take
.hip- -take off
off Space
Space vehicle—imaginary
vehicle -imaginary take-off
take -off
tube
tube train—departing
train- departing Footsteps
Footsteps (continuous
(continuous track)
track) In
subway
In subway
Space vehicle—imaginary
Space
vehicle-Imaginary landing
landing Ring
Ring modulation—Umal
modulation-tonal ModuModu(mixed)
(mixed) In
In narrow
narrow slreota
streets (female)
(female) On
(mixed) Running
Running
On pavement
pavement (mixed)
lated
lated tone
tone glide
(descending) Modulated
Modulated tone
tone glide
glide (ascending)
(ascending)
glide (descending)
Instairs)
and
down
in street
street (female)
(female) Running
Running in
in street
street (male)
(male) Up
Up and
down (wooden
(wooden
Sibilation—white
Sibilation-whit noise
octave low)
noble (pitch
(pitch octave
low)
Rain) Workmen
Workmen hammering
hammering and
and sawing
owing
Bids
2-81bllatlon
Sibllatiou-whit noise
Bids 2—Sibilation—white
-whit noise
noise (pitch)
(pitch) Sibilation—white
noise
(pitch
octave high)
high) Three-tone
Three -tone ululatlon
Stridor (tonal)
(pitch octave
ululation Filtered
Filtered tone
(tonal)
tone Stridor
Ring modulation
modulation and
and sibilation
Ring
81b1latiot)
II MPX/1—MILITARY
MPX /1- MILITARY PARADE AND
WARFARE SOUNDS
PrUtllS/6
Prie.7
SOUNDS
E EFX/2—ELECTRONIC
E
EFX /2- ELECTRONIC THEMES AND
-Much past—Guards
past-Guards and
Bids 1—March
and crowd
crowd sounds,
Royal Salute—
Salut sounds, etc.
etc. Royal
MUSIC CONCRETE
Pris 7/6 Side
PrU*7/6
Parade
commands
Anthem
Drums
and
pipes—with
Parade
commands and
and National
Rational
Anthem
Drums
and
pipes
-with
Bide 1—Delta
Bide
-Delta PF Study
Study In
in Sinetones
Sinetones
parade
parade commands
commande
Side
Bide 2—Sound
2-Sound object
object Montage
Montage
Side
2—Aircraft—low
level
attack
(bombs,
machine-gun
fire,
2-Aircraft.-low
level
Bids
attack (bomba, machine -gun Sr.. aircraft)
aircraft)
Artillery—tanks—rifle fire, etc.
< Please
j Artillery -tanks-rifle fire, etc.
Please send
send me
me the following records
-j
records
JJ TFX/1—AUTHENTIC
TFX /1- AUTHENTIC BRITISH TRAIN
Please
Please indicate
indicate with
with aa tick
tick in
in the
squares 1
the appropriate
appropriate squares
SOUNDS
PnallS
Prue
7/6
Side
-Train departure—main
line Train
Train arrival—main
departure-main line
Bide 1—Train
arrival-main line
line
I"
F
F
FI I"
□□□□□Don
Express
train
train
passing—with
Express
train pawing—with
passing -with whistle
whistle Fast
Fast goods
goods train
parsing-with
whistle Express
train passing
paeeing Small
whistle
Express train
Small tank
tank loco—passing
loco -passing
Side 2—Local
train—
2 -Local passenger—arrive
passenger-arrive and
Bide
and depart
depart Fast
Fast goods
goods trainpassing
passing Central
Central London
London tube
tube train—arrive
lal l'n □
I"
train- arrive and
and depart
depart Train
Train over
over
□
rI
J □□
points
paaslng—with
goods train
point and
and crofwing
crossing Slow
Slow goods
whistle
train passing
-with whistle
I1 enclose postal order
order/cheque
for- ....................... to
/cheque for___
KK MFX/3—HORSES
Prie* l/Q
MFX /8- HORSES
Prior
7/6
cover the
the cost of record/s,
plus Is
2d post
cover
record /s, plus
Is 2d
post and
and |
Walking Jumping
(10 effects)
effects) Trotting
Trotting Walking
Jumping Composite
Composite recording
recording of
of
packing
packing for first record and
4d.foreachadditionand 4d.
for each addition- | (10
foxhounds,
foxhounds, calls,
calla, horns,
horns, etc.
etc. Cows
Cows Cats
Cat Piga
Pigs Blacksmith's
Blacksmith's shop
shop
al
al record
record ordered.
ordered.
NAME ......
NAME.
.._.._._.- .-_- _.-.------ ----._
L LFX/1—SOUNDS
Price 7/6
LFX /1-SOUNDS OF
Price
7/6
OF LONDON
ADDRESS
ADDRESS
Guards.
Bow
etc.,
with
linking
commentary.
Bells. River,
River, Markets
Guards,
Bow Bella.
Markets etc.,
etc., ete.,wlth
linking commentary.
Ideal for
for cine
tine films
dime and
and colour
colour slides
slides
ATRI2 I Ideal
ATRI2
M RSX/1—ROAD
Price 7/6
RSX /1 -ROAD SAFETY
7/6
Pria
ATR, HAYMARKET
PRESS LTD.
ATR,
LTD,
HAYMARKET PRESS
86-88 EDGWARE
ROAD, LONDON W2
86-88
EDGWARE ROAD,
W2
With
Jack Warner
Warner (Dixon
of Dock
I Circus)
With Jack
Dock Green)
Green) and
(Dixon of
and Coco
Coco (Bertram
(Bertram Mills
Mille
with sounds
Circus) Documentary
Documentary with
Bounds
7

1

1

WALLACE
WALLACE

HEATOM
HEATON

MICROLUX
RECORDING
RECORDING
MICROLUX

TAPE

TAPE

mmimm

B

1

m

1

1

I
I

)

I

rI

i

I

PI

1

I
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We
We arc
are marketing
marketing our
our own
own tape
tape under
under the
the trade
trade name
name of
of Mlcrolnx.
Microlux.
This
strong,
flexible
on Mylar,
is on
This is
Mylar, aa strong,
flexible polyester
polyester base,
base, which
which has
Ms proved
proved
most
moat reliable
reliable in
in regard
to breaking
breaking strength
regard to
strength and
and non-stretch
1tou- stretch
prupertie-.;
properties; with
with oxide
oxide coating
of highest
coating of
highest quality
quality and
and uailormitv.
uniformity.
MICROLUX (Regd.) RECORDING TAPE
Type
Appror.
rype
Appro..
Length
Sizc
Price
Sir.
Length
Price
Standard
Standard Play
600ft.
Play
Ala.
17/6001k
lin
17/SflOfl.
5|in.
19/860ft.
55in.
19/1.200ft.
7ln.
26/1,200fí
-in.
26/Long Flay
900ft.
Bin.
•24/Long
flay
900f1..
bin.
24/1.200ft.
29r,|la.
1,200ft.
bfin.
29/1,800ft.
7ln.
40/—
1,800ft.
lin.
40/Double Play
1,200ft.
Bin.
31/6
Double
Play
1,200fí.
bin.
51/6
1,800fl61ín.
Ajin.
42/6
1,80011.
42/6
•2.400ft71n.
50/2,400ft.
Ibn.
50/(PAP
extra IfInvoice value
below £3,0.0.)
value below
1/- If
If invoice
IP P extra
65 0.0.)
We also
other makes.
makes.
variety of
We
also slock
stock a
a variety
of other
WALLACE HEATON (City Sale)
Sale) LTD.
LTD.
93
Fleet Street,
London E.C.4.
93 Fleet
Street, London
E.C.4.
&

sfe-

3 600D REASONS

3 GOOD REASONS

WHY YOU SHOULD

WHY Y00 SHOOLD

CHOOSE

CHOOSE

Mastertape

Mastertape

NEW
FROM

FREE
TAPE

rvi

SPOOL
Special Christmas
Special
Christmas

[qrampianJ

packs containing
packs
containing
full
reel
of
full reel of
tape
tape and
and a
a
FREE
EMPTY
FREE EMPTY SPOOL
SPOOL

CARDIOID
MICROPHONE!

1

i

MASTERSTIK
LEADER
Sticks
at aa touchtouch Sticks at
lifts In
in a
flash!1
a flash
Simply
Simply place onto
the hub
hub of
of empty
empty
the
spool,
press down
down
spool, press
with
with fingertip, give
aa quarter
quarter turn and
your tape
tape isis ready
use.
ready to
to use.
your

EQUIPMENT
SOUND EQUIPMENT
GRAMPIAN
GRAMPIAN SOUND

IMPROVED
IMPROVED
OUTPUT
COATING

INTEGRITY
INTEGRITY THAT
YOU HEAR
THAT YOU
HEAR
After years of research, Grampian proudly
proudly present
present
aa microphone with aa really good frequency response,
high sensitivity and aa genuine cardioid
cardiold pick-up
pick -up
Sattern. More—it
isis rugged enough to withstand
More
withstand
pattern.
hard
usage- and is still in the
ard usage—
the medium price range.
Especially useful under difficult
difficult conditions, the
Grampian Cardioid Is
is fully up to the
the highest Grampian standards of workmanship,
workmanship, reliability and
integrity.
Frequency response: 40 c/s
c/s to 12
12 Kc/s.
Kc /s. Available
Available
in four impedances. Obtainable NOW from your
Grampian dealer.
Low impedance—£14.
impedance-L14. Other impedances—£15
impedances-LI5

All Mastertapes have
have

-it

Fullest details from your dealer or from:

GRAMPIAN REPRODUCERS LTD
Hanworih Trading Estate,
Hanworlh
Estate. Fellham.
Feltham, Middlese*.
Middlesex. Fellham
Feltham 2657
2657

the
new specially
the new
developed
developed improved
improved
output coating.

Mastertape

Mastertape

TODAY'S TOP
TAPE!
TOP TAPE!
TODAY'S
MANUFACTURED
IN ENGLAND
BY
ENGLAND BY
MANUFACTURED IN
Mastertape (MAGNETIC)
(magnetic) LIMITED
limited
Mastertape
COLNBROOK, SLOUGH,
SLOUGH, BUCKS.
BUCKS.
COLNBROOK,
VIDOR
DISTRIBUTED BY VIOOR
NATIONALLY DISTRIBUTED
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FRANCIS
OF

|

YOUR LOCAL

YOUR

LOCAL

FRANCIS

STREATHAM

OF STREATHAM

(nowlits

include among
among their
their customers
Include
customers many
many who
who call
call
personally from
from all
all over
over the
the country,
country, because
because
the stocks
stocks and
and service
of the
service In
in TAPE
TAPE AND HI-FI
HI -FI
EQUIPMENT to
EQUIPMENT
to be
found there. With
so many
befound
Withsomany
shops
shops to
to choose
choose from, there
there must be
be excellent
reasons why
why people
people prefer
prefer to
to buy from
from Francis.
Francis.
Perhaps you
you would care
care to find out by
by calling
calling
or
or writing
writing to
to us
us about
about your
your requirements.

*
*
*
*

WIMBLEDON'S tape
TAPE recorder
RECORDER centre
CENTRE

*

LARGE STOCKS
VERY LARGE
D HI-FI
STOCKS OF
OF TAPE
TAPE AN
AND
HI -FI
EQUIPMENT

-k

EXTRA
NO EXTRA
NO
MONTHS

FOR CREDIT
FOR

TO 18
18
UP TO

OWN SERVICE DEPARTMENT
if OWN
DEPARTMENT
if

FREE SERVICE
PERIOD
PE RIO D

DURING

■ng Ferrograph,
WORTHING,
WORTHING, SUSSEX
SUSSEX Stocking
Revox,
ony, Tandberg,
Revox, Si
Sony,
Tandberg,
Truvox,
lip
Truvox, Philips,
B
HOW IKS C(4,-;,)
J WII.KFVS
EMI, Luxor,
Luxor, Bang
Bang
WILKINS, EMI,
etc., on
Olufsen, etc.,
1 && Olufsen,
on
I!
ful comparative
11 Becket Buildings, Lifttehampton
Littlehampton fully
Demonstrations
Demon trrationis
Road, Worthing 5142
5142

GUARANTEE
GUARANTEE

FRANCIS OF
FRANCIS
OF STREATHAM
STREATHAM
STREATHAM HIGH RD.,
RD., LONDON.
LONDON, S.W.I6
S.W.I6
Between
Between St.
St. Leonanjl
Leonard:
Open
Phone
Open all
all day
day
Phone STR
STR
Church and
and Streatham
Streatham Stn.
Stn.
Saturday
Church
Saturday
0192/0446
0192/0466
169 -173
169-173

Aoonta
Agents for:
for: TRUVOX.
TRUVOX, FERROGRAPH,
FERROGRAPH, VORTEXION,
VORTEXION,
REVOX,
REVOX, BRENELL,
BRENELL, GRUNDIG,
GRUNDIG, SABA,
SABA, AMPEX,
AMPEX,
REFLECTOGRAPH,
REFLECTOGRAPH, ETC.
ETC.
Got
Get It
It Taped
Taped the
the Expert
Expert Way—By
Way-By letting
letting us
us Install
Install your
your apparatus
apparatus
TEL- LEE -RADIO
TEL-LEE-RADIO
220
LIBarty
220 The
The Broadway,
Broadway, WIMBLEDON,
WIMBLEDON, S.W.IS
5.W.19
LlBerty 4848
4548

TAPE RECORDER CENTRE (HX)
(HX)
AGENTS FOR
FOR ALL THE
THE LEADING
LEADING MAKES
MAKES OF
OF RECORDERS
AND
RECORDERS AND
HI-FI
Including:—BkO.
BRENELL,
BRAUN,
DUAL,
FERROGRAPH,
HI-Fl Including:B &O, BRENELL, BRAUN, DUAL, FERROGRAPH, H-CORD,
FI -CORD,
GRUNDIG. KORTING,
KORTING, OPTA-CORD,
GRUNDIG,
OPTA -CORD, PHILIPS,
PHILIPS, REVOX,
REVOX, ROBUK,
ROBUK, SABA,
SABA,
SONY,
SONY, TANDBERG.
TANDBERG, TELEFUNKEN,
TELEFUNKEN, TRUVOX.
TRUVOX, ETC.
ETC.
30
30 KING CROSS STREET.
STREET, HAUFAX
HALIFAX
Halifax 66832
Halifax
66832
PART EXCHANGE
PART
EXCHANGE WITH
WITH PLEASURE
PLEASURE
Agenca
Agents for
Ferrograph, Tandberg,
for Ferrograph,
Tandberg,
Brenell,
Brenell, B
B&
& O,
O, Vortexion,
Vortexion, Truvox,
Truvox,
Sony,
Leak,
Quad,
Armstrong,
Sony, Leak, Quad, Armstrong,
Clark
Clark &
& Smith,
Smith, Lowthar,
Lowther, GoodGood man's
Wharfedale,
Garrard,
man's
Wharfedale,
Garrard,
Goldring, Dual,
Dual, Decca,
Decca, Record
Record
Housing,
Housing, Fitrobo,
Fitrobe, G.K.D.,
G.K.D., Fisher,
Fisher,
Ampax,
Ampex, etc.
etc.

GODLEYS
G0DLEYS

SHUDEHILL, MANCHESTER
MANCHESTER 4
4|
Tolophono:
Telephone: BLAckfHara
BLAckfriars 9412
9432
ConfMentlol
Confidential Credit
Credit Facilrtlea
Facilities
Part Exchange
Part
Exchange Welcome
Welcome

TAPE RECORDER

SHEEN

SHEEN

COVERS
COVERS
waterproof cover
Smut waterprool
cover to
complete
Smart
to five
give complete
protection to
to your
your tape
tape recorder.
recorder. Made
Made
protection
rubberised canvas
o,vu In
In nevy,
navy, wine,
wine, tan
from nibberlied
tan
and bottle green
green with
with white
white contrasting
and
reinforced hue,
pipings,
pipings, reinforced
base, handy
handy xlp
zip micromicroname panel.
phone
phone pocket
pocket and
and name
panel.
GRUNDIG TK
TK I with pocket
GRUNDIG
pocket 49/6
GRUNDIG TK
TK S
GRUNDIC
S with
with pocket
packet 55/GRUNDIG TK 66
67/6
GRUNDIG
with
GRUNDIG TK
TK I
8
with pocket
pocket 63/GRUNDIG
14, It
GRUNDIG TK 14.
21
18 k
& 23
59/6
GRUNDIG 14L.
GRUNDIG
14L, I7U
17L, UL
181 k
23L i67/6
& 23L
GRUNDIG
TK 20
20 with pocket
GRUNDIG TK
pocket 52/6
24 with pocket
GRUNDIG
TK 24
GRUNDIG TK
pocket 55/25 with pocket
GRUNDIG TK 2S
pocket 55/GRUNDIC TK
TK 10
30 with pocket
pocket 60/GRUNDIG
TK 35
GRUNDIG TK
35 with pocket
pocket 63/GRUNDIG
TK 40
40 k
41
& 41
GRUNDIG TK
..... 44/66/GRUNDIG
GRUNDIG TK
TK 44
46 with packet
pocket t2/82/no packet
60 no
pocket
GRUNDIG TK 40
75/TELEFUNKEN IS
packet 45/TELEFUNKEN
85 with pocket
65/TELEFUNKEN
16K
TELEHINKEN 75/15 &k 74K
with
... 55/55/with pocket
pocket ..
TELEFUNKEN
96 with
TELEFUNKEN 95
with
95 k
& 94
pocket
69/6
pocket
49/4
PHILIPS
8108 with pocket
PHILIPS BIOS
... 57/4
57/6
PHILIPS
EL3534
87/PHILIPS EL3514
with pocket
pocket t7/PHILIPS
EL3536
PHILIPS EL3534
with pocket
pocket 70/70/PHILIPS
EL3S38
PHIUPS ELI510
with pocket
packet 63/41/PHILIPS
EL3S41/15 with
PHIUPS ELI541/15
with pocket 57/6
57/4
PHILIPS
3541H
PHILIPS 3541H
72/72/PHILIPS
EL3542
with
pocket
PHILIPS EL3S42 with pocket 63/43/PHILIPS
EL3548
PHILIPS ELI548
79/4
... 79/6
PHILIPS
PHILIPS EL3549
ELI549 with
with pocket 79/4
79/6
STARMAKER ...
PHILIPS STARMAKER
66/... 44/COSSOR 1405
1605 with pocket
OOSSOR
pocket ...
... 04/84/1

48

-

COSSOR 1402
pocket ...
1602 with pocket
... S7/4
57/6
COSSOR 1401
with pocket
1601 with
pocket ...
63/... 43/COSSOR 1404
1604 ...
...
... 79/STELLA ST4SS
ST4SS with pocket
pocket ... 41/63/STELLA ST454
ST454 with
with pocket
pocket ...
... 57/459 with pocket
STELLA 459
... 14/pocket
84/STELLA 451
458
...
...
... 79/TRICORDER
with
STUZZI TRIOORDER
pocket
STUZZI
pocket 51/58/SA&A
pocket
SABA 23OS
... 79/4
2305 with pocket
79/6
ELIZABETHAN
FT I with pocket
ELIZABETHAN FTI
pocket 44/66/ELIZABETHAN
ELIZABETHAN LZ
LZ 29
29 ...
... 75/75 /BRENELL
BRENELL HK.
with pocket
MK. 5
pocket 77/5
ROBUK RK3
ROBUK
RK3
...
...
... 47/4
67/6
SONY 521
...
... 90/SONY
521
FERROGRAPH ...
FERROGRAPH
80/...
... 00/REVOX
04/412, 414
63/OPTACORD
414 k
416 41/OPTACORD 412,
& 414
TRUVOX
TRUVOX R92
R94 ..
.. 99/R92 k
& R94
TANDBERG 72,
72, 74,
42. 64,
44, 92,
74, 62,
92,
TANDBERG
hard case
141 /6
843
823
143 k& 123
hard
case 141/4
soft
112/4
soft case
lose 112/6
MONEY OR
OR REQUEST
REQUEST
CALL. SEND
CALL,
SEND MONEY
CO.D. WITH YOUR
YOUR ORDER
ORDER TO:
C.O.D.
COSSOR
COSSOR
COSSOR
STELLA
STELLA
STELLA
STELLA

BROWN
A.
A. BROWN
LTD.
& SONS
SONS LTD.
24-28 George Street,
24-28
Tel. 25413/5

Hull

ANNOUNCE THEIR

TAPE RECORDER
HI-FI
HI -FI CENTRE
NEW PREMISES ARE

NOW OPEN

NOW OPEN
33 & 4 STATION PARADE, SHEEN LANE,
SHEEN, LONDON, S.W.I4
SHEEN,
Specialists in
in Tape
Recorders -- Accessories
Hi-Fi
Specialists
Tape Recorders
Accessories -- Hi
-Fi
Stereo -- Pre-recorded
Stereo
Pre- recorded Tapes
Tapes -- Mies
Mics -- Tuners
Tuners
Amplifiers -- Speakers
Etc.
Speakers -- Etc.
Showrooms open
until 77 p.m.
Station, S.R.
open until
p.m. PRO0985
PR00985 Opp.
Opp. Mortlake Station,
S.R.

TAPE 70

PROFESSIONAL
FESSIONAL
RECORDING TAPE
TAPE
70
A vastly superior British P.V.C.
P.V.C. professional audio tape now
A
now
made available to the
the discriminating
discriminating enthusiast.
enthusiast.
made
UNCONDITIONAUY GUARANTEED
UNCONDITIONALLY
GUARANTEED
STANDARD
LONG
DOUBLE
TRIPLE
LONG
STANDARD
DOUBLE
TRIPLE
PLAY
PLAY
PLAY
PLAY
PLAY
PLAY
PLAY
PLAY
3" 150'
3" 225'
4/3 3"
3* 300'
3" 600'
600' 13/3"
150' 3/3
225' 4/3
3"
3"
300' 6/6
6/6
13/3/3 4*
450' 7/6
7/6 4"
4" 600'
600' I2
12/4- 900'
900' 17/6
4' 300'
6/4 4" 450'
4"
300' 6/6
/- 4"
17/6
S- 400'
11/4 5"
5" 900'
14/6 5"
5- 1200'
1200'22/6
5- 1800'
35/900' 14/6
5"
600' 11/6
22/6
5"
1800' 35/1200' 17/4
511800' 29/6
29/6 sr
51- 2400'
2400- 48/6
48/6
900' 14/6
14/6 53" 1200'
51" 900'
17/6
53"
s 1800'
1200' 17/6
17/6 7" 1800'
1800* 25/25/- 7"
7 2400*37/6
7 3600'62/6
7"
2400' 37/6
3600' 62/6
r 1200'
Ask your usual
dealer or
or order
order direct
direct (p.
(p. && p.
p. 2/- per
per order)
usual dealer
Ask
from:
from:
LEDA TAPES (A),
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS:
DISTRIBUTORS: L£DATAPES
(A), 30
30 BAKER
BAKER STREET,
STREET. LONDON
LONDON W.I.
SOLE

www.americanradiohistory.com

r

DEALERS
DEALER

I

|

Classified
Recording*
Classified advertisements
advertisements in
in 'Amateur
'Amateur Tape
Tape Recording'
cost
cost 15Is per
word, minimum
minimum 10s.
6d extra.
extra.
per word,
10s. Box
Box Nos.
Nos. Is
Is 6d
Advertisements
and
remittances
should
be
Advertisements and remittances should be sent
to
sent to
Advertisement Manager,
Advertisement
Manager, 'Amateur
'Amateur Tape
Tape Recording',
Recording',
86-88 Edgware
86-88
Edgware Road,
Road, London
London W2.
W2.

MAGNETIC TAPE
AA nniqae
253; 5!
unique tape
tape buy.
buy. Top
Top brand.
in, 2,400
2,400 ft,
brand. 77 in,
ft. 25s;
51 in,
in,
15j: P &
P 1 at 23. 2 at 2j W. 3-6 at
3i 6d. Bargains
all
15s;P
&P1at2s,2at2sOd,3-6
at3s6d.
Bargains in
inall
Kingsley &
sizes.
sizes. SAB
SAE for
for list.
list. E.
E. C.
C. Kinealey
& Co
Co Ltd,
Ltd, 93
93 Tottenbam
Totteaban
Court Road,
Road, London
London Wl. EUSton
Court
EUSton 6500.
6500.
PERSONAL
Brand
Brand Five
Five polyester
polyester tapes.
&P
tapes. P
P&
P free.
free. Send
Send 5s
Ss for
for sample
sample
600
DP
on
7
reel.
Minini
(ATR),
Kenley,
7 in
reel.
600
DP
on
in
Minim
(ATR),
Surrey.
Keeley, Surrey.
Sleep study
therapy. Two
new techtechrevolutionary new
Sleep
study and
and therapy.
Two revolutionary
respective fields
Academic Learning
niques in
niques
their respective
fields of Academic
in their
and Mental
which have
possible
TAPE TO DISC
have been
been rendered possible
Mental Health
Health which
by the
tape recorder.
recorder. Learn
Learn
by
of the
the modern
modern tape
the invention
invention of
J && BB Recordings.
Recordings. Tape/disc.
Tape /disc. Mobile
Mobile unit.
unit. Wedding
Wedding
difficult
memorize new
new data at short notice,
notice,
difficult lessons,
lessons, memorize
experts.
14 Willows
Willows Avenue,
experts. 14
Avenue, Morden,
Morden, Surrey.
Surrey. Mitcbam
Mitcham
master
master foreign
languages, parts
in plays
plays or improve
foreign languages,
parts in
9952.
your
details of
your mental
Send now
now for
for free
free details
of our 9952.
mental powers.
powers. Send
Sleep
Study
Recorder,
Time
Switch,
Pillow
Speaker,
Pillow
Speaker,
Sleep Study Recorder, Time Switch,
Tape to
Tape
to Disc
Disc Recording.
Recording. Finest
Finest professional
professional quality:
quality:
Tapes, and general
Cassettes,
Language Tapes,
Cassettes, Induction and Language
LP, 48s;
10 in LP,
10in
42s; 12
48s; 77 in
LP, 423;
12 in
in LP.
in BP,
EP, 213;
21s; 40
40 ft
ft recording
recording
vital subjects.
Psychology Tapes
Tapes
information
information about
subjects. Psychology
about these
these vital
studio;
48
tapes.
studio;
48 hour
hour postal
postal return
return service.
service. Any
Any speed
speed
tapes.
Ltd,
London N\V3.
NW3.
Ltd, Dept
Road, London
Dept ATR,
ATR, 16
16 Kings
Kings College
College Road,
SAE
Hest Bank
SAE for
for leaflet.
leaflet. Deroy
Deroy Sound
Sound Service,
Service, 52
52 Hest
Bank
of Sleep-Learning
PRImroso
PRImrose 3314.
Sleep- Leaning
3314. The
The foremost
foremost suppliers
suppliers of
Lane.
Lane, Hest
Hest Bank,
Bank, Lancaster.
Lancaster.
Equipment
in Britain.
Equipment in
Britain.
John
John Hassell
Hassell Recordings.
Recordings. Tape
Tape to
to Disc.
Disc. Studio
Studio and
and
mobile
mobile services.
services. 21
21 Nassau
Nassau Road,
Road, London
London SW13.
SW13. RiverRiverMake friends
The Australian
Australian
Make
friends Down
Under by
by joining
joining The
Down Under
side
7150.
7150.
side
Taperecordists
Fred Bickers
Bickers SS
Taperecordists Association.
Association. Details:
Details: Fred
Belmont
Belmont Road,
Andover, Hants.
Hants.
Rapid
own
Road, Andover,
Rapid Recording
Recording Service.
Service. Records
Records made
made from
from your
your own
tapes
tapes (48-hour
(48 -hour service).
service). Master
Master Discs
Discs and
pressings.
and pressings.
Recording
Studio
Demo
Discs.
Mobile
recordings,
Demo
Discs.
Mobile recordings, any
any
You ought
Whisper
copy of
and Whisper
You
ought to
to send
send for
for aa copy
of 'Psychology
'Psychology and
distance. Brochure
Brochure from
from 21
21 Bishops
Bishops Close,
Close, EI7.
E17.
Teaching'
is 9d
9d post
post free
free ^ distance.
Teaching' to
York House,
House, Huddersfield
Huddersfield - 5s
to 11 York
IfIf quality
and durability
durability matter
quality and
matter (especially
with LPs
(especially with
LPs from
from
your precious
tapes), consult
your
precious tapes),
consult Britain's
Britain's oldest
oldest transfer
transfer
Could you
time once
once aa month
month to
to
Could
you spare
spare an
an hour
hour of your
your time
service. Our
units attend
mobile units
service.
Our mobile
attend anywhere
anywhere for
for mono/
mono/
help
voluntary helpers
urgently needed
needed
help Oxfam?
Oxfam? Extra
Extra voluntary
helpers urgently
stereo master
stereo
master recording.
recording. Records
Records published
published tax
tax free
free for
for
to
collect 2s
from eight friends
friends or
to collect
2s 6d
6d Pledged
Pledged Gifts
Gifts from
schools,
schools,
choirs,
orchestras.
Sound
News
Productions,
10
orchestras.
Sound
News
Productions,
neighbours.
could
easily
raise
£1
a
month.
A
Devon
10
month.
Devon
neighbours. You
easily
raise
£1
a
A
You could
Clifford Street,
Clifford
London Wl.
Street, London
WI.
helper
willing
writes: 'Everyone
so kind
kind and
and willing
helper writes:
has been
been so
'Everyone has
and I've
Please
collecting.' Please
and
I've made
made new
new friends
friends through
through collecting/
write
Chapman,
write for
for explanatory
explanatory leaflet
leaflet to
Joan Chapman,
to Miss
Miss Joan
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
Room
50, Oxfam,
Oxfam, Oxford.
Room SO,
Oxford.
Don't Buy
Don't
Buy A
A Tape
Tape Recorder
Recorder until
until you
you have
have visited
visited the
the
Bardeu/Grundig Centre
Barden/Grundig
Centre opposite
opposite Dalston
Dalston Junction
Junction
Record
Borrow your
your L.P.S.
Ismyr Record
Record
to Ismyr
Record library.
Library. Borrow
L.P.s. Write
Write to
All Grundig models
models are
Station. All
available on
are available
on easy
easy terms
terms
library,
Snape, Nr.
Nr. Saxmundbam,
Suffolk.
library, Snape,
Saxmundham, Suffolk.
with generous
Grundig
with
generous part-exchange
part-exchange allowances.
allowances. The
The Grundig
Centre,
21 Dalston
Dalston Lane,
Centre, 21
CLIssold 8811.
Lane, E8,
E8. CLlssold
8811.
Learn
you sleep.
memorise speeches
speeches
Learn while
while you
sleep. Learn
Learn languages,
languages, memorise
'Somerset' 10
'Somerset'
10 and
and 30
30 watt
watt output
output transformer.
transformer. TransTransand
the
or the
and sales
sales presentations,
presentations, absorb
absorb business
business statistics
statistics or
former
former Equipment
Equipment Limited,
Limited, Railway
Railway Place,
Place, London
London
highway
highway code
code while
while asleep
with Learnasleep
Learnasleep Equipment.
Equipment.
asleep with
SWI9.
SW19.
Details
Details from Sleep
Learning Supplies,
Supplies, (Dept
(Dept ATR),
ATR),
Sleep Learning
245
worth Street,
245 Cap
Capworth
Street, Leytoo
Leyton E10.
E10.
Unbiased
Unbiased guide.
guide. Our
Our latest
latest sixty-page,
sixty -page, photographically
photographically
illustrated
preillustrated hi-fi
hi -fi catalogue
catalogue (4s'6d).
(4s',6. Advisory
Advisory service,
service, preferential
Members. You'll
Highest cash
Tape ReReferential terms
terms to
Highest
good quality
quality Tape
to Members.
cash prices
prices offered
offered for
for good
You'll be
be glad
glad to
to have
have concon corders.
sulted
suited Audio
corders. Hi-Fi
Hi-Fi Equipment
and LP
LP Records.
Records. REW.
REW.
Audio Supply
Supply Association,
Association, 10
Equipment and
10 Ciifford
Clifford Street,
Street,
London
Earlsfield
SW17.
London Wl.
Earlsfield Ltd,
Ltd. 266/8
266/8 Upper
Tooting Road,
London SW17.
Upper Tooting
Road, London
Tel
Tel BAL
BAL 9174.
9174.
For sale:
Stereo 60S
For
sale: Grundig
Grundig Stereo
608 mixer.
mixer. Unused.
Unused. £13.
L13. Box
Box No
No
228.
228.
tapes and
relax. 'O'
'O' level
level
Rerisiag for
Revising
for exams?
exams? Play
Play discs
and relax.
discs or
or tapes
Elizabethan
LZ29
4-track,
3-speed
Mono
Tape
Recorder.
track,
Elizabethan
L229
43
-speed
Mono
Tape
Recorder.
French in
in IJ
1} hours. English
English Language
Language 33 hours. Box No
No
Good condition
Good
condition £20
£20 o.n.o.
o.n.o. Stride,
Stride, 10
10 Deuce
Dence House,
House, Turin
Turin
227.
Street, London,
Street,
London, E2.
E2.
limited
Limited number
number of
of WWTT
now available
available to
WWTT Magazines
Magazines now
to
non-members.
non
-members. Send
Send 1/for copy
and find
find out
1/- (stamps)
(stamps) for
copy and
out
what
talkers Tick!
makes Tape
what makes
Tapetalkera
Tape Talk,
Tick! Worldwide
Worldwide Tape
Talk, 35
35
The
The Gardens,
Gardens, Harrow.
Harrow.
CY
ages. SAE
CY Tapespondence
Tapespondence Club.
All ages.
SAE for
for details.
details. 22
Club. All
22
TRUVOX
TRUVOX
Baker
Baker Street,
Street, Weston-super-Mare.
Weston- super -Mare.

Visit
Visit the
Finest Tape
Tape Recorder
the North's Finest
Recorder Showroom.
Showroom.
All
in stock,
All leading
leading makes
makes in
stock, ready
ready for
for demonstration.
demonstration.
Tape,
Mies,, Mixers,
all accessories,
Tape, Mice.,
Mixers, all
Tape Records.
Records.
accessories, Tape
Separate
SSeeppaarate Hi-Fi
Hi-Fid and
amend constructors
constructors showrooms.
Full
showrooms. Full
Technical Service.

CUSg^^iiGHT
JONGS SQUARE, YORK.
KINGS

Tel. 55666

LAMBDA

RECORD CO. LTD.
Suppliers of Fine Tape Recording and
Hi-Fi
-Fi equipment, Microphones and
Hi
and
Accessories.
Service DepartSpecialist Technical Service
ment.
ment.
Part exchange and H.P.
H.P. welcome.
Suppliers to

Schools, Universities,
Universities,

Atomic Energy Authority, Leading
Architects and Broadcasting
Broadcasting Organisa-

tions.

70
70 LIVERPOOL
LIVERPOOL ROAD,
ROAD, LIVERPOOL
LIVERPOOL 23
23
Tel.
Tel. GREat
GREat Crosby
Crosby 4012
4012
Tape
Tapo recorder
recorder service
service in
in Che
the

BIRMINGHAM AREA
BIRMINGHAM
AREA

L. BISHOP
BISHOP LTD.
1708 BRISTOL
BRISTOL ROAD, SOUTH,
1708
SOUTH, REDNAL
REDNAL
BIRMINGHAM
Telephone: RUBcry2709
Telcphono:
RUBcry 2709
GRUNDIG SPECIALISTS
SPECIALISTS

WORTHING
WORTHING
TAPE
RECORDER
CENTRE

Tape
Tape and
and HI-FI
HI -Fl Experts.
Experts. Agents
Agents for
for
all
all types
typas of
of machine
machine and
and equipment
equipment.
Servicing
Servicing and
and Repairs.
Repairs.
22 New
22
New Broadway,
Tarring Road, Worthing,
Sussex.
Telephone; WORTHING
Telephone:
WORTHING 3430
3630

PRE-RECORDED
TAPES
PRE -RECORDED TAPES
American
tapes covering
covering most
most famous
famous
American 44 track
track stereo
stereo tapes
labels
labels at
realistic prices,
pay more?
more? Imported
at realistic
prices. why
Why pay
directly
directly by
by us,
us, saving
saving distributors'
distrbutors' profits.
profits. Vast
Vast selection
selection
at 75s
lists or
London
each -send SAG
SAE for
for free
free lists
or call
call at
at London
at
75s each—send
showrooms.
showrooms. Teletape
Teletape of
of Marble
Marble Arch,
Arch, 33
33 Edgware
Edgware Road,
Road,
W2.
W2.
Rare
Two
radio broadcasts.
broadcasts. Rare
Two track
track tapes.
tapes. Armed
Armed forces
forces radio
radio
and out
out
Air checks
checks and
radio broadcasts
broadcasts and
and jam
jam sessions.
sessions. Air
of print
by all
all the
great bands.
bands. Bill
Bill Ordowski,
Ordowski,
print recordings
recordings by
the great
PO
Port Huron,
Michigan, USA.
USA.
PO Box
Box 121,
121, Port
Huron, Michigan,

G. L. MORTON & CO LTD
12 OXFORD STREET
12
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE

L.E.C. (Leyton) ELECTRICAL CO.
120 HIGH ROAD, LEYTON, E.15
120
E.15
LEYtonslone
LEYtonstone 6814
6814
Stockists
Stockists of:
Ferrograph, Vortexion,
Vortexion, Brcnell,
of: Ferrograph,
Brenell, Revox,
Revox
Rogers,
Rogers, Armstrong,
Armstrong, Leak,
Leak, Goodmans,
Goodmans, KEF,
103F, Record
Record
Housing Furniture,
etc. Tapes
Tapes by
by BASF.
Furniture, etc.
BASF. AGFA.
AGFA,
ZONAL
ZONAL 3' to
to 10*.
10'. Demonstrations
Demonstrations in
in the
the Home.
Home. Tape
Tape
to
to Disc
Disc Service.
Service.

MASSEY'S

MASSEY'S
CENTRE OF SOUND
121.123
121 -123 High Road
Road Chiiwick
Chiswick London
London W4
telephone
telephone CHIswick
CHlswick 2062
2082

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
ADVERTISEMENTS]
CLASSIFIED

The
Truvox "Series 40"
10)
The new Truvo*
40" (see
(see page
page 10)
Is the
the first professional recorder
Is
recorder with
with the
amateur
price tag.
amateur price
tag. Yours,
Yours, in
In all
all its
its shining
shining
new
new splendour,for only44—repeat,44
only 44-repeat,44 GNS!
GNS!
Ifif you
you didn't
didn't receive
receive our leaflet In
in the
the last
Issue write
write to
C. Smith
Issue
to K.
K. C.
at
Smith at

TRUVOX^UMITED
TRUVOXXUMITED
(DEPT.
40A) • NEASDEN
NEASDEN LANE
LONDON, N.W.IO
LANE • LONDON,
N.W.10
(DEPT. 40A)

|
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

AMATEUR TAPE RECORDING SUBSCRIPTION FORM
Make certain you receive
Hi-FI
by
Make
receive your copy of AMATEUR TAPE RECORDING Video and
and HI
-Fl by
completing this form and sending it, with your annual subscription, to:
AMATEUR TAPE RECORDING, SUBSCRIPTION DEPT,
86-88
86-88 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W2
Please send AMATEUR TAPE RECORDING Video and Hi-Fi
Hi-FI for one year, commencing
commencing with
the next ((.._._..__.____.__ ..._...__...)) issue,
subsenption
issue, to the address
address below. I enclose the annual subscription
of thirty shillings (30s).
postage.
(30s). ATR
AIR wiii
will pay the
the postage.

Name
Address
Address

I

---

Date...
Date....
! Tape Club
special Club Subscription rate of 25s
Club members wishing to avail themselves of the special
25s per
per
I annum should apply to their local Club
Secretary. All Club orders must bear
bear the Club Secretary's
Qub Secretary.
Secretary's
| signature and
49
and be
be sent
sent to the Subscription Department.
49
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ATR

ATR

postal
bookshop
postal

bookshop
A selection
and guides readily available to
selection of audio handbooks and
you through Haymarket Press
prices include postage
Press Ltd.
Ltd. (All prices
and packing.)
11 Dramatape Guide
by H. Woodman
Woodman
by
(Focal Press
91Press Ltd)
9/2 Grundig Book
by F.
F. Purves
Purves
(Focal Press Ltd)
17/3 Grundig TK1 and Cub
by F. Purves
Cub Guide
(Focal Press Ltd)
914 The Loudspeaker Guide
by J.
J. Berwick
Borwick
Guide
(Focal Press Ltd)
919/5 Magnetic Sound
by J. Chittock
Sound
Chittock
(Focal Press Ltd)
14/6 The Microphone Guide
by J.J. Berwick
Borwick
(Focal Press Ltd)
919/7 The
by R. Hock
The Tape Editing Guide
by
(Focal Press Ltd)
919/8 Radio and Electronic Hobbies
by F. C. Judd
(Museum Press)
23/6
2316
9 FM Radio Servicing Handbook
by G.
G. J.
J. King
(Odhams
27/6
( Odhams Press)
10
by G. J.J. King
10 Practical Hi-Fi
Hi -Fi Handbook
27/6
(Odhams)
11
by G.
11 Radio and
and Audio
Audio Service Handbook
G. J.
J. King
(Odhams)
27/6
( Odhams)
12
12 A to
by G. A.
to Z in Audio
A. Briggs
by
(Wharfedale Wireless
Wireless Ltd)
17/13 Aerial Handbook
by G. A. Briggs
((Wharfedale
Wharf edale Wireless
Wireless Ltd)
14/14 Audio and Acoustics
14
by G. A. Briggs
(Wharfedale Wireless Ltd)
14/15 Audio Biographies
15
by G. A. Briggs
(Wharfedale Wireless Ltd)
21/16 Cabinet Handbook
16
by G. A. Briggs
(Wharfedale Wireless Ltd)
919/17
17 Loudspeakers
by G. A. Briggs
(Wharfedale Wireless Ltd)
27/6
18 More About Loudspeakers
18
by G. A. Briggs
( Wharfedale Wireless Ltd)
(Wharfedale
10/19 Musical Instruments and Audio
by G. A. Briggs
(Wharfedale Wireless Ltd)
35/20 Tape Recording for Everyone
by F. C. Judd
(Blackie &
& Son)
12/121-

IDEAL FOR
FOR TAPE RECORDERS
Fits
Fits

adjusted in seconds
to

fit any of

-

S SOCKETS !

13
| Pj?
13 Amp fused,
fused, 15
15 Amp or
55 Amp, 33 and 22 pin sockets. / CS j
COSTS...
/jg1
ONLY 12/6
Get
f
.
Get one
from any
one now
now from
any good
good elecelectrical or
/
j
or radio
radio dealer,
dealer, hardware
hardware
store,
/
store, etc.,
etc., or
or If
if In
in difficulty
difficulty write
write
to:FITTALL PLUGS
Coastguard
Coastguard Road,
Road, Larne,
Larne, N.
N. Ireland
Ireland [

CINE
CINÉ PROJECTORS

INTERNATIONAL BRAND
INTERNATIONAL
BRAND TAPE
TAPE

-at

Finest quality American made Recording Tape—at
lowest
Finest
Tape
lowest ever
ever
prices! Fully guaranteed in
cartons.
in cellophane sealed
sealed cartons.

3 in.
Message tape,
100 fU
In. llecmge
tape. 150
ft.
In.
in. Menage
tape. 220
peerage tape,
226 (t.
ft.
3333 in.
tape.
300
in. Message
5ieaaage tape,
300 ft.
ft.
3153fin.in.
ft.
Mylar
in. Triple
Triple play.
600 ft.
Mylar
play. 600
Double play.
In. Double
play. 1.200
1,200 ft.
Mylar
ft. Mylar
06 in.
In.
Long
play.
In. Long
900 ft.
ft. Acetate
Acetate
Play. 900
ft.
In. Standard
Standard play.
play. 600
600 ft. PVC
PVC
0515 In.
in. Triple
Triple play,
1.600 ft.
ft. Mylar
Mylar
Play, 1,800
In.
in. Double
Double play,
1.800 ft.
ft. Mylar
If ylar.
play. 1.800
615f5f in.
in. Long
Lung play.
play. 1,200
1,200 ft.
ft. Acetate
Acetate ...

3,8
3,6
4/11
4/11
7/6
7/6
16/16/15/15/10/10l8/8
6/6
56,66
/-6
22
12/6
12/6
1216

7 In.
In. Stand,
Mylar
12/8
Stand. play,
play, 1,200
1,200 ft.
Mylar
12/6
77 In.
In.
1.800
ft.It.n.Mylar
19/6
in. Long
Long play,
Mylar'
19/6
play. 1.800
26/In. Doable
Doable play,
2.400 ft.
Mylar
n. Mylar
s6 /play. 2.400
77 in.
16/play, 1,800
in. Long
Long play,
1.800 ft.
It. Acetate
Acetate ....
15 /In.
play. 3.600
3.600 ft
58/8
In. Triple
Triple play,
ft. Mylar
Idyls"
60/1
Poet
Poet 1/1/- per
per reel—four
reel -tour reels
reels and
and over
over
Poet
Free
Poet Free
Clear
Clear Plaatie
Plea4a Tape
Tape Spooli
spool, (ampty):
(windy):
3Post
In,
In. 1/6,
VG, 4 InIn. 2/-,
2 / -, 6 in.
In. 2/-.
-, 6|
81 in.
in. 2/8.
24. 7 In.
la. 2/6.
2 /6.
Poet 6d.
6d.
(Dept. AT),
AT), 378 Harrow Road,
(Dept.
Road,
BR0CKLEY TRADING CO11•» Paddington,
BROCKLEY
London. W.9. ëúN
CUN »S30
9530
3

5

5
5

7
7
7
7
7

3

4

5

2,!

7

ónw

r
I

Please send me
me the following:
copies of book No
No.
It

It

,,

I

££

s

ci

Bib
Bib

,,
If

It

I

@
Q

It

II

Chcque/PO
Cheque/PO (made payable to Haymarket Press
Ltd) enclosed for £_
£
Send books
books to:
Send

AA handy
precision tool
handy precision
for quick
tool for
quick and
and
accurate editing—no
post
accurate
editing-no wastage
wastage or
post
cditing clicks.
clicks. Pays
Pays for
for itself
itself by
byorusing
editing
using
up
all your
your odd
lengths of
tape.
up all
odd lengths
of tape.

Name
Address

18'6 each
1816

P.B. 12/65
P.B.
12/65
50

PROFESSIONAL
TAPE SPLICER
Complete with
razor cutter

MULTIG0RE SOLDERS
SOLDERS LTD.,
MULTICORE
LTD.,
N.13

L
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NEW
INSTRUMENT
CLEANER
Ideal for
tape heads
For
tape heads,
heads,
For cleaning
cleaning tape
tape recorders,
recorders, plastic,
tare
plastic,
chrome, glass,
glass, printed
chrome,
printed
surfaces
the
surfaces and
and also
also the
exlcr
OIS of electronic
exteriors
v _ ewmnne
m
'
electronic
vrwwafyreM equipment.
equipment. Anti-static,
Anti -static,
non-flammable
and bebenon
-flammable and
cause
docs
not smear
cause it
does not
smear it
ft
isisozeasy
easyboitto
use.
In
handy
toleuse. In handy
4
oz.
bottle.
•» - « 4'6
4/6 each
HEMEL
HEMPSTEAD, HERTS
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD,
HERTS

Bib
Bib

You plug a microphone into your
Grundig
Grundig tape
tape recorder.
recorder.

You plug a microphone into your

We plug in humpots and fluttermeters.

We plug in humpots and fluttermeters.
Meet an
an interesting tape recorder.
recorder.
The Grundig
Grundig TK18L,
TK18L, which sells
sells for
for
41 guineas.
guineas.
It looks simple.
simple. Six press-buttons
press- buttons
few controls.
and aa few
It is simple. But behind
behind the scenes
lies aa lot of work by Grundig.
Grundig. Each
TK181
TK18L has aa history before it reaches
reaches
you. Checks. Anything up
to 150 of
up to
them. Noise level tests (that's the
the
humpots!). Recording tests (that's
(that's
fluttermeters!).
the fluttermeters!).
Grundig are fussy. That's why they
put gold in
in their recording
recording heads,
silver in their switches.
switches.
Natural sound
sound
The TK18L is aa twin-track
twin -track machine
machine
with Grundig's automatic 'Magic
'Magic Ear'
Ear'

recording level control. That
That means
means
no knob-turning
knob -turning while you're
you're recording. The
The 'Magic
'Magic Ear'
Ear' balances every
every
hears -from aa whisper to
noise itit hears—from
to aa
cymbal crash. And the sound that it
plays back is natural sound—with
sound -with no
hum, no motor noise.
noise.
The TK18L is not
not the cheapest tape
recorder you can buy.
But in case
buy. But
you don't think you're getting
getting aa
bargain, Grundig give you
you aa spare
spool and
and tape worth £2. Plus an
an
unusually high-quality
high- quality microphone.
Separate, that would cost you about
7 guineas.
7
Your Grundig
Grundig dealer has aa TK18L.
him.
Talk to him.
Or better still, plug in the Grundig
itself. And listen.
listen.

www.americanradiohistory.com

I------- free

r
Valuable -- but free
if
if you post now!
now!
The Grundig
'The
Grundig World
World of
20 -page
of Sound.'
Sound.' This
This 20-page
colour
book illustrates
colour book
illustrates the
the full
full range
range of
of Grundig
Grundig
tape
recorders, radios,
radios, slereograms
tape recorders,
and accessaccessstereograms and
ories. To
To get
get your
post this
ories.
your copy
copy post
this coupon
coupon now
now
to Grundig,
Grundig, London.
to
London, S.E.26.
S.E.26.
Name
Name
(Block
(ßiock letters,
letters, please)
please)
Address..
Address
...

An

(oRunDlo)
GRunoiG

The
The only
only catch
catch about
about

new better-looking,
better -looking, longer
this new
longer-lasting
this
-lasting
library
library box
from BASF
box from
BASF is
is deliberate.
deliberate.

(It
(It goes click)
click

iff

Inside the hard
hard wearing Polystyrol
Polystyrol case of
new
of the new
BASF library box
is aa hard wearing Polystyrol catch.
box Is
Its sole function is to
to ensure that when the easy-swivel
easy -swivel
click tight,
cassettes click
your tapes stay
tight, they stay tight. So your
in. And
And the
the dust stays out.
The new BASF library box is better-looking,
harder
better -looking, harder
wearing — and costs no more. It's solidly built to

-

give your valuable tapes greater protection, longer
longer
playing life than
than ever
ever before.
before. The new library box is
available with either
tape in
either Long Play or Double Play tape
5*.
for
5 ", 5|'
5i" and 7'
7" spools.
And for
spools. See
See itit at your dealer's now. And
aa ready reference to your collection
for the
collection ask him for
BASF Library
Library Index, FREE.

BASF CHEMICALS LIMITED ■ 5a
5a Glllesple
Gillesple Road, London.
London, N.5
2011
N.5 • Tel:
Tel CANonbury 2011
;
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1865
1865
1965
1965

